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UNLV PRESIDENT DR. ROBERT C. MAXSON
from Mississippi State University in 1970.
His major areas of study and interest have
been higher education administration and
social psychology. He has been particularly
interested in the phenomenon of leader
ship in institutions of higher education. He
has written two college text books which
together have been adopted in approx
imately 100 universities. He also has writ
ten numerous articles which have been
published in scholarly journals.
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Robert C. Maxson assumed his duties as
president of the University of Nevada, Las
Vegas, on August 1, 1984.
Before coming to UNLV, President Maxson served as the Senior Vice President for
Academic Affairs at the University of
Houston. In that capacity, he was the chief
academic officer of the 45,000 student
university.
President Maxson earned his doctorate

President Maxson is married and lives
with his wife Sylvia and their daughter
Kimberly here in Las Vegas. Their son
Todd is a senior at Texas A&M University
majoring in bio-chemistry.
President Maxson is tireless in the pur
suit of his dreams for UNLV; no one works
longer hours or harder ones than he does.
Anyone familiar with his schedule knows
he starts his day at 5:30 a.m. by running
several miles and is in the office by 7:30
a.m. Most days do not end until late in the
evening. It is not unusual for him to call a
meeting of his senior staff members on

weekends; he likes these meetings
because, he says, "the telephone and ap
pointment book don't interrupt us."
President Maxson has been singleminded in his efforts to recruit the best and
brightest high school students in Nevada
to the campus. He also has promoted the
concept of the "Great Urban University."
He believes UNLV can become a modern
University, a University for the 21st century.
He sees the potential for UNLV to achieve
the status as one of the top urban univer
sities in the country within the next 5 to 10
years. "There is absolutely no reason that
we can't accomplish our goal of being a
great urban university. We have the sup
port of one of the finest communities in the
country. We have a faculty that any presi
dent would envy, a student body of bright,
hard-working young people, and a support
staff that is second to none. In short, if we
don't become a first rate urban university,
it's just because we will not have worked
hard enough."
Anyone who knows Bob Maxson knows
it won't be because he didn't work hard
enough.

UNLV DIRECTOR OF INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
DR. BRAD ROTHERMEL
During the 1984-85 academic year, the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas had each
of its fifteen intercollegiate sports, with only
three exceptions, represented in post
season, national competition. In addition,
most of these teams were ranked nationally
in the top 20 at one time or another. Much
of the credit for this outstanding collegiate
record goes to UNLV's Director of Inter
collegiate Athletics Dr. Brad Rothermel.
Rothermel, who now enters his sixth year
as Athletic Director, has built UNLV
Athletics to the point where the university
is now very competitive at both the con
ference and national level.
Rothermel's philosophy while at UNLV
has been that the function of the inter
collegiate athletic program is to provide for
the student-athletes an environment in
which those student-athletes are able to
pursue excellence in selected extracur
ricular educationally related activities. Fur
thermore, his objective for the programs is
to win within the structure of the rules and
the budgetry framework provided. The
achievement of this goal is demonstrated
by successfully competing against national
championship caliber competition in all ac
tivities sponsored by the Department of In
tercollegiate Athletics.
Prior to his appointment at UNLV in

1981, he was Associate Director and
Business Manager for the Department of
Intercollegiate Athletics at West Virginia
University. From 1974 to 1976 he was
employed as Assistant Director and
Business Manager for the Department of
Intercollegiate Athletics at Kansas State
University.
Rothermel supervised the intercollegiate
athletic programs for men and women
while serving as Director of the Health and
Physical Education at George Williams Col
lege in Downers Grove, Illinois, from 1971
to 1974.
From 1965 to 1967, he served as Super
visor of Counseling and Research Develop
ment while functioning in the capacity of
Assistant Athletic Director of the Universi
ty of Illinois Athletic Association. Prior to
that position he was an administrative
associate and coach for the Chicago Na
tional League Baseball Club (Chicago
Cubs).
In addition to his above mentioned
athletic positions, Rothermel has served as
an administrator in numerous educational,
recreational and financial environments.
He also possesses coaching and ex
perience as a competitor at all levels from
elementary school through the professional
ranks.
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Rothermel received his Ph.D. in 1965
and a M.S. degree in 1961 from the Col
lege of Applied Human Life Sciences at the
University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana.
He received his B.S. from Northern Illinois
University in 1960.
Rothermel and his wife, Suzanne, a
kindgergarten teacher in the Clark County
School district, have two daughters; Beth
(16) and Christine (12).

TUGGING ON A WISHBONE
by Joyce Aschenbrenner, Sports Information Director

TONIGHT'S SPONSOR

Kentucky Fried Chicken
The UNLV Rebels would like to thank Kentucky Fried Chicken for sponsoring
tonight's game — "Kentucky Fried Chicken Night with the Rebels."
We appreciate your support of the UNLV Rebels and community of Las Vegas.
Kentucky Fried Chicken.. ."We Do Chicken Right!"

WELCOME SERVICE CLUBS
UNLV extends a warm welcome to the community and service clubs who are
attending tonight's game. They enjoyed a tailgate party prior to the game and can
easily be spotted by the UNLV Rebel caps that they are wearing. Thank you
community and service clubs for your participation.

Coach Bob Cope and his University
of the Pacific Tigers come to the Sam
Boyd Silver Bowl tonight to take on the
UNLV Rebels. The Rebels, 2-3 overall
and 1-2 in the PCAA Conference need
the win to even out their season
record.
The Tigers sit alone atop the PCAA
rankings with a 3-2 overall and 2-0
PCAA record. The Tigers feature a
"wishbone" offensive attack, the only
West Coast Division I team that runs
this type of offense.
Leading the Rebel offensive attack
is junior quarterback Steve "Strip"
Stallworth. Stallworth has hit on 80 of
his 151 attempts (52.9%) for 968 yards
and five touchdowns. Stallworth's
favorite target is flanker George
Thomas, who has 17 receptions for
262 yards (15.4 average) and three
touchdowns. Out of the backfield,
Stallworth's favorite receiver is fullback
Tony Lewis. Lewis has 210 yards
receiving on 19 catches (11.1 avg.).
Leading the Rebel ground attack is
tailback Kirk Jones, who is averaging
5.2 yards per carry. He's got 348 net
yards on 67 attempts thus far this
season. Tony Lewis is close behind
Jones in the rushing department with
278 yards on 58 carries (4.8 avg.).
Defensively, the Rebels received
bad news after All-America candidate,
linebacker Gentry Walsh was taken
from the field early in the Utah State
game with a leg injury. Walsh sus
tained broken bones in his lower leg
and will be out for the rest of the
season.
Walsh's running-mate at the outside

1985 UNLV FOOTBALL
UNLV
UNLV
UNLV
UNLV
UNLV
OCT.
Oct.
OCT.
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Nov.
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24
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Tennessee Tech
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PACIFIC
7:30 P.M.
at Cal State Fullerton.. .1:00 P.M.
S.W. LOUISIANA*
7:30 P.M.
NEW MEXICO STATE. .6:00 P.M.
at Nevada-Reno
1:00 P.M.
at San Jose State
7:00 P.M.
•Homecoming
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linebacker position, Daryl Knox, has
been tearing up opposing offenses —
Knox was the defensive coaches'
Player-of-the-Week for the third time
this year. He has 48 total tackles (30
solos), four quarterback sacks and six
tackles for loss.
Knox shared defensive Player of the
Week honors against Utah State with
safety Alvin Horn, who earned a start
ing position when Ed Saignes
separated his shoulder. Horn, who
many opponents thought might be
easy picking, has risen to the occasion
time and again and currently leads all
Rebel defenders with 53 tackles (18
against Utah State). He also picked off
his first interception against Utah State
on Saturday.
Pacific's wishbone is led by Tiger
quarterback
Hue
Jackson
(6-0/185/JR). Jackson has completed
20 of his 46 passes for 297 yards this
season. He has three touchdown
tosses and has been intercepted four

times. Jackson also has 233 yards
rushing on 85 keepers and one
touchdown. 1984 All-PCAA secondteam
pick
James
Mackey
(5-10/180/JR) is the Tigers' leading
runningback. Last week, against New
Mexico, Mackey set a season high for
Pacific with 25 carries for 102 yards.
On the season, Mackey is averaging
3.3 yards per carry (62 yards on 207
carries). Kurt Hienrich is the Tigers'
leading receiver with nine catches for
186 yards and one touchdown. The of
fensive line remains solid with center
Steve Clower (6-3/245/JR) and guard
Eduardo Yagues (6-4/260/SR) leading
the way.
Defensively, Pacific sets up in a 4-4.
The Tigers are led by inside linebacker
All-PCAA candidate Nick Holt
(6-0/215/SR). Holt has 57 tackles,
three interceptions, three fumble
recoveries and has broken up five
passes. At cornerback, PCAA Defen
sive Player-of-the-Week (Oct. 5) and
All-PCAA candidate Tom Purvis
(6-0/185/SR). The defensive line is led
by DT Kelvin Harden (6-1/255/JR) has
23 tackles on the season including
three for losses last week against New
Mexico.
LB
Collis
Galloway
(5-11/190/SR) also has 23 tackles on
the year including 3 sacks last week
against New Mexico.
Punter
Marshall
Lampson
(6-3/200/JR) is averaging 40.2 yards
per boot.
Placekicker
Ken
Norgaard
(6-4/230/FR) has a 40 yard range, is
five of eight in fieldgoals and 12 of 13
in PAT's.

The Rebels would like to extend a special thanks
to Terina's Pizza for providing pizza for the marching
bands who participated in last week's halftime
presentation.

Offense moving the ball. . .defense stopping the ball.
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UNLV HEAD FOOTBALL COACH

HARVEY HYDE

HARVEY HYDE UP CLOSE

"PCAA Coach of the Year"

Few head football coaches have
done so much with seemingly so little
in such a short period of time. UNLV
Head Coach Harvey Hyde is a
member of this elite group. He took
over a floundering UNLV football pro
gram in 1982 and suffered through a
disappointing 3-8 season. However,
with his unique brand of hard work,
determination and perseverence,
Hyde turned that initial disappointment
into a tremendously successful football
program.
Hyde, who is beginning his fourth
year at the helm of the Rebel Football
program, led UNLV to one of its most
successful seasons ever last year.
6

Hyde was named PCAA Coach of the
Year, the first time a UNLV Football
coach has been distinguished with
such an honor, for his admirable 1984
season accomplishments. He also
guided UNLV to its first ever post
season bowl appearance (the 1984
California Bowl).
To match last season's success will
pose a difficult task for Hyde. He,
however, is approaching this season
with as much enthusiasm and drive as
ever in his 21 years of collegiate
coaching. The task of duplicating last
year's success will be facilitated with
an experienced nucleus of returning
players and a talented recruiting class.

Nonetheless, the 1985 season will be
a definite challenge for Hyde.
Much of Hyde's success at UNLX
can be attributed directly to his suppo:
ting cast. Being a keen observer o
talent, Hyde chose a coaching staff
which is both experienced and
learned.
"He surrounds himself with people
he respects," wife Linda says. "He
looks carefully at his assistant coaches
and tries to give everyone their own
responsibilities."
This philosophy also holds true for
the players Hyde recruits for the Rebel
program. "He can see definite
characteristics about a player that says
he will be able to work in our system,"
Linda says. Unlike many head
coaches, Hyde has a desire to get to
know his players on and off the field.
He always seems to make the time to
talk to his players on a personal level
Hyde's coaching experience stret
ches from Redlands, California to
Honolulu, Hawaii. Hyde came to UNLV
from Pasadena City College where he
served as head football coach from
1979-1981 and from 1968-69. During
the 1970-78 seasons, Hyde fulfilled the
duties of both offensive and defensive
coordinator for the Lancers.
As the Lancers head coach, Hyde
tallied a record of 26-6 for the 1979-81
seasons. He helped guide Pasadena
to five straight junior college bowl ap
pearances and six conference
championships.
In 1979 and 1980, Hyde earned
Metropolitan Coach of the Year honors
for leading Pasadena to the California
State Junior College title and MetroValley Bowl victory. In 1969 he aided
the Lancers in achieving a junior col
lege championship and state title.
Hyde's first collegiate coaching job
was at the University of Redlands in
1963 where he served as the freshman
football coach. He was then appointed
assistant football coach at Norte Vista
High School in Riverside, California in
1964. In 1965, Hyde started at
Pasadena as the defensive and offen
sive coordinator.

FULL NAME: Harvey Leslie Hyde
WIFE: The former Linda Stone
HOMETOWN: Pasadena, CA
ALMA MATER: Redlands '62
DATE OF BIRTH: July 13, 1941
CHILDREN: Katherine (19) and Susan (16)
OVERALL RECORD: 57-27-1
RECORD AT UNLV: 21-14
HYDE AT UNLV: Harvey Hyde was named UNLV Head Coach in December,
1981. The 1985 season is his fourth season at UNLV.
OVERALL COACHING EXPERIENCE: Assistant Coach at Norte Vista High
School in Riverside, CA (1964). COLLEGE — freshman football coach at the
University of Redlands (1963); defensive and recruiting coordinator at Pasadena
City College (1965-66); assistant coach at University of Hawaii (1967); head coach
at Pasadena City College (1968-69 and 1979-81); assistant coach at Pasadena
City College (1970-78); head coach at UNLV (1982-present).

In the 1967 season, Hyde took a
leave of absence from the mainland
and traveled to the University of
Hawaii. He served a one year stint as
an assistant for the Rainbow Warriors,
after which he returned to Pasadena
for the next 14 years.
As a player, Hyde was an offensive
tackle for Pasadena High School. He
also played collegiate football for both
Pasadena City College and the Univer
sity of Redlands.
Hyde is a native of Pasadena,
California and was born on July 13,
1941.
As a graduate of Pasadena City Col
lege with an Associate of Arts degree,
Hyde went on to earn his bachelors
and masters degrees from the Univer
sity of Redlands in 1962 and 1964
respectively.
Hyde and his wife Linda have two
daughters: Katherine (19) and Susan
(16).

THE HYDE FAMILY - (left to right) Susan, Harvey, Linda and Kati, (seated on floor) Hunter
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CUNNINGHAM LEARNS IMPORTANT LESSON WITH EAGLES

UNLV ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT ADMINISTRATION

by Michael DiChiara, Asst. Sports Information Director
"We are really pleased with Randall,"
said Eagle Scout Bill Baker, who scouted
Cunningham while he was still a Rebel.
"Normally, a rookie quarterback would not
start in his first year, let alone in the second
game of the season. We felt Randall had
more mobility and that would add a new
dimension to the offense."
Many NFL quarterbacks run out of fear
and not with any intent of gaining yardage.
Cunningham does not belong to this group
of quarterbacks. He sees his running abili
ty as another weapon the Eagles can use
to attack the opposing defense.
"That's not fear when I run," explained
Cunningham, who was Philadelphia's
second pick in the NFL draft. "It adds
another dimension to our offense. It's just
another way of moving the football."

As the starting quarterback at the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Randall
Cunningham became one of only three
collegiate passers — the other two being
John Elway and Doug Flutie — to throw for
more than 2,500 yards in three consecutive
seasons. As the Rebels starting punter,
Cunningham was a first team All-America
selection. In addition, he was a two-time
selection as the PCAA's Offensive Playerof-the-Year and UPl's MVP on the West
coast. There are numerous other honors
and awards which all show that Randall
Cunningham was one of college football's
premier players.
In his first two starts (prior to the Eagles
game against the New York Giants on Sept.
29) as quarterback of the Philadelphia
Eagles, Cunningham says that the most
important lesson learned to date is
something that is similar to an important
lesson learned in college. It's something
aside of football basics like reading
defenses and learning the pass routes of
his receivers.
"What I've learned is that I'm just as
good as all the athletes out there," said
Cunningham.
The 22-year old UNLV graduate took over
the starting quarterback duties from 13-year
veteran Ron Jaworski. In two games, a loss
to the Rams and an upset win over the
Redskins, Cunningham has completed 23
of 56 passes for 422 yards and one
touchdown. The statistic that really stands
out is Cunningham's rushing totals — 154
yards on 19 carries for an average of 8.1
yards per rush.
8

Cunningham does not agree with the
skeptics who predict that running quarter
backs cannot last for very long in the NFL.
He does, however, realize that running is
the NFL is quite different than running in
college.
"I don't worry at all about it (running),"
said Cunningham. "I've been doing it all my
life. I realize that there are bigger, stronger,
and faster players in the NFL. I'm not
trying to run over people, I'm just trying to
get the extra yard."
One of Cunningham's biggest assets is
his size. That is what originally caught the
scouts' eyes. Later, it soon became com
mon knowledge that Randall Cunningham
was a sure NFL bet.
"In evaluating any player, we start with
his height, weight and speed," explained
Baker. "He has nice height, a good enough
arm and he moves around very well. We
liked all the dimensions that we saw."
There are other adjustments that Cun
ningham is making more easily than other
rookie quarterbacks, to the surprise of
some. One in particular is the common
belief that rookie quarterbacks have a tough
time reading defenses.
"Maybe that's so if you come from a
school where you didn't learn defenses,"
Cunningham answered. "I learned to read
them at UNLV. It's been the easiest part to
adjust to."
Another adjustment as a rookie is the
respect from his teammates, especially in
the leadership position as quarterback.
According to Cunningham, Jaworski has
been one of his biggest supporters.

the field. I feel like I'm now earning the
team's respect. Now when I call the play
and the players are talking, someone in the
huddle says 'Keep quiet.' That's a sign ci
respect."
Cunningham says his idols are Rogf r
Staubach and Joe Namath, and althouc s
he wears the familiar No. 12 on his bac
he doesn't try to copy their styles.
"I like my own free style," Cunninghan
said. "I don't try to copy anybody. I like
Staubach and Namath because they were
good quarterbacks and they got the jot
done."

Tina Kunzer
Assistant Athletic Director/
Primary Women's
Administrator

Charlotte Summers
Assistant Athletic Director/
Finance

Jerry Tarkanian
Assistant Athletic Director/
Community Relations

Randy Taylor
Administrative Assistant

Dallas Norton
Assistant to the
Athletic Director

That's something Cunningham did ven
well at UNLV — getting the job done. He
led UNLV to the 1984 California Bowl, a first
in Rebel history. Now he's getting a chance
to get the job done with the Eagles. He's
already been told that he's one of the bes
quarterbacks in the NFC.
"It's hard to accept that being as younc
as I am," said Cunningham. "But if you lool
at the stats, it shows I'm doing a pretty gooc
job."
What else could you ask of any rookie'

Fred Albrecht
Executive Director
Athletic Development

Doug Sanderson
Director of Athletic
Development

Joyce Aschenbrenner
Sports Information
Director

Le Riggle
Athletic Ticket Manager
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IN 24-48 HOURS

/73 SUN
ZISTATE
BANK
Member F.D.I.C,
Cathy Kammeyer • Laura Smith • Sam Lund • John Dedolph • Kathy Kidd

877-1881
1901 S. Decatur

9A.M.-4P.M.

Monday/Friday

Other hours by appointment

"He helps me out alot," said
Cunningham. "He's like another coach on
9
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DR. ROBERT C. MAXSON
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THE REBEL COACHING STAFF

Al Tanara
Assistant Head Coach and
Offensive Coordinator

AL TANARA
Al Tanara begins his fourth year on
the Rebel coaching staff.
A graduate of the Springford High
School in Pennsylvania, Tanara earn
ed All-State, All-League and All-Area
honors. He also attended August
Military Academy in Virginia, where he
was an All-League selection. He later
went to the University of Tennessee
where he was a starter and letterman
for three years. While at Tennessee,
Tanara earned First Team AllSophomore and Honorable Mention
All-Conference.
COACHING EXPERIENCE - Col
lege: offensive line coach, University
of Utah, 1981; offensive line coach,
Texas Tech University, 1975-81; offen
sive line coach, Arizona State Univer
sity, 1970-75; receivers and defensive
line coach, Pasadena City College,
1968; receivers and offensive line
coach, University of Hawaii, 1967;
graduate assistant, University of Ten
nessee, 1965. High School: receivers
and defensive end coach, Meritt
Island, Florida, 1966.

DON WEEMS
Don Weems begins his third year on
the Rebel coaching staff; this is his first
season as defensive coordinator.

Barry Lamb
Inside Linebackers
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Don Weems
Defensive Coordinator and
Defensive Line Coach

Carl Ferrill
Defensive Secondary and
Administrative Assistant

A graduate of Culver City High
School in California, Weems went on
to play college ball at Santa Monica
College and Cal-State Long Beach.
While at Long Beach, Weems earned
Most Valuable Offensive Lineman his
senior year. Also received the Sports
manship Award.
COACHING EXPERIENCE - Col
lege: defensive coordinator, Santa
Monica College, 1972-82; In 11 years
at Santa Monica, he helped the team
compile a 71-28-1 record, which
included three appearances at the
Avocado Bowl. His 1980 team compil
ed a perfect record of 11-0. High
School: defensive coordinator, Ken
nedy (Anaheim, CA), 1969-71.

CARL FERRILL
Carl Ferrill begins his second year
on the Rebel staff, his first as secon
dary coach. Last season he served as
Rebel recruiting coordinator.
Ferrill is a graduate from Santa Fe High
School in New Mexico. He later went
on to attend New Mexico Highlands
University. In 1967, Ferrill played third
base while leading his team to the Na
tional Championship. He played wide
receiver for the 1968 New Mexico

Scott O'Brien
Outside Linebackers

Wayne Nunnely
Running Backs

Dave Hoover
Offensive Line and
Tight Ends

Highlands Football squad which won
a National Title in 1968. He then sign
ed a professional contract and played
for seven years in the Continental Foot
ball League (1972-79) with the CaliforTiia Razorbacks, Denver Oilers and the
Los Angeles Mustangs.
COACHING EXPERIENCE - College:
defensive secondary coach, Universi
ty of Idaho, 1983; Head Coach and
Athletic Director, West Hills Junior Col
lege, 1982; offensive coordinator, San
ta Ana Junior College, 1978-81; High
School: defensive coordinator, Baldwin
Park High School, 1970-77 (head
baseball coach and athletic director).

DAVE HOOVER
Dave Hoover begins his third year
on the Rebel coaching staff.
A graduate of Crescenta Valley High
School in California, Hoover earned
Most Valuable Lineman honors in 1973.
His team also won the CIF champion
ship in 1974. He later went on to Cal
State-Los Angeles and enjoyed a fine
collegiate career in Rugby. Hoover let
tered two years and earned AllRegional at the wing position.

(Continued on Page 14)

Randy Whitsitt
Quarterback and Receivers

REBEL STAFF

Steve Kadoich
Graduate Assistant/Receivers
COACHING EXPERIENCE - Col
lege: offensive line coach for two years
and running back coach tor one at
Pasadena City College, 1980-83. While
at Pasadena, the Lancers won two
Junior College championships. High
School: offensive line/running
back/linebackers coach, Crescenta
Valley, 1977-79. He guided Crescenta
to two CIF conference titles and one
state championship.

BARRY LAMB
Barry Lamb begins his fourth year
on the Rebel coaching staff and his
third different coaching assignment.
A graduate of San Marcos High
School in California, Lamb went on to
Santa Barbara City College. He then
attended the University of Oregon
where he graduated and began his
coaching career.
COACHING EXPERIENCE - Col
lege: defensive back coach, Arizona
State University, 1980-81; defensive
line and outside linebacker coach,
University of Oregon, 1977-80; outside
linebackers, UNLV, 1981-83; secon
dary, UNLV, 1984.

Genet Wallace
Student Assistant Coach
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Gilford Satellites

(cont.)

Randy Romero
Graduate Assistant/Secondary
WAYNE NUNNELY
Wayne Nunnely begins his fourth
year on the Rebel coaching staff.
A graduate of Monrovia High School
in California. Nunnely earned All-CIF
and Pacific League MVP honors. He
later went on to Citrus College and
then attended UNLV as a running
back. Nunnely played for the Rebels
in 1972.
COACHING EXPERIENCE - Col
lege: running back coach, University
of the Pacific, 1980-82; defensive line,
Cal-State Fullerton, 1979-80, defensive
line, running back coach, Cal Poly
Pomona, 1977-79, graduate assistant,
UNLV, 1976. High School: defensive
coordinator, Valley High School, Las
Vegas, 1975.

SCOTT O'BRIEN
Scott O'Brien begins his third year
on the Rebel coaching staff.
A graduate of Superior Senior High
School in Wisconsin, O'Brien earned
All-Tri-State honors (Wisconsin, Min
nesota, Michigan). He later went on to
the University of Wisconsin, Superior
and earned All-Conference (1977-78)
and Defensive Lineman of the Year
honors. O'Brien signed a professional
contract with the Green Bay Packers

Tyrone Gray
Student Assistant Coach

has
the latest
in high technology
satellite systems.

Terry Cottle
Recruiting Coordinator

in 1979. He then signed a contract witf
the Toronto Argonauts of the Canadiat
Football League in 1980.
COACHING EXPERIENCE - Coi
lege: defensive line, linebackers, kick
ing unit, University of Wisconsin
Superior, 1979-82.

All systems
perfectly balanced for the Las Vegas area.
YEARS Q^CUSTOHER SATISFACTION

RANDY WHITSITT
Randy Whitsitt begins his fourth
year on the Rebel coaching staff.
A graduate of Venice High School ir
California, Whitsitt went on to play a
Santa Monica City College earning All
America and All Metro honors as f
receiver. He closed out his collegecareer at Cal-State Northridge.
COACHING EXPERIENCE - Col
lege: quarterback and receivers
coach, Pasadena City College (under
Harvey Hyde), 1979-81, quarterback
and receivers coach, Glendale Col
lege, 1978; quarterback and receivers
coach, Cal Poly Pomona, 1977 and
College of the Canyons, 1972-75.
(Continued on Page 16)

Richard Grant
Student Assistant Coach
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(cont.)

Tim Wilson
UNLV Strength &
Conditioning Coach

TERRY COTTLE
Terry Cottle begins his second year
on the Rebel coaching staff.
A graduate of Davis High School in
California, Cottle earned numerous
honors including: Athlete of the Year,
All-League Quarterback and AllSacramento Valley-Basketball. He later
went on to St. Mary's College where
Cottle still holds career passing
records for the Gaels. Cottle was also
a four-year starter and team captain his
senior year.
COACHING EXPERIENCE - Col
lege: secondary coach, Sacramento
State University, 1983. High School: of
fensive coordinator, Notre Dame (Sher
man Oaks, CA), 1981-82.

STEVE KADOICH
Steve Kadoich begins his second
season on the Rebel coaching staff.
A 1969 graduate of North Torrance
High School in California, Kadoich let
tered two years on varsity as
linebacker. He later went on to El
Camino Junior College in Torrance, CA
and played inside linebacker.
COACHING EXPERIENCE - High
School: Kadoich brings ten years of
high school experience to the Rebels.
Line coach, El Segundo, 1975-76;
freshman coach, Rancho High School,

Yon Bakalas
Asst. Strength &
Conditioning Coach

Pete Valenzuela
Football Equipment Manager

Las Vegas, 1978-79; head football
coach, Rancho High School, 1980-83;
Kadoich, in four years as head coach
at Rancho compiled a record of 21-16.
The Rams won their first ever Sunrise
Division Championship in 1983.

RANDY ROMERO
Randy Romero begins his second
year with the Rebel coaching staff.
A graduate of Anderson High School
in California, Romero earned AllLeague, All-Superior California for two
years as well as earning All-America
his senior year. He later went on to CalState University Sacramento where he
lettered three years in football. Romero
played semi-pro football for the
Sacramento Buffalos in 1979. He was
a ski instructor at Heavenly Valley
(Lake Tahoe) for four years. Won the
Northern California Windsurfing
Championships last year and qualified
for Windsurfing Nationals.
COACHING EXPERIENCE - Col
lege: wide receiver coach (varsity) and
defensive coordinator (JV), Cal-State
University Sacramento, 1978; High
School: defensive coordinator and
defensive back coach, San Juan,
1979-81; defensive coordinator and
defensive back coach, San Juan High
School, 1979-81; defensive coordinator
and defensive back coach, Rancho
Cordova High School — compiled a
23-2 record and were Metro League

Paul Pucciarelli
Asst. Equipment Manager

Champs in 1982 and 1983. Also AA/
North Section Champions in 1982 ant
Runners-up in 1983.

GENET WALLACE
Wallace begins his second season serving
as student assistant for the Rebel Footbe I
program.
As a player, Wallace was the reserve
quarterback for the Rebels and a two year le •
terman...transferred from Pasadena Junior
College where he guided his team to a 10-)
and No. 1 JC ranking in the country while con
piling 2,021 yards.

TRYONE GRAY

Gray begins his first year serving as studer:
assistant for the Rebel Football program.
As a player, Gray earned two letters ant
started for two years at quick tackle for the
Rebels...transferred from Pasadena Junio
College where he earned Junior College AllAmerica honors.

RICHARD GRANT
Grant begins his first season serving as a
student assistant for the Rebel Footbail
program.
As a player, Grant earned two letters and
started last year at defensive end...tallied 35
total tackles, three quarterback sacks and one
fumble recovery last season...transferred from
Ventura Junior College where he earned AllWestern Conference and All-State honors.
(Continued on Page 57)
by Cathy
Milwaukee Sentinel
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Carmen Smith
Football Secretary
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Lynn Brewer
Football Secretary

Michelle Johnson
Football Secretary

t's a crisp, sunny fall afternoon.
Your favorite team is playing its
biggest game of the season, with
national rankings and a bowl bid on the
line. Who wouldn't want to be sitting on
the 50-yard line?
There are plenty of things that attract
people to college football. Millions pass

through the turnstiles each fall as proof
of the game's popularity. But why?
Alumni, students and faculty gather
to see "their" team play the hard-hitting game of football. The physical
nature of football seems to make the
game attractive to many. Some fans like
the war in the trenches between the

superhuman-sized linemen. Others are
partial to the graceful leaps of the wide
receivers, the explosive moves of the
running backs or the poise of the
quarterbacks.
"It would be a mistake to say there is
just one reason for being a sports fan,"
continued
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PENNZOIL INTRODUCES

POPULARITY
continued

" . . . A PERSON [FAN] CAN G O THROUGH A RANGE
OF EMOTIONS [DURING A GAME]. THE SAME
REASON PEOPLE GO ON A ROLLER COASTER IS
WHY PEOPLE GO TO A GAME."

"L&au*,

.«mvB
10*40

Pours Clean
said Jeffrey H. Goldstein, a professor of
psychology at Temple University. "There
are perhaps a dozen functions which
sports serve. People who aren't inter
ested in sports fhlfill these needs in
other ways."
Goldstein has edited books on sports
psychology—most recently "Sports
Violence," published in 1984. He be
came interested in the field when he
was a graduate student at Ohio State
during the Woody Hayes years.
Goldstein likens the players to char
acters in a play. With 22 characters in
volved in the on-field drama, the
number of human variables is almost
limitless—and so are the number of
possible conclusions.
It's similar to theater," he explained.
"It's not clear at the beginning how it's
going to come out. A person [fan] can go
through a range of emotions in that
2 TOUCHDOWN

span of time. The same reason people
go on a roller coaster is why people go
to a game."
And, as in theater, the audience
undergoes a catharsis. Relieving one's
stress by yelling disagreement at the
referees on Saturday afternoon may
make it easier to face the workaday
world again on Monday morning.
"Being at a game in person allows a
person to scream and yell," said Gold
stein. "That kind of emotional release
isn't allowed in all settings. Letting off
steam is OK."
Like a play with a "happily ever after"
ending, most games come to a clear-cut
conclusion with a winner and a loser.
"People aren't satisfied with ties,"
offered Goldstein. "There is a comple
tion in sports—seeing a drama played
out to its completion and knowing how
continued

Pennzoil has once and for all
taken the mess out of doing it
yourself.
You know the best way to
find out anything is to do it
yourself. So do it. Take the top off
this new plastic bottle. Turn it
over. Notice that the oil isn't half
way out at the slightest tilt. Our
smart new design lets you angle
right up to most crankcase open-

Stores Flat

Reseals Tight
ings before pouring. Then it pours
clean. No glug. Use what you
need, and only what you need.
The Bottle Beautiful reseals tight,
and lays flat in your trunk. It's a
great new shape we're in. And
that great Pennzoil protection is
still inside.
Pennzoil still conies in the
familiar yellow can. We give you a
choice, because we are The Choice.
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Pennzoil-The Choice

POPULARITY
continued

Whatever the reason
people say they attend
college football games,
their presence puts
thousands of people on
the same "side"for an
entire afternoon, regard
less of how little they may
otherwise have in common.

Tea m Xerox

things fit together. In people's daily
lives, there are all these loose ends.
In short, attending a football game is
much more than just a way to kill time.
The "ego-involvement" theory of athletic
participation—namely, that sports are
a personally important, valued pas
time—can be applied to fans as well as
to athletes.
What makes college football fun and
entertaining includes much more than
the game itself. The tailgating, the
camaraderie, the traditions, the cheer
leaders, the bands—all contribute to a
formula that has been successful for
years.
"Fandom" is ageless. Some fans are
long-time, season-ticket holders and
support a team through thick and thin.
They might be alumni or parents of a

current student. Whatever the reason
people say they attend college football
games, their presence puts thousands
of people on the same "side' for an
entire afternoon, regardless of how
little they may otherwise have in
common.
And the need to belong to a group is
one of man's basic societal needs,
Goldstein said.
Robert Cialdini, a professor of psy
chology at Arizona State University, has
dubbed the phenomenon of associating
with the winning team as "basking in
reflected glory."
Cialdini has conducted studies offan
behavior on college campuses for
several years. The findings of one study,
in 1973, led to further research.
"People seem to feel they are de
serving of some of the glory of a suc
cessful athletic team if they are merely
residents of the same city or students at
the same university, he explained. "So
1 did a study at seven powerful football
schools: Ohio State, Michigan, Notre
Dame, Arizona State, Southern Cal,
Pittsburgh and LSU.
"We found at all those schools that
students were significantly more likely
to wear apparel with the school's name
on it after a victory. And the larger the
margin of victory, the more apparel
they would wear. They wanted to be
associated with a clear victor, a clearly
superior team."
A later telephone survey at Arizona
State showed students were more likely
to describe the team as "we" afterawin
and "they after a loss, Cialdini said.
Associating closely with a winning
team is a means of bolstering one's selfimage, Cialdini said, and making an im
pression on others.
The "we" feeling helps explain the
perennial sellouts at mega-stadiums
like 105,000-seat Michigan Stadium and
the popularity of bowl games among
far-flung fans around the country.
But it's doubtful that many football
fans consider the theories of sports
psychologists when they send in their
ticket orders. They have their own
reasons. They go for the fun of it. £
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experts

From The

unsuccessful ones will start
hunting for a new coach."—Will
Rogers, humorist

Alex Agase, Purdue football
coach, on why he avoids recruit
ing in California: "Any kid who
would leave that wonderful
weather is too dumb to play for
us."

*

*

•

"It's amazing what the human
body can do when chased by a
bigger human body.''—Jack
Thompson, Washington State
University quarterback

*

*

"No coach has ever won a game
by what he knows; it's what his
players have learned."—Amos
Alonzo Stagg
*

6 TOUCHDOWN

*

*

*

*

"You know what happens when
you're No. 1? Nobody is happy
until you're No. 1again, and that
might be never."—Joe Paterno,
Penn State coach

*

The only qualifications to be a
lineman are to be big and dumb.
To be a backyou only have to be
dumb."—Knute Rockne, Notre
Dame coach

*

*

Phil Cutchin, former Oklahoma
State football coach, on why he
quit to become a cattle rancher
"Cattle have no alumni."
*
*
*

Coach Lou Holtz on the over
emphasized statistic of time of
possession: "The only important
thing about the time of posses
sion is who gets to keep the ball
after the game is over."

"There is no substitute for hard
work and effort beyond the call
of mere duty. That is what
strengthens the soul and en
nobles one's character."—Walter
Camp

*

"A good coach needs a patient
wife, loyal dog and a great quar
terback—not necessarily in that
order."—Bud Grant, Minnesota
Vikings coach
*

*

*

"I had a Cadillac offered to me a
couple of times. You know how
that works. They give you the
Cadillac one year, and the next
year they give you the gas to get
out of town."—Woody Hayes,
Ohio State coach

Inches make a champion, and
the champion makes his own
luck.''—Red Blaik, Army coach

*

*

"When you're playing for the
national championship, it's not
a matter of life or death. It's
more important than that."—
Duffy Daugherty, Michigan
State coach
*

*

*

"Successful colleges will start
laying plans for a new stadium;

*

*

"We like them big at Michigan
State but we'll settle for players
with three kinds of bones—a
funny bone, a wishbone and a
backbone. The funny bone is to
enjoy a laugh, even at one's own
expense. The wishbone is to
think big, set one's goals high
and to have dreams and ambi
tions. And the backbone—well,
that's what a boy needs to get up
and go to work and make all
those dreams come true."—
Duffy Daugherty, Michigan State
coach
*

*

*

"It's an immense game, all right,
but keep in mind that there are
600 million Chinese who don't
give a damn whether we win or
lose."—John McKay, USC coach
*
*
*

The new Electronic Rotatract.
A new definition of quality and performance
The fastest, longest lasting charge
The Norelco gives you a quick charge for a fast
shave. Or, in just one
hour, the longest
lasting charge of any I
leading razor.
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CAMPUS LANDMARKS ACROSS TH

Imported by
Van Munching & Co., In
New York, N. Y.

Fourth in a Series
The Pennsylvania Station Eagle, Hampden-Sydney
What's a three-ton eagle from New York doing on a football field in
Soutliside Virginia?
Escaping extinction. In 1966 when New York 's Pennsylvania Station
was demolished, William A. Lashlev, vice president for public rela
tions with the Pennsylvania Hailroad and a member of the class of
1940 at Hampden-Sydney, decided it would be a shame to waste the
great granite eagles that decorated the four main entrances to the
station. He got permission to send one to Hampden-Svdnev.
The following year the eagle was shipped to Virginia, set up on a
concrete pedestal and, in a moving ceremony, dedicated as a
memorial to the Hampden-Sydney men who had died in their
country's service. The whole dedication area was named "Yank's
Corner, in honor of Charles "Yank" Bernier, the inspirational head
coach from 1912 until 1942 Iwith side trips to VPI and Alabama!.
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The Arch, University of Georgia

The Cathedral of Learning, University of Pittsburgh
The Cathedral of Learning is the heart of the Pitt campus. At 42 stories,
it is the tallest educational building in the country, and its Gothic tower
is visible from almost every point in the city. Equally impressive on the
inside, the Cathedral of Learning houses a magnificent four-story
commons room, 19 international rooms and a host of classrooms,
libraries, administrative offices and meeting rooms.
8 TOUCHDOWN

Chancellor Alonzo Church was so saddened by the loss
of the university 's original botanical garden (sold when
the trustees thought its maintenance had grown out of
handI that proceeds from the sale were used to build the
Arch, the enduring symbol of the University of Georgia.
Since 1H5H, the wrought-iron arph has served as the gate
way to the campus. The Arch, fundamentally the same as
when it was erected, is patterned after the great seal of
Georgia. Its three columns are symbolic of the consti
tution being supported by the three branches of govern
ment: legislative, judicial and executive. A time-honored
custom, kept alive by upperclassmen, dictates that
freshmen walk around the Arch rather than under it.
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THE COMPLEXITIES OF

BLOCKING

[NISSAN]

by Vic Carucci, Buffalo Mews

NISSAN

I

t used to be that offensive linemen
blocked. Formed a human plow
for the running back. Constructed
a human fence when the quarterback
threw the ball. They never had to give
much thought to anything besides

continued
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using the equipment Mother Nature
provided them .. . from the neck down.
College football's sophisticated era
has changed all that. Oh, offensive line
men still block. Their basic functions
and techniques on running and
passing plays are the same as always.
And, from the neck down, they
probably are even bigger and stronger
than before.
But with defenses presenting so
much variety in alignments and blitz
ing, offensive tackles, guards and cen
ters no longer can afford to have mere
stuffing for their helmets.
They must think for themselves.
They must communicate with each
other. They must rely on finesse, as well
as brute strength.
And that is why, in the football vocab
ulary, plain old blocking has been
replaced by blocking schemes.
"The days of the big, dumb offensive
linemen are long gone," said one col
lege coach. "You really have to have
intelligence to play the offensive line
position. It's definitely the toughest
position to play in football."
There are six basic blocking schemes
most teams use, and their selection is
determined by the type of play that has
been called. Some can be effective on
runs and passes; others are onedimensional.
After a play and its corresponding
scheme have been called in the huddle,
the center, since he has the best van
tage point, tells the rest of the offensive
linemen the type of defensive front
they're facing — a 3-4 (with three line
men and four linebackers) or a 4-3
(where the opposite is true). The front
and the direction in which each oppos
ing lineman is pointed (inside or
straight ahead) will dictate each offen
sive lineman's responsibility within the
scheme.
There is considerable chatter on the
offensive line before the snap, as coded
instructions are relayed from one side
to the other. Usually, the instructions
are embodied in names (not necessarily
those of the offensive linemen), with the
first letters designating a position, such
as, Tom for tackle, Gary for guard,
Chuck for center.
"It's like listening to a bunch of mag
pies," one coach commented.
"Defenders are moving around, so a
call is made as those guys are moving,
another coach explained. "You're
always making a call at the line to make
an adjustment because there's always
somebody where you didn't think he d
be."
The following is a closer look at each
of the basic blocking schemes;

Many teams will pull two offensive linemen.

continued
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BLOCKING
continued
Drive Blocking. Generally, this
serves as a foundation for all blocking
on running plays. It's just straightahead, one-on-one blocking at the
point of attack. Drive blocking is the
first thing I teach all of my offensive
linemen,'' emphasized one coach. "The
target is the middle of the numbers."
Zone Blocking. In this scheme, each
offensive lineman is responsible for any
defender who enters his zone. It can be
employed on running and passing
plays, with the major difference being

''//"/J

The more aggressive the pass rusher, the
better chance of the trap succeeding.
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that, in general, the zones move on a
run and remain stationary on a pass.
Teams turned to zone blocking as an
answer to increased slanting by defen
sive lines and stunting between line
men and linebackers.
For instance, on an outside run to his
side against a three-man front, a right
tackle would block in the same direc
tion regardless of which defender he
picked up in his zone. If the left defen
sive end is coming straight at him, he
would be able to turn him outside. If
the end is slanting to the inside, the
right tackle knows he is responsible for
blocking the left outside linebacker
toward the sideline. Meanwhile, the
right guard would know that it the left
end is slanting inside, he is to block him
to the outside, and if he isn't, he is re
sponsible for blocking the outside line
backer.
"Another thing that's beautiful about
zone blocking is it enables linemen to
be more aggressive, because you're not
telling a guy to worry about someone (a
defensive player) going inside or out
side," said one coach. I use zone
blocking whenever I can, regardless of
the play, because I want my linemen to
be able to aggressively come off the line
of scrimmage."
Trap Blocking. The object of this
scheme is just as devious as it sounds
— to spring a trap on an unsuspecting
defender. Trapping is only done on
running plays, since its success
depends on an offensive lineman s ability to convince an aggressive pass
rusher he is going to have a shot at get
ting to the quarterback. The more
aggressive the pass rusher, the better
the chances of the trap succeeding. It
works like this: an offensive lineman

will assume an exaggerated passprotection stance, raising his body and
hands very quickly, and the man across
from him probably will respond with a
hellbent charge. But instead of throw
ing a block, the offensive lineman backs
away, and a guard or tackle from the
other side of the line will move over to
do the honors, clearing the way for the
ball carrier.
Influence Blocking. The idea be
hind this scheme is similar to the one
behind trap blocking, in that the offen
sive line attempts to elicit a desired
response from the defense. But the
defenders aren't being trapped as
much as influenced into a particular
flow away from the play (i.e. inside
blocking to set up an outside run or vice
versa; run blocking to set up a playaction pass). The other major differ
ence is the scheme can be used for any
type of play.
Pulling. In this scheme, an offensive
lineman (or two or three or four) sprints
from one side of the field to the other to
lead the tailback on a sweep, or leads
and protects the quarterback on a boot
leg, or executes a trap. Generally,
guards tend to do the most pulling, be
cause with increased use of the 3-4
defensive front, they often have no one
lined up in their faces. They also tend
to be a little more mobile than the
tackles and center. Most teams pull two
offensive linemen, although some
might pull as many as five it they're
using a two-tight-end formation. "The
main reason you pull is to get as many
blockers as possible at the point of
attack, a coach explained.
Double-team Blocking This pri
marily is a running scheme that usually
calls for a tackle to stand up the man in
front of him, before being joined by a
tight end or guard to push the defender
off or force him down the line of
scrimmage. The two offensive linemen
get thigh-to-thigh and shoulder-toshoulder to hopefully create a mis
match between a 500-pound blocking
force and a 250-pound defender.
"Because people are so good defen
sively, you have to have an advantage,
and that's where finesse
blocking
comes in, said one coach. You can t
go with one-on-one blocking and win
football games anymore. One-on-one is
almost impossible, because if you have
two people who are equal, you 11 see a
lot of stalemates."
But don t think that the use of block
ing schemes is a secret formula for
offensive success.
"Even with your offensive linemen
making calls," one coach cautioned,
they still have to do the job."
^
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FLASHBACK

1965

SEASON IN REVIEW
by Bob Ilents.en, Topeka Capital-Journal

1965 HIGHLIGHTS
• Edward H. White steps out of
Gemini 4 to become first
American to walk in space.
• The free world celebrates the |,
750th anniversary of the
Magna Carta.
• The Beatles have a hit song, "A
Hard Day's Night," and a hit
movie, "Help!"
• Amos Alonzo Stagg, football's
foremost innovator, dies at
103 years old.
• Lyndon Baines Johnson is in
augurated as 36th president.
• American troops are com
mitted to combat for the first
time in Vietnam.
Michigan State, a 14Vi-polnt favorite, was knocked oft by UCLA, 14-12, in the Rose Bowl.

T

he year was 1965.
If you read the front page, Presi
dent Lyndon B. Johnson and
the war in Vietnam were in the head
lines.
If you went to the movies, you were
probably attracted by Doris Day, Gary
Grant, Rock Hudson, Audrey Hepburn,

James Stewart, John Wayne or Gina
Lollobrigida.
If you Hipped on the television, the
top-rated shows included Bonanza,
"Corner Pvle," "Lucv,
Red Skelton,"
"Batman,
Andy Griffith, "Beverly
Hillbillies" and, yes, "Ed Sullivan.
On the sports pages, a 25-year-old Jack

Nicklaus won five golf tournaments,
including the Masters, and earned
$140,752.14. It was also the year the
Dogers beat the Twins in a seven-game
World Series with Sandy Koufax, pitch
ing with two days rest, outdueling Jim
Kaat, 2-0, in the finale. It also was the
continued
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(TIN BgRLANDT
The retaliaory laids on North
tnam are unwise unless they
ire seen as a deliberate step
toward escalation of the war,"
aimed James Townsend yester
day evening.
Townsend is an assistant pro
fessor of political science who

Townsend presented a glo
prospect for solution.
• "Pursue war on p r e s
terms" (Virtually hopeless—
fairly obvious the war is biPTTTJT
lost, and the chances of a Vietnam
government emerging that would
be able to win the war is also
virtually hopeless.)

,
iately at
the third
^j-ent with
all interested parties including
China and North Vietnam."
Townsend said even this would
be a partial defeat for the United
States.
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1965 SEASON

year the NFL and AFL were at war, both
drafting in December.
And in college football, it was the
year that Nos. 1, 2 and 3 lost in New
Year's Day bowl games. Goodbye 1, 2
and 3. Hello Bama.
In 1965, Michigan State was No. 1
going into the Rose Bowl. Coached by
Duffy Daugherty, the Spartans were not
the Big Ten favorites — defending
champion Michigan was — but they
swept through 1 0 games unbeaten with
an offense led by quarterback Steve
Juday and runners Clint Jones and Bob

Southern Cat's Mike Garrett was the 1965 Heisman Trophy winner.

Quarterback Gary Beban led the Bruins to a
Rose Bowl win.

Apisa.
The defense, for those days, was
huge. The Spartans defensive line,
which included Bubba Smith, averaged
244 pounds a man and nobod}' budged
it. Michigan State yielded a miniscule
45.6 yards rushing and 6.2 points a
game before its Rose Bowl encounter
with 7-2-1 UCLA, a team it had whipped
13-3 in the season opener. The Spartans
also had taken non-conference scalps
from Notre Dame and Penn State.
But Michigan State, a 14V2-point favor
ite, was knocked off by the Bruins, 14-12.
They deserved to win, " said Daugh
erty after UCLA capitalized on a
fumbled punt and a successful onside
kick to put 14 second-quarter points on
the board in a span of only 3:10. Sopho
more quarterback Gary Beban scored
both of the touchdowns from ayard out
and Kurt Zimmerman kicked what
proved to be the winning extra points.
Michigan State made it interesting
for the crowd of 100,087 in the final
period, scoring twice on a 38-yard run
by Apisa and a short sneak byJuday. On
both occasions, Daugherty elected to
go for two, explaining, "Ifwe had made
one of them, we could have been in
position to try to win by a field goal."
But Michigan State didn't convert
either time. On a fake kick, Juday was
hit attempting to pass. And with 31

seconds left, Bruins Bob Stiles and
Dallas Grider stopped Apisa short of
the end zone on a pitchout.
"A season proves a football team and
1 still think Michigan State is the best in
the country," said winning coach
Tommy Prothro. Writers voting in the
AP poll — this was the first year the wire
service scheduled its final poll after the
bowl games — didn t agree. They tab
bed Michigan State No. 2.
No. 2 going into New Year's Day was
Arkansas, also 10-0 and possessor of a
22-game winning streak. Coach Frank
Broyles called this team his best ever
offensively, and the Razorbacks also
featured a 6-5, 275-pound All-America
tackle in Glen Ray Hines.
Arkansas was a 10-point favorite over
Charlie McClendon's 7-3 Louisiana
State ballclub on a dreary afternoon in
Dallas. The record Cotton Bowl crowd
of 76,000 wasn't surprised when the
Razorbacks rolled 87 yards for a touch
down on their second possession.
LSU, though, countered with two sec
ond-quarter touchdowns on three- and
one-yard runs by 5-9, 170-pound run
ning back Joe Labruzzo, and made
them stand up for a 14-7 victory. "We
slowed em down and made em play
our type of game," said McClendon.
"We played control ball and came up
continued
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continued

with the big play." The Tigers didn t
have a turnover.
Third-ranked
Nebraska had cre
dentials identical to Michigan State
and Arkansas. Bob Devaney's Cornhuskers were 10-0 after winning their

third straight Big Eight crown. Their
opponent in the Orange Bowl was No. 4
Alabama, which came in 8-1-1.
1965 was the year that the substitu
tion rules were relaxed, paving the way
for two-platoon football. Two football

Floyd Little starred in the backfleld at Syracuse.

Running back Joe Labruzzo made LSU's day with two second-quarter touchdowns and a
victory In the Cotton Bowl.
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players could enter between downs
and there was unlimited substitution
on any change of possession. But after
Alabama lost to Georgia in its opener
and tied Tennessee, Coach Bear Biyant
went to a modified platoon system
where some of his best athletes played
both ways.
The Crimson Tide was small — six
I
starters under 180 pounds. Biyant
called it the smallest team he d ever
been associated with, "including high
school." Nebraska had a 30-pound-perman weight advantage. "We'll either be
quick or dead," observed Bryant.
Nebraska had led the nation in run
ning and was seventh in defense, but
nobody expected a mismatch. The
oddsmakers, aware that Alabama had
lost just six games in six seasons under
Bryant, had the Tide favored by three.
Sure enough, Alabama broke on top
24-7 in the first half on the way to a
39-28 triumph. "Those little of skinny
kids have big hearts," said Bryant
afterwards.
Alabama put on an awesome offen
sive show in Miami, accumulating 518
yards and 29 first downs. Quarterback
Steve Sloan, who replaced a fellow
named Joe Namath in 1965, tore rib car
tilage in the first quarter, but you'd
never know it by his record numbers —
20 completions in 29 passes for 296
yards and two touchdowns. Ray
;
Perkins, now coaching his alma mater,
fielded 10 of the passes, including the
two touchdowns.
"Steve Sloan is the most accurate
passer I've ever coached, said Bryant
in the dressing room that night. Sloan,
during the regular season, broke seven
school passing and total offense
records, hitting 97 of 160 passes for
1,453 yards and 11 touchdowns. He
didn't have an interception.
Backup Nebraska quarterback Bob
Churchich threw for three TDs and ran
for another before the smoke cleared,
but Devaney walked off the field pro
claiming Alabama No. 1. Naturally,
Biyant agreed.
"I don't know what it takes to be No.
1, but I guess with everybody getting
beat, tonight we're it," he said.
The AP voters did judge Alabama No.
1, although Michigan State remained
on top of UPI's coaches' rankings that
were set in cement in November. The
Football Writers Association hedged —
calling it a tie between Alabama and
Michigan State for its Grantland Rice
trophy.
The final AP poll looked like this: 1.
Alabama (9-1-1), 2. Michigan State (10-1),
3. Arkansas (10-1), 4. UCLA (8-2-1), 5.
continued
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Nebraska (10-1), 6. Missouri (8-2-1), 7.
Tennessee (8-1-2), 8. LSU (8-3), 9. Notre
Dame (7-2-1) and 10. Southern Cal (7-2-1).
In 1965's other major bowl, Dan
Devine's Missouri Tigers edged unranked Florida,20-18,for a victory in the
Sugar Bowl. The Gators rallied for all
their points in the final quarter on the
passing of Steve Spurrier (27 of 45 for
352 yards). But Florida, which hadn't
tried a two-point conversion all season,
failed three times.
Southern Cal's mighty-mite tailback,
Mike Garrett, was the year's Heisman
Trophy winner. He led the nation in
rushing with 1,440 yards, the most in 14
years. But John McKay's Trojans bowed
to UCLA, 20-16, in the game that de
cided the Rose Bowl berth.
Tulsa's Howard Twilley easily led the
land in pass catching with 134 recep
tions for 1,779 yards and 16 touch
downs. His 134 catches is still tops in
the NCAA record book. Twilley also
kicked 31 extra points — something he
didn't have to do later in the pros. Bill
Anderson, Twilley's pitcher, connected
for 30 touchdowns to lead the nation.
Coach Glenn Dobbs' pass-happy crew
finished 8-3 after a 27-6 Bluebonnet

Leslie Kelley (32) helped Alabama accumulate
518 yards In the Orange Bowl.

Bowl loss to Tennessee.
1965 also was the first year for a
bigger kicking tee and Charley Gogolak
of Princeton, one of the first soccer-style
kickers, took full advantage of it. He
accounted for 81 points, hitting 16 field
goals.
It also was the year that Prothro and
Daugherty garnered Coach-of-the-Year
honors. . that Floyd Little and Larry
Csonka were in the same backfield at
Syracuse. . .that Tommy Nobis was
backing the line for Darrell Royal at
Texas. . .that Texas Tech's Donny
Anderson was the coverboy on the
NCAA guide. . that junior Bob Griese of
Purdue was the consensus All-America
quarterback. . that a guy who turned
out to be a star in another sport, Hale
Irwin, was a defensive back at Colo
rado. . .that scoreboard operators were
busy — West Virginia 63, Pittsburgh 48;
Georgia 47, North Carolina 35; and Ten
nessee 37, UCLA 34.
Sure, Brigham Young had a good
quarterback even then — Virgil Carter.
Sure, Bo Schembechler was coaching
— but at Miami of Ohio. Sure, 1965 was
a college football year to remember.
Most of em are.
®
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NON-SCHOLARSHIP,
SMALL-SCHOOL FOOTBALL
PROGRAMS EMPHASIZE

LOVE
OFTHI
GAME

Super-premiuu

T

he football philosopher in this
case was a former major-college
All-America and professional
star. He'd started his coaching career as
an assistant at his alma mater, but now
was speaking as a head coach, for the
first time at the small-college level:
"Most of the kids who play here play
because they love the game," said the
coach, a dozen years ago. "They play
because they want to — not because
they're being paid to."
He was new to the philosophy, speak
ing it almost as a revelation. Yet the

In a
fes|;Mingbeer.

c MichefbbJLight Be6r. AnbeiMer-Busch, inc. S^Louis Mo.

sentiment has been felt, and espoused,
by hundreds of his compatriots, past
and present, who have guided hundreds
of small-school, non-scholarship foot
ball programs across the country.
"We don't always travel first-class
and don't get fancy new uniforms each
year," he said, "but we have everything
we need. And sometimes 1 think we
have it in a little better perspective."
There was something else he said,
however, which may have told more
about his personal perspective:
"We want it to be fun to play here,
and I don t think it's fun to lose."
This coach doesn't back away from
any of those thoughts today
particu
larly the last one. But it happens that

by Bob Payne, Tacoma News Tribune
he's no longer at that small-college
stand. Instead, he is in the pros, where
the "kids" definitely are paid to play
and where losing definitely can be pain
ful — to the pocketbooks. Rather than
looking at his move as a sellout, how
ever, or as a compromise of those old
small-college sentiments, he looks at it
as just a little way down the road.
This, too, is a theme repeated time
and again by small-college coaches of
all backgrounds and ambitions.
"We're playing the same game as
continued
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We'll be brief. The car shown here
is the most powerful Civic ever.
It's the new Honda Civic CRX Si.
It has fuel injection. Driving enthusiasts
will have no objection.
Fuel injection is just another way
to get gasoline into the engine.Simply,
it does the job more efficiently than a
conventional carburetor.
Honda calls its new sequential-port
system Programmed Fuel Injection.
It times the exact moment to inject a
precise measure of gasoline into each
cylinder.The engine says when.
A12-valve, cross-flow cylinder head
makes effective use of the new fuel
injection.Which makes it easier for you
to get around slow moving traffic.
The CRX Si was designed for pure
driving enjoyment. It comes only with
a 5-speed manual transmission. Fifth
gear is a tme overdrive. It helps overall
economy and reduces engine wear and
interior noise level.
As always, you will find the engine
and transmission up front for all the
advantages of front-wheel drive. Less
weight, more space, better traction.
One thing that makes the CRX Si
a joy to drive is its suspension. Fore
and aft stabilizer bars help control body
lean while cornering.We've enclosed
the rear bar inside the axle tube to keep
everything neat underneath.
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We've mounted nitrogen gas-filled
rear shock absorbers to provide stabk
dampening.They help improve the ride.
Stopping power is trusted to pow r
assisted brakes.Ventilated front discs
help dissipate heat buildup.Rear brakes
are drum type. Backing up everythii g
is a dual diagonal hydraulic system.
Rack and pinion steering insures a
positive feel to what's happening on
the road.The car will positively turn on
a dime, providing its diameter is no
less than 29.5 feet.The Civic CRX has
the tightest turning circle of any two
seater sold in America. No wonder it's
so easy to park.
In motion, the car is something else.
A low 0.33 coefficient of aerodynamic
drag. Honda designers shaped the car
to direct air around it cleanly.To further
improve total efficiency and help road
holding ability.
Now you can see why there are so

i any aerodynamic features. Like a
f >nt air dam,flush windshield and door
1 indies, low hoodline and rear spoiler.
The CRX is slippery.
You can watch the air slipping by
c /erhead.The CRX Si comes with a
I ower sunroof. Just touch a button and
t le sunroof panel rises and retracts.
Because of the special way it opens, its
opening is larger than other designs
would permit. And it takes up hardly
any headroom.Only Honda has it.
You will find cast aluminum alloy
wheels on the standard list.They are
fitted with wide Michelin steel-belted
radials. Anything less wouldn't be right.
There is a rear window washer
and wiper. A big help with a window
that's 980 square inches of glass. It also
has an electric defroster.
All the windows are tinted to filter
out sun rays.The windshield has a
dark shaded upper area across the top.

You adjust the dual outside mirrors
from inside the car. And you can turn
on the headlights, signal turns,wipe and
wash the windows quickly, slowly or
intermittently. Without removing your
hands from the steering wheel.
Tall people can sit in this car. The
seatbacks recline and the bucket seats
themselves adjust eight inches front
orback.Legroom mns nearly 43 inches.
The seats have adjustable headrests.
Right behind the bucket seats is a
locking stowage compartment. For
anything you don't want people to see.
There is also 14.5 cubic feet of cargo
space back there.With a wide rear hatch
for easy loading and unloading.
On the dash panel you will see the
instruments you need. These include
a speedometer with odometer and trip
odometer, tachometer, temperature
and fuel gauges and functional warning
lights. They are illuminated in high
visibility orange for better night vision,
like in airplane cockpits.
The rest of the instmment panel
features door window defrosters, quartz
digital clock, covered storage box. And
finally, a coin box.
Certainly, by now, you must have
gotten the message.
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everybody else. We're just going about
it differently," said one confirmed
small-college man, long successful in
the Pacific Northwest.
Another coach, from the Midwest,
whose entire playing and coaching
career has been below the Division 1
level, said, "No matter what level you're
coaching, the end result has to be the
same — you have to get to all the bases,
pay attention to fundamentals and
details, bring out the best in what you
have.
"I can understand the appeal of the
thought that our kids play because they
love the game, but I'm somewhat un
comfortable with that, too. No matter
what the level, a kid has to play because
he wants to — he makes a tremendous
commitment just by turning out."
"The great thing about college foot
ball," said a West Coast coach, "is that
there are so many different levels. And
because there are, each young man
who wants to play may be able to find a
level for himself."
The levels of college football aren't
perfectly defined by division titles either
in the NCAA or NA1A, but those classi
fications are a clue. And it doesn't take a
lot of calculation to see that there are far
more young men playing college
football without scholarships than with.
Last year's figures, for instance,
showed 105 colleges and 12,000 athletes
playing in NCAA Division I-A — the "big
time," where most of the media atten
tion is focused and where most of the
athletes are receiving athletic aid. But
there were 397 football-playing schools
below that level in the NCAA alone —
including 197 schools and more than
15,000 athletes in Division 111, the lowbudget, small-stadium end of the spec
trum where athletic scholarships
aren't allowed.
Sometimes, indeed, "stadium" is over
stating it for small-college fields which
may not be as large or as grand as the
intramural fields of some 30,000-student universities. If, that is, there is an
on-campus facility at all — many small
colleges play their games on high
school fields. And as for "low budget,"
it is essential that the entire schedule
be within bus-trip distance — if there
has to be an overnight stay, it's a lot
more likely to be Motel 6, with catering
by McDonald's, than the Hyatt Regency.
And, still, not a penny for scholarships.
Now, "non-scholarship" is not a mis
nomer, but it is misleading. There are,
of course, young men receiving finan
cial aid and playing football in Division
III and NAIA schools. But the aid they
receive is based strictly on need, and, as
one veteran small-college coach noted,

A kid could be the best player in the
state but still wouldn't get aid if his
family didn't qualify."
The needed formula which has de
veloped in the past dozen years involves
submission each year, by the family, of
a detailed financial aid form, which is
evaluated by one of several regional
scholarship services.
"It is based on the family's ability to
pay. And the college, if it accepts the
student, then makes up the difference,"
the coach at a small private university
explained. "That means that if the ser
vice says a family can afford to pay, say,
$6,000 a year, the amount of aid the stu
dent would receive would vary accord
ing to the cost of a particular school. At
our school, that might be $4,000. At a

state school, maybe $1,000. But either
way, the family would pay the same.
There remain, too, loans and campus
jobs, "but all of this goes through the
school's financial
aid office, and we
never get directly involved in the
decisions."
This situation has a happy by
product which is cited by almost every
non-scholarship coach. The coachathlete relationship is better," said one
coach, "because I don t have to make
the financial judgments."
"I think morale is better at a small
college," said another coach. "If our
players are on aid, it s on a strict need
basis — they'd be getting it whether or
not they played football."
continued
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All of the coaches, however, stopped
short of claiming purity for their level of
the game beyond the fact that coachathlete relationships do tend to be less
complicated. There still is recruiting,
and recruiting competition.
If anything, recruiting at the nonscholarship level has to be more creative.
"We're trying to sell our product and
our process," said one small-college
coach. "I mean our success, our campus
philosophy, our social setting — and
the fun of playing in our program."
"Our philosophy is that we're going
to get the best players we can," said a
West Coast coach. "Usually we're look
ing for a guy whose coach thinks the
Pac-10 should take him but whom the
Pac-10 thinks is too light or too short."
There is nothing at this level to match
the intensity of recruiting by the Divi
sion I and I-AA schools, but, noted one
coach, "Once those big-school guys hit
that February (national letter-of-intent)
30 TOUCHDOWN

signing date, they're basically done
recruiting and get back to coaching.
With us, in a sense, we're never really
done — we're in the dark well into the
summer."
Furthermore, said a Northwest coach,
most small schools have to "blanket"
their region in recruiting. "The Pac-10
schools may have to identify 15 or 20
kids in our state as prospects and check
them out. We need to identify 150 to
200, a much larger pool.
This identification process is not all
road time, of course. "I have a lot of
former players out there, and coaches I
know, who recruit for me or send me
recommendations and film," said a
veteran coach.
"I think we're just like USC or Notre
Dame or anybody else — we want to get
to where we are selling success and tra
dition," said another coach, no stranger
to small-college success. "I want kids
whose desire is to be a four-year cham

pion, not necessarily a four-year
starter."
But why would a young man with a
pro-football dream want to go to a
small, non-scholarship program? The
pros do have their Ken Andersons and
Lvle Alzados and Dave Kriegs, but most
of the draft time and big money is spent
on athletes from
the top 70 or so
schools.
"Well, we're on the pro scouts' circuit
— every college is," said a veteran play
off coach who has at least one alum still
in the pros. "They, the pros, know
where we are, and I think we can
demonstrate that to any kid who
wonders. So it comes back to the other
basic appeals."
And football? It's the same game.
"The major difference at this level is
the size of staff and the lack of specialty
coaches," said a coach whose only fulltime assistants are, like he, also
teachers. "But," pointed out another
coach, "we still want to have a similar
number of coaches to handle all the
areas — we just have to use outside and
part-time guys to get there."
"It boils down to what we can teach
and what they can understand. And I
suppose with less time and fewer assis
tants it may be tougher putting in cer
tain little wrinkles," said the Midwest
ern coach. "I don't think there's any
style of offense or defense or any tech
nique that can't be used here. But on
the other hand, I think too much
emphasis is put on needing this offense
or that play — it still comes down to
fundamentals, organization, attention
to detail."
This coach goes against the general
small-college grain in advocating
spring practice. "In essence, it doesn't
cost anything — everybody and every
thing is already here," he said. "And to
my way of thinking, spring practice
gives a higher regard to the players'
potentials."
Other coaches, though, look at their
programs' limitations as assets.
"When you have bigger staffs, bigger
squads, bigger organizations," said a
long-successful coach, "you almost
have to have very tight game plans, veiy
tight schemes.
"Here, our style gives the players
more freedom. I feel guys play better
with freedom.
I try to give them the
tools to work with and let them go for it
— although I still make sure I make 51
percent of the decisions.
"I think that's the fun of playing at
this level — and believe me, fun is one
of the things we emphasize in our
recruiting. I always say, I don't coach
for a living, I coach for a loving."
£

SHERATON SURFRIDER: 430 ROOMS AND SUITES / 2 RESTAURANTS / COCKTAIL LOUNGE / 1985 RATES FROM S72-S115.

COME TO THE SHERATON SURFRIDER
Beachfront excitement.
By day: warm golden
sands. Surf active with
swimmers, surfers and sailors.
Your balcony-a ringside
seat. And nights: full of
elegant dining and
dazzling entertainment,
Beside the moonlit Pacific.
And right at your hotel.
The place to be, Become
one with all the action of
Waikiki at the Sheraton
Surfrider Hotel.

/

f^}
COME TO THE SHERATON ISLANDS— HAWAII.
13 RESORTS AND HOTELS OF ENGAGINGLY DIFFERENT STYLES AND
CHARACTER WITH ALL THE BEST BEACHES AND ALL THE BEST LOCATIONS.

Sheraton
Surfrider Hotel
Sheraton Hotels, lnns& Resorts Worldwide
The hospitality people of

ITT

See your Travel Planner or call Sheraton toll-free

800-325-3535
0AHU WAIKIKI Sheraton Waikiki, Royal Hawaiian, Sheraton Surfrider, Sheraton Moana, Sheraton Princess Kaiulani. MAKAHA Sheraton Mokaha
Sheraton Princeville MAUI Sheraton Maui M0L0KAI Sheraton Molokai. HAWAII Sheraton Royal Waikoloa, TheVolcano House.

Resort and Country Club. KAUAI Sheraton Kauai, Sheraton Coconut Beach.

ACROSS
1 Pictured Outland Trophywinner who's now a film
and television star (6)
4 University of Texas site (6)
9 Heisman winner White (7)
10 This USC Ail-American
went on to star with the
Pittsburgh Steelers (5)
11 New England Patriot passer
who set nine NCAA records
while at Illinois (5)
12 One of six "Fighting
Irish" to capture Heis
man Trophy, John
(7)
13 School attended by
Heisman Trophy winner
Nile Kinnick (f+)
15 Heisman winner Beban (4)
18 Knox College and Lawrence
University are both mem
bers of this conference (7)
21 Where Nebraska's "Maver
icks" are based (5)
23 Heavy blow (5)
2h "Bruins'" home, Los
(7)
25 Seniors (6)
26 Louisiana State's only
Heisman Trophy winner (6)

COLLEGE

o
15 Heisman winner Herschel
Walker's alma mater (7)
16 Wisconsin's only Heisman
winner (6)
17 New York Giant linebacker
whose number 75 was retired
by South Carolina State (6)
19 Go in (5)
20 Play in which defensive
lineman is allowed to pene
trate, only to be met
by a pulling guard or
tackle (4)
Southern Gal's last Heisman
winner (5)

DOWN
1 Punter (6)
2 Attempts to determine
opponent's intentions by
observing various keys (5)
3 Peach Bowl site (7)
5 Defeat unexpectedly (5)
6 He attends to players'
minor injuries (7)
7 Long Beach State's nick
name, "Forty" (6)
8 League that employs the
past three Heisman Trophy
winners (4-)
14 Georgia Tech's colors,
and white (3»^)

\bu workedall day, ranan hour,
enjoyed a shower.
Now its time to start horsing around
White Horse Scotch
Blended
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Scotch Whisky, 80 proof Imported by Shaw-Ross International Importers Inc., Miami, FL © 1981

ARTHROSCOPY
Looking Into Knee Problems
by Joe McLaughlin,
Houston Chronicle

FEMUR

T

o the orthopedic surgeon, arthro
scopy is a new, clean surgical
procedure to repair damaged

PATELLA

knees.
To the athlete, arthroscopy is the
best thing since sliced bread.
Arthroscopy, in simple terms, is a
fairly new procedure by which the most
vulnerable part of an athlete's body—
the knee—may be operated on with
fewer incisions, less pain and greatly
reduced recovery time.

Most arthroscopic surgeiy is
performed on football players,
mainly because of the nature
of the sport.
CARTILAGE

FIBULA

Jj.U°
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Arthroscopic surgery has enabled
thousands of athletes in the last 10
years (the time period in which arthro
scopy has been developed and applied)
to undergo relatively minor knee sur
gery, allowing them to return to their
activities in far less time than before.
And, to the coach, that is a godsend.
One coach says, "With regular sur
gical procedures, we've had players
miss whole seasons. With arthroscopy,
most athletes can return within a threeto six-week period without losing their
conditioning. It has been a tremendous
development."
What is this new surgical procedure,
which has elongated the careers of
countless athletes?
The arthroscope—literally a "joint
optical"—is an instrument that allows
the doctor to look directly into the knee
and diagnose most problems. The
arthroscopic shaft contains coated
glass fibers and a series of magnifying
continued

A UNIQUE COMBINATION
/I OF LUXURY AND SPORT
INESS FOR $1100 LESS THAN
TOYOTA'S AND NISSAN'S
SPORT TRUCKS.
The all-new Mazda B2000 LX
is one experience you won't forget.
Its luxury is uncompromised.
Its sportiness is unmistakable. . ...
And its value—unprecedented. Ug
In fact, at just $6995, the
-jjn
LX is a whopping $1100 less TjjU
than Toyota's and Nissan's 4
sport trucks. Yet it's undeni- Uq|
ably more refined.
On the inside, you'll discover
a roomier and quieter interior
than either Toyota's or Nissan's
standard cab.
With handsome reclining
bucket seats. An AM/FM stereo
radio. Full cut-pile carpeting. A

tachometer and digital clock.
Even tinted glass. All standard.
And on the outside: Raised
white-letter steel-belted radials
and chrome spoker wheels.
No truck in
its class offers
more legroom.

••

A roomier and quieter standard
cab than Toyota's or Nissan's.

i I I | j | |

,

/TfkJ

A chrome rear step bumper and a
welded, double-wall bed. Body
side mouldings. And pinstriping.
For brisk acceleration, there's
a responsive overhead cam engine
(22 Est. City MPG/27 Est. Hwy.
MPG") and a close-ratio 5-speed
overdrive transmission.
So test drive a Mazda LX soon.
It's an all-new experience in
luxury, sportiness and value.
r

[

Free Truck Catalog
To receive a free, 22-page, full color B2000 j
!
full line catalog, write to: Mazda Truck i
] Offer, Box 5960 TI, Orange, CA 92668.
1

An integrated
front air dam
for reduced
wind resistance
and noise.

Special "shearhfpe"cab mounts to
absorb road noise
and vibration.

"One-touch "
tilt-foneard
seatbacks for
easier storage
area access.

Comparisons with other makes based upon consumer evalua
tions and/or available competitive data. * Manufacturer s sug
gested retail price. Actual price set by dealer. Taxes, license,
freight options and other dealer charges extra. Price may
change without notice. Availability of vehicles with specific fea
tures may vary •' EPA estimates for comparison. Your mileage
may vary with trip length, speed and weather. Highway mileage
will probably be less.

THE MORE YOU LOOK, THE MORE YOU LIKE.

ARTHROSCOPY
continued

".. .with arthroscopic surgery, the patient can be in and
out the same day and at most may require one or two
pain pills. He may be on crutches two or three days. Very
little rehabilitation is required."

To be the best
you have to
listen to the
best.That's
why for my
investments,
I listen to
E.F Hutton!'

For football players mass times velocity can equal injured knees.

lenses that beam an intense, cool light
into the joint and relay a magnified
image to the viewer. Looking through
the eyepiece or at a television monitor,
the doctor has a clear view and access
to the area.
One doctor interviewed says, "Ar
throscopy is like looking through a
telescope."
To over-simplify the procedure, it
goes like this: Once the patient is anes
thetized, the surgeon makes a few tiny
incisions around the knee. A sterile
saline solution is injected through one
of the openings to "blow up the knee
like a balloon." The surgeon then in
serts the arthroscope into the other
openings to examine the knee com
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pletely. A torn meniscus (cartilage) or
ligament, rough bone and loose frag
ments can easily be seen and evaluated.
Then, if arthroscopic surgery can be
performed, the surgeon will continue,
while watching the TV monitor. Follow
ing surgery, the small incisions will be
stitched or taped, and the knee ban
daged. The incisions (each five milli
meters) will be minimal and will heal
quickly.
Until the creation of the arthroscope,
the orthopedic surgeon was unable to
identify many knee problems. Thus, in
order to diagnose and treat the knee
problem, the surgeon resorted to con
ventional open-knee surgery, which
requires large incisions, a hospital stay

and a prolonged rehabilitation process.
Not only is open-knee surgery physi
cally debilitating, it is mentally de
pressing to the athlete.
One doctor suggests, "An athlete can
look at the large tracks on his knees and
numerous stitches and it looks bad.
With arthroscopic surgery, he sees very
tiny punctures, not a road map. He feels
he isn't as badly injured. And, in effect,
he isn't, because the bigger the incision,
the longer the recovery."
Another says, "After arthroscopic
surgery, an athlete can do some exer
cises that will allow him to remain in
condition so he can return to his par
ticular activity sooner. He can't do that
continued

ARTHROSCOPY
continued

with open-knee surgery."
Orthopedic surgeons, however, stress
two important things:
• Arthroscopy is surgery. There are
still incisions and it is still an
operation; and
• Arthroscopy cannot be performed
on all knee problems.
For instance, traditional open-knee
surgery is required to repair major
tears ofligaments, since direct suturing
is necessary.
One doctor sums up a typical arthro-

Enjoy the taste of victory
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY. 80 PROOF. DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY JAMES B. BEAM DISTILLING CO., CLERMONT, BEAM, KY.

Football players are larger,
stronger and faster today and
there is contact on every play,
increasing the possibility of
knee injury.

Knees aren't the only candidates for arthroscopy-the technique is also used on elbows and
shoulders.

scopic surgery on the most common
knee problem among athletes—torn
cartilage.
"With traditional open-knee surgery,
he says, the patient would have to be
in the hospital five to seven days, re
quire multiple shots for pain, which is
severe, and his time oft would be ap
proximately six to eight weeks.
"In contrast, with most arthroscopic
surgery, the patient can be in and out
the same day and at most may require
one or two pain pills. He may be on
crutches two or three days. Very little
rehabilitation is required. He can begin
conditioning exercises, such as
bicycling or swimming, within four
days. Usually, only two visits to a physi
cal therapist are needed. The patient
can do the rest himself. His time off is
reduced from two to tour weeks.
Most arthroscopic surgery is per
formed on tootball players, mainly
because of the nature ol the sport. One
doctor says that it's a matter of mass
times velocity." Football players are
larger, stronger and faster today and
there is contact on every play, increas
ing the possibility of knee injury.
Jumpers, baseball catchers and bas
ketball players, as a rule," he adds,
comprise a small number of arthro
scopic patients. However, we see many
of those athletes come to us in their40s
with knee problems. Jumping sports
are hard on the knees because the
stress magnifies with each jump.
One surgeon says he is positively cer
tain arthroscopic surgery lessens the
effect of arthritis in later years, but
since the process is only about lOyears
old, it can t be documented for another
decade or so.
"Arthroscopy lessens the damage to
the area around the knee and therefore
lessens the chance for arthritis to set in
quickly, he says.
Athletes who have had traditional
open-knee surgery during their playing
careers have come to us in their40s and
their arthritis is worse, he explains.
You can clean the gristle and frag
ments in the area," he says, "but it's
only temporary relief Once it has pro
gressed that far, there's little you can
do."
The arthroscope is being used in
other areas of the anatomy, such as
elbows and shoulders. However, at this
time, it appears that arthroscopy is not
advanced enough to reduce the rehabili
tation of such problems as shoulder
separations.
That day may yet come. But, for now,
help for the vulnerable knee has been
the major breakthrough in fiber-optic
technology.
®
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(Cont. from Page 16)

UNLV
MEDICAL STAFF
ORTHOPEDICS
Dr. Gerald Higgins
Dr. Gary Marrone
NEUROSURGERY
Dr. Steve Agata

Dr. Andy Nixon
Academic Counselor

UNLV athletes' academic
progress is monitored by a
fine staff of academic
counselors. Working main
ly with Rebel football are Dr.
Andy Nixon and Theo
Gregory (above). The rest of
the academic counseling
staff includes Dr. Ann Mayo,
Jacqueline Newton and
Jaina Preston.

Compact Disc Player SL-P2

Theophilus Gregory
Assistant Academic Counselor

Jerry Koioskie
UNLV Head Athletic Trainer

GEN. PRACTICE
Dr. Sam Russo
Dr. Elias Ghanem
DENTIST
Dr. James Callaway
DERMATOLOGY
Dr. Hugo Paulson
NEUROLOGY
Dr. Fred Boulware

Dr. Sam Russo
Team Physician

Dr. Gerald Higgins
Orthopaedic Surgeon

MAXILLOFACIAL
Dr. Daniel Orr

Introducing a slight improvement on perfection.
The new Technics Compact Disc Players.
Technics compact disc players. And the compact disc.
Together they've given you what no conventional audio
system can: the perfection of musical reality. Instead of
the conventional stylus, Technics compact disc players
use lasers and computers. So there's none of the noise.
None of the distortion. And none of the wear and tear
that affects ordinary records.
With Technics, what you hear is not just a reproduc
tion of a performance, but a re-creation of it. perfection.
But occasionally even the musical perfection of a
compact disc can be marred by fingerprints, dust or
scratches. So the new Technics SL-P2 compact disc
player has improvements like an advanced error
correction system. This system has been designed to
n compact compensate for those imperfections. To
helP ensure
t'ne sour|d you hear is
c
DIGITAL AUDIO
still completely flawless.

Gl O DQB

You also get sophisticated, convenient controls for
accurate, rapid response to your commands: 15-step
Random Access Programming so you can play any
selection. In any order. Auto Music Scan lets you
sample the first few seconds of each song. Automati
cally. Full information fluorescent displays let you keep
track of tracks, playing time and other player functions.
And all of this can be controlled from across the
room with Technics wireless, infrared remote control.
So enjoy an improvement on perfection. With the
full range of Technics compact disc players. Including
the SL-P2, SL-P3 and very affordable SL-P1.
The digital revolution continues at Technics. Perfectly.

Technics
The science of sound

CUT YOUR COMPANY'S HEALTH CARE COSTS.
Introducing the Prudent Buyer Plan
Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Nevada has a new plan to
cut the cost of health insurance. And we don't mean
cutting benefits.
With our Prudent Buyer Plan, your employees will
receive the quality health care they deserve. The only
difference is that it will cost you less.
The Prudent Buyer Plan works this way. We
negotiate with Nevada doctors and hospitals. We
agree on reasonable rates. Your people use those
physicians and facilities. And you save up to 15% on
health insurance costs.

Call your broker for the whole story on the Prudent
Buyer Plan. Or call these Blue Cross/Blue Shield
representatives: in Reno, Julia Linch at 825-0350; in
Las Vegas, Sandy Medcraft at 382-3302.
The right move for your business.
The Prudent Buyer Plan.

••

Blue Cross
hieid
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THE SILVER BELLES

Sept.
Sept
Sept.
?pt.
st.
at.
;ct.
ct.
JCt.
ov.
ov.

REBEL Football Silver Belles is a service
group organized in the late Fall of 1984.
These young women are all full-time
students in good standing at UNLV. They
are selected according to their class
standing and academic interests in order
to represent a general cross-section of the
student body at large.
Membership in Silver Belles is open in
the Fall and Spring semesters to women
students with the communication skills,
energy and interest necessary in working
toward helping REBEL football become an
integral part of Las Vegas and the Univer
sity community.

»pt.

Kneeling, left to right — Janet Nicosia, Robin Meeks, Amber Gross, Tonya Weaver.
(Standing) Donna Lindsay, Melody Winting, Stephanie Shelburne, Hetenann Rubin,
Kati Hyde, Jackie Hawtin, Yolande Williams.

GOURMET ICE CREAM

D

ee cream has come a long way from the days when
Nero, the emperor of Rome, ordered his subjects into
the mountains to gather ice for mixing with fruits and
juices, his favorite repast. The Italian ice cream of
today, Gelato Oggl, is a creamy smooth delight of
Bet chocolate, hazlenut.zabaione or strawberry — to
name a few. There is no fresher way to enjoy the
ice cream that Italy is famous for — preservative
free — than at Gelato Oggi.

COME AND ENJOY OUR SWEETS ITALIA . .
Perugina chocolate
Cassata

7
14
21
28
5
12
19
26
31
16
23

>pt.
1
pt.
3
pt.
5
^pt.13-14
pt. 13

Last year, they gave campus tours to
football recruits, volunteered as clerical
aides, and helped host the REBEL Foot
ball Banquet, the REBEL Football
Coaching Clinic and the Spring Game. This
year will be their first full year of official par
ticipation and their responsibilities have
been expanded to include a wide variety
of activities planned to encourage support
and spirit for REBEL Football.

Gelato

YOUR

1985 UNLV REBEL FOOTBALL
TENNESEE TECH
at Fresno State
at Wisconsin
LONG BEACH STATE
UTAH ST ATE
PACIFIC
at Cal State Fullerton
S.W.LOUISIANA
NEW MEXICO STATE
at Nevada-Reno
at San Jose State
HEAD COACH: HARVEY HYDE

7:30 P.M.
6:30 P.M.
1:05 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
7:30P.M.
6:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
7:00 P.M.

COMPLETE
TIRE STORE

w

YOU'LL SAVE WITH

1985 UNLV SOCCER SCHEDULE

The function of Silver Belles is to serve
as liaison between the University, the com
munity at large, the student body and the
football program; to generate interest and
support of REBEL Football, and to serve
as official hostesses for a variety of ac
tivities sponsored by the football program.

Tartufo

UNLV FALL SPORTS SCHEDULES

Cannoli

Sorbet

Spaghetti gelato

1220 E. HARMON AT MARYLAND PARKWAY/ACROSS FROM UNLV/702-735-7900

14

apt. 18
apt. 20
ept. 22
apt. 28
ret.
4
Jet.
9
)ct. 13
Jet.
18
Jet.
20
Jet.
25
)ct.
27
Jet. 30
!ov. 2-3
lov.
2
•lov.

3

Jov.
lov.
'lov.

8-9
8
9

ALUMNI GAME
7:00 P.M.
SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY
7:00 P.M.
CLEVELAND STATE UNIVERSITY.. 7:00 P.M.
COORS-UNLV REBEL CLASSIC
UNLV vs. BOWLING GREEN
7:00 P.M.
CSU-NORTHRIDGE vs. SDSU
9:00 P.M.
UNLV vs. CSU-NORTHRIDGE
7:00 P.M.
BOWLING GREEN vs. SDSU
9:00 P.M.
'at Fresno State University
7:30 P.M.
'at University of the Pacific
7:30 P.M.
'at San Jose State University
2:00 P.M.
'UC-IRVINE
4:00 P.M.
UNIV. OF SAN FRANCISCO
7:00 P.M.
UNIV. OF WASHINGTON
7:00 P.M.
UCLA
7:00 P.M.
at San Diego State University
7:30 P.M.
at University of San Diego
12 Noon
'at UC-Santa Barbara
7:30 P.M.
at Cal State Univ.-Fullerton
2:00 P.M.
WESTMONT COLLEGE
7:00 P.M.
COORS-UNLV INVITATIONAL
'UNLV vs. CSU-Fullerton
1:00 P.M.
New Mexico vs. USIU
3:00 P.M.
UNLV vs. New Mexico
1:00 P.M
CSU-Fullerton vs. USIU
3:00 P.M.
at SMU TOURNAMENT
UNLV vs. SMU
5:00 P.M.
UNLV vs. No. Texas State
4:00 P.M.

FULL WARRANTY NEW TIRES
FULL WARRANTY RETREADS
LIFETIME WARRANTY SHOCKS
CUSTOM WHEELS
QUALITY USED TIRES

WITH EVERY BIG O TIRE YOU RECEIVE
FULL WARRANTY FOR
FREE REPLACEMENT
occurs during the life of the tread (down to
2/32nds remaining tread) the tire will be
repaired or replaced free if you return the
failed tire with proof of purchase from a
franchised Big 0 Tire Store to any franchised
Big 0 Tire Store.

WE OFFER INSTANT CREDIT
1 HOUR APPROVAL
IN MOST CASES

o

HEAD COACH: BARRY BARTO

WE MAKE IT EASY
TO BUY TIRES

ICHARGE CARD]

1985 UNLV VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE

HOME GAMES IN BOLD CAPS

Warranties against failure due to workman
ship or materials and road hazards. If failure

Premium Tire Service Policy
FREE Balance (incl. wts.)
FREE Rubber Valve Stems
FREE 3.500 Mile Rotation
FREE Flat Tire Service

All Home Games played at Johann Held
'PCAA Conference Game

Sept. 5-7 UNM Invitational, Univ. of New Mexico.. .TBA
Pepperdine, Univ. of Texas, UNLV
Sept.13-14 UNLV SUNKIST INVITATIONAL
TBA
UNIV. OF WASHINGTON, UNIV. OF UTAH,
UNIV. OF SAN DIEGO, UNIV. OF ILLINOIS,
UNIV. OF CAL-BERKELEY, IDAHO STATE,
UNIV. OF MISSISSIPPI, UNLV
Sept. 19 UNIV. OF CAL., SANTA BARBARA.7:30 P.M.
Sept. 21 CAL-STATE UNIV. FULLERTON...7:30 P.M.
Sept. 27 UNIV. OF THE PACIFIC
7:30 P.M.
Sept. 28 CAL-POLY SAN LUIS OBISPO
TBA
Oct.
11 University-California, Irvine
7:30 P.M.
Oct.
12 Cal-State University Long Beach .. .7:30 P.M.
Oct.
17 Cal-State University Fullerton
7:30 P.M.
Oct.
18 San Diego State University
7:30 P.M.
Oct. 25 CAL STATE UNIV. LONG BEACH. .7:30 P.M.
Oct.
26 UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RENO
TBA
Oct. 29 NORTHERN ARIZONA UNIV
7:30 P.M.
Oct.
31 Arizona State University
7:30 P.M.
Nov. 1-2 University of Arizona Invitational
TBA
Indiana, Univ. of Texas, Univ of Arizona, UNLV
Nov.
4 HAWAII
7:30 P.M.
Nov.
5 HAWAII
7:30 P.M.
Nov. 10 University of the Pacific
4:00 P.M.
Nov. 11 Cal-Poly San Luis Obispo
7:30 P.M.
Nov. 12 Univ. of California, Santa Barbara.. .7:30 P.M.
Nov. 16 ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY... .7:30 P.M.
Nov. 19 Northern Arizona University
7:30 P.M.
Nov. 22 SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY. .5:30 P.M.
Nov. 23 UNIV.-CALIFORNIA, IRVINE
7:30 P.M.
Nov 29- Dec. 1 PCAA Post Season Tournament. .TBA
HEAD COACH: KAREN LAMB

COMPUTER BALANCING
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
FREE INSPECTION
FLAT REPAIR

FINANCING AVAILABLE
HEW
0PEHIH6
JOOH
HllUS*

JIEWM"

828

1965

4728

3303

N. Decatur

S. Jones

E. Flamingo

647-6020

873-6410

451-2208

Look Your Best...NOW
Withjazzercise,
The Original Exercise Program
that's like no other.

S. Boulder
Highway
Henderson

565-9393.

50% OFF
As a FREE CLASS COUPON holder,
vou can save 50^> when you register
today for your first class session.

I The Best Instructors
I The Best aerobics plus
a well-rounded
workout

New students only, call

871-0108

I The Best dance
exercise program in
the world

New Student Signature

"The Original. The Best. The Leader

Date

Coupon Expires

5/31/86

.S
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Code of Officials' Signals
1

>

vM

Ball ready tor play

4

Time-out
Discretionary or injury time
out (follow by tapping
hands on chest)

Start clock

I &

5

sw

Touchdown!
Field goal
Point(s) after touchdown

TV or Radio
Time-out

0>

Safety

11

Ball dead
Touchback (move
side to side)

Incomplete forward pass
Penalty declined
No play
No score
Toss option delayed

Loss of down

Legal touching of forward
pass or scrimmage kick

Inadvertent whistle
(Face Press Box)

"COMPANY A NEVADA NATIONAL GUARD - VIRGINIA CITY, NEVADA" - FEB. 1898

Substitution infraction

Ball illegally kicked,
batted or touched

Unsportsmanlike conduct
Noncontact foul

Failure to wear required
equipment

Invalid fair catch signal
Illegal fair catch signal

Illegal participation

Sideline interference

Running into or
roughing kicker
or t,o|<jer

Forward pass interference
Kick catching interference

Blocking below waist
Illegal block

Ineligible downfield
on pass

43

Chop block

46

Serving Nevada
Since 1861
Your Nevada Army
National Guard

Holding or obstructing
47

College Tuition Assistance
Guaranteed Student Loan Repayment
Additional Income

;
Illegal use of hands or arms

w

Helping runner
Interlocked interference

Grasping face mask or
helmet opening

Tripping

NOTE: Signals number 15. 16, 17. 24. 25 and 26 are for future expansion

Player disqualification

Be part of Nevada

Nevada Army
National Guard

(702) 385-0303

REBELS
ON THE AIR

50,000 WATTS

Jfacopdi>
C/PIZZERIA

Of Beverly Hills

AM 72

The UNLV Rebels are extreme /
proud to continue their partnership wii 1
Big-Time Sports Productions an 1
KDWN-Radio for a top-rate football ar 1
basketball broadcast package.

"I wanted a watch that
works hard when I play hard. I found
it at Slavick'sl'
Sport Watches from Rolex. De
signed for the man who plays just as
hard as he works. The Rolex Sports
Watch combines a handsome exterior
with a rugged interior — designed to
withstand pressure even if you're scuba
diving, piloting or parasailing.

And best of all, when you buy your
Rolex Sports Watch from us, you get
our Warranty-Plus. A limited warranty
covering all manufacturing defects for
two years beyond the manufacturer s
warranty. Warranty-Plus is one more
reason to make us your jewelry store.

Producing Rebel games for Big-Tim)
Sports is its president and founder Le 1
Howard, who has formed his compar /
exclusively for Rebel sports — an J
Rebel athletics is a full-time endeavor
for Howard, who is well known to Rebt I
fans as the "Voice of Rebel Baske
ball." Howard's company — Big-Tim1
Sports Productions — was in fac
named by former UNLV basketball stt
Sidney Green.
In the broadcast booth for Reb
football returns the very popular tea 1
of Randy Rosenbloom and Al Rober

tA

PIZZA FROMs2.25
.99' ANTI-PASTO SALAD BAR
.99' SPAGHETTI W/ MARINARA SAUCE
Yes... you could call it the Rolls-Royce of pizza. Delectable
toppings abound on a bubbling, cheesy crust Plus there's an
array of other taste-tempting fare. So next time the hunger
pains hit, pay a visit to Jacopo's Pizzeria of Beverly Hills, it's a
delicious investment

The association of KDWN-Rac >
with UNLV athletics provides ti j
Rebels with a 50 thousand watt cle.
channel, providing exposure for UNL
throughout Nevada, California, and a
far east as Phoenix, adding millions c
listeners to the Rebel game coverage
extending the Rebels from their
already popular local profile, into the
national picture, with coverage all over
the west.

A. The Rolex Submariner. A combination of steel and 18
karat yellow gold with fliplock bracelet. Pressure proof
to 1000 feet. B. The Rolex SS Explorer 11. Stainless steel
oyster case and matching bracelet. Special 24-hour bezel,
black dial. Pressure proof to 330 feet. C. The Rolex
GMT-Master. Stainless steel oyster case and matching
bracelet. Bbck dial and bezel. Pressure proof to 330 feet.

WE ALSO HAVE DELIVERY SERVICE.

734-5480
IN THE

lARDI GRAS TLAZA
hviERA
HOTEL & CASINO
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ROLEX

SLAVICKS
Pine jewelers Since 1417

Behind the mike on Rebel football
broadcasts are colorman Al Roberts (left)
and play-by-play announcer
Randy Rosenbloom.

Boulevard Center (702) 734-2377. Also The Meadows. The Eashion Show and
Southern California.

A great
service!
Apartment hunting made easy.

Phone: RENT'LPC
Free locator service for over3000 apartments
in 10 of the best locations in Las Vegas.

Lincoln Property Company

LPC
America's Number One Builder

OUTLOOK 85-86

COACH JERRY TARKANIAN TAKES A LOOK AT THE 1985-86 RUNNIN' REBELS
C -Overall, what does the future have in store
for this year's Rebel squad?
"I think we're going to have a real good
b sketball team this year. We lost some quality
p yers, no question about it. I think (Frank)
f oon James, Ed Catchings and Richie Adams
v ire three very quality players—obviously with
iams being 'Player-of-the-Year' in the conence for two straight years, we're not going
t replace somebody like that real easily. I do
t nk we have some good kids to take their
I ices and I expect that we're going to be a very
f od team.
"I do think, however, that our league is goi 3 to be extremely tough, and I think our
r tedule is going to be extremely tough this year.
S >w well we're going to do, I don't know."
-What did you see in last year's squad that
tu liked...in the same manner, what do you
ant to improve?
"I thought we were extremely strong defen•/ely last year. We weren't as good a running
am as we've been in the past — we were more
, a half-court team as a defensive team last year,
his year we hope to continue with that and build
p our running game again. We would like to run
3tter than we did last year and I think we're
jpable of doing that.
"I want us to become a better rebounding
sam next year. We were not a good rebounding
3am last year and that's something we're going
) have to improve. We have to run our fast break
etter — it was probably one of our weaker runing teams that we've had in the past few years."
i—What do you feel will be the strengths of
his year's team going in to fall pracice.. .what are your areas of concern?
"We're going to have very good quickness
ind we're going to have good depth. We obviousy don't have a Richie Adams-type player retursing, but we're hoping that Anthony Jones, who
ame on very strong at the end of last season,
vill continue to play the way he did last year.
Ve're hoping for a great year from Anthony
lones.

"We definitely need a floor leader. I thought
last year, as the season progressed, Spoon
James became our floor leader. Freddie Banks
was a scorer for us, but Spoon did a good job
running the team and we're going to have to
replace him. We have a lot of potential on this
team, but we're going to need some of our kids
to step forward and have a great year. I think
that's true with every team. You go into a season
hoping to be good, but the key is that your key
players have to have big years. We're hoping, of
course, that will happen."
Head Coach Jerry Tarkanian
Q—Do you expect any of the new players to
make an immediate impact?
"Jarvis Basnight, who redshirted last year,
is being counted on — we feel he can be an
outstanding player for us. And, Mark Wade, a
transfer from El Camino should be able to come
in a play right away."

And, of course, we have Armon Gilliam back as
a returning forward."
"In the middle, we've got Flowers and Robin
son, so we're pleased there."
Q—What about the role of Anthony Jones on
this Rebel squad?
"Anthony is our Ail-American candidate this
year. He really played well at the end of the
season for us last year. He's a super kid and a
real hard worker. I have great hopes that he's just
going to be a great player for us this season."

Q—What about the returners?
"Anthony Jones, Freddie Banks, and Armon
Gilliam are the three who played the most last
year. We're hoping that Richard Robinson will
mature and be the player that we know he can
be, and John Flowers will be coming back after
sitting out with back problems last year. This will
be John's senior year. He has a lot of ability and
we hope that it'll all come together for John this
year. He seems to be healthy now and he's deter
mined to have a good year. I think John will work
very hard in the off-season and I'm hoping that
he'll be rewarded with an outstanding season."

Q_HOW

Q—Position by Position?
"Our guards are back from last year.
Banks. . Jones.. .they should give us an
outstanding back court along with Mark Wade
and Gary Graham. I'm very pleased with our
back court."
"Our forwards—we have Eldridge Hudson,
who's still coming back from a very serious knee
injury. Eldridge wasn't the same last year, as he
was prior to his injury. We're hoping that this year
he'll mnain his old form. We're also looking at

does the schedule look to you this
year?
"One thing that is very exciting for us is that
we'll be going to the Great Alaska Shootout with
some of the best teams in the country. We'll be
going to Maryland, and CBS is still putting
together a powerful team for us at home — that
hasn't been determined yet. Then, we have
Florida in one tournament, Alabama-Birmingham
in another, as well as Texas-Christian."
"I think our league (PCAA) is going to be
much stronger this year. I look to San Jose to
be one of the up-and-coming teams in the coun
try this year. Fresno is always going to be
strong.. . Irvine is going to be strong. I think the
league, overall, looks extremely good this year."
Q—Any predictions?
"I think it's going to be a real exciting year,

YOUR RUNNIN' REBELS
NO Name
13 Fred Banks **
44 Jarvis Basnight
Ricky Collier *
31 Stacey Cvijanovich
55 John Flowers *
4

35 Armon Gilliam *
32 Gary Graham **
33 Eldridge Hudson
11 Anthony Jones *
00 Richard Robinson *
30 Leon Symanski *
10 Mark Wade
14 John Welch
40 David Willard
All-America

Candidate Anthony Jones
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THE UNSUNG HERO

THE DEFENSIVE LINE — ACTION IN THE TRENCHES

by Jacqueline Trail, Assistant Sports Information Director

by Jim Gemma, Assistant Sports Information Director

It's true that the running backs and
quarterbacks and receivers get most of
the recognition on the football team.
But, if it wasn't for the men in the
trenches, they wouldn't be running very
far, or throwing very long. It's the offen
sive line that makes it all possible.
The offensive lineman doesn't get
the headlines and he has learned to
accept that. He receives his satisfac
tion through his peers and coaches.
The only time the common fan really
sees what the lineman does is when
he does something wrong. No one in
the stands is saying "oh, great block!"
They're saying, "Great run or great
catch!" What everyone needs to
realize is that there would be no great
run, no great catch, or no great throw
if it wasn't for the unsung heroes — the
offensive linemen.
The lineman does receive satisfac
tion like any other player on the team.
It's more personal, and within that, he
knows he has done a good job. When
a lineman opens a hole for tailback on
a long run or blocks a great defensive
player on a pass, he feels the same
satisfaction as a receiver who catches
the long ball.
There is no such thing as a 'dumb
lineman' in football today. The offense
has a certain number of plays they
have to know, plus what to do when the
defense sets up in such a way. Center
Ron Drake (6-2/250/SR) has one of the
most important jobs on the line. Drake
not only snaps the ball, but more im
portantly, he calls out different block
ing assignments once they're on the
line.
"Ron (Drake) not only touches the
ball as many times as the quarterback,

but he has to know what kind of defen
sive scheme they're throwing at us,"
said Rebel Offensive Coordinator Al
Tanara. "We may have one play that
we block eight different ways, so these
kids have to be adjusting constantly to
what the defense is doing. These kids
are thinking and reading what's going
on. They're mentally tough and they
have to be smart to play the line."
The theory that games are won and
lost up front still holds true in today's
wide open game. It's still a basic game
of blocking and tackling, then comes
the running backs and the great
quarterbacks. But it all starts down in
the trenches first.
The offensive line has proven to be
one of the more difficult positions to
play and coach. No other position has
the number of players on the field at
the same time, nor does any other
position rely so heavily on a group to
work well together. "The offense
doesn't function properly if the line
doesn't function. A missed assignment
by one man has a direct influence on
the play," said Tanara.
"This is the only place where those
men have to play more in concert with
each other than a lot of the other posi
tions," said Offensive Line Coach Dave
Hoover. "Any call by one lineman could
change the blocking assignment of two
or three others, so they have to know
what each one is going to be doing.
Everything is changing at the line of
scrimmage. If a kid can't handle what
we're doing, then we're not going to do
well up front."
There's no easy way to play down in
the trenches. Some offensive lines
have been called "Hogs" because

they're down in the thick of things and
in the mud and dirt. UNLV has their
own group of "Hogs" that they're
proud of and know they wouldn't be
going very far if it wasn't for them At
strong
tackle,
Paul
God I: ay
(6-5/281/SR) has been a Rebel for f ur
years and knows the syste n.
Dominating on the line is strong gu rd
Steve Sims (6-5/284/SR). The he irt
and soul of the line is center F in
Drake. Dake has been beating his pponents off the line nine out of fan
plays, according to Hoover. Startinc at
quick guard, Scott Piller (6-2/270/E T)
— "is having a good year and h is
been very dominating at times for u s,"
said Hoover. The only junior on t ie
starting offensive line is strong tacl le
Al Dominque. At 6-4 and only 240, he's
the smallest but possibly the best
athlete up front for the Rebels.
For the running game to be effecti e
and open the holes, the offensive In e
has to be working together. If the pas »ing game is to be effective and hold c ff
the rush, the offensive linemen have o
be on their toes.
Size does play an important role f >r
an offensive lineman. "He has to ' 3
big physically, have quick feet to 3
able to get off the ball and push h s
man back fast, and good intelligent 3
to be able to adjust to the differe t
defenses," said Tanara.
Everything is not done on the field.
Hours of preparation are done off the
field and in the classroom to get all of
these players ready for the game. On
an average day, a football player
spends one hour in meeting and an
hour watching films. Then they have
two to three hours on the field for prac
tice. Finally they are required to attend
class and a study table daily. There are
no 'dumb' football players, just ones
who might not get their name in the
paper as much — the unsung heroes.
Coach Al Tanara and his Unsung Heroes — (sit
ting, left to right) Ron Biggs, Michael Hooge, Bill
Operin, Tony Peko, Ron Drake, Tom Sweeney,
No Longer on Team, Greg Sims, (kneeling)
Coach Dave Hoover, Nick Lombardo, Tom
Torpestad, Don Miller, Al Dominique, Bob Orr,
Steve Garten, Paul Godbey, (standing) Coach
Tyrone Gray, Ron Scoggins, Jorge Perez, Jerry
Blakefield, Rick Gerard, Jim Moreno, Wesley
Metcalf, Steve Simms, Pat Harden.
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Linemen in the game of football are
instantly banging and pounding each
ther on every play. Therefore, it pits
ie defensive might against the offen
sive might.
"They (the defensive line) are the
rst line of defense before the
nebackers and secondary," said Don
Veems, UNLV's defensive coordinator.
They have the first opportunity to
lake the tackle and stop the opposion.
The objective for the defensive line
s to break through the interior of the
iffense and stop the ball carrier or
;ack the quarterback.
"There is not a greater confrontation
on the field," said Weems. "There may
be bigger impacts on the field, but as
far as constant nose to nose combat,
nobody will exceed the linemen."
To be a lineman, it takes a special
player to mix strength with speed. "It
takes a Spartan attitude," said Weems.
"You have to be ready to take the
knocks as well as give them. Being a
defensive lineman is like being in a tenround fight. You might lose a round or
two, but your objective is to knock your
opponent out at the end."
The Rebels run a multiple defense
as each member of the defensive line
has his own area of responsibility. "The
nose tackle is the player responsible
for closing the gap and pass rush,"
said Weems.

been blessed with depth on defense as
well as offense. The mainstay of the
defensive line is senior left end Carlos
Lovato. "He's our best technician," said
Weems. Lovato has enjoyed a fine
career as a Rebel. Through four
games, Lovato had 13 tackles and one
sack. He was named All-PCAA
Defense second team in 1983 and
earned Freshman All-America in 1982.
He has collected 83 total tackles in his
career.
"He has the proper response to
offensive movement," Weems ex
plained. "Most of his weight is concen
trated in his lower legs so he has
tremendous hip strength. He gets good
push for the rush."
Helping Lovato on the other end of
the line is junior Marion Knight. Knight
has been a pleasant surprise for the
Rebels. Through four games, he was
leading the linemen with 30 tackles
and one sack. Knight is a transfer from
El Camino Junior College where he
earned Defensive Line Most Valuable
Player and Defensive Player-ofthe-Year.
Knight's best effort was against
Tennessee Tech when he collected 14
tackles.
Backing up the Rebels on the defen
sive line are sophomores Tony Gunn

and Patrick Boykin and senior Greg
Sims at nose tackle.
Gunn is from San Diego, California
and prepped at Lincoln High School.
He earned All-San Diego by the Los
Angeles Times, Blue Chip All-America
(second team), and All-Central League.
He has collected 10 tackles through
four games for UNLV.
Boykin is from Los Angeles, Califor
nia and prepped at Jordan High
School. He earned All-League, City,
State and second team All-America.
Sims is a senior from Los Angeles,
California. Greg is a transfer from the
University of Oklahoma. He recently
switched over to nose tackle and has
played both offense and defense in his
career. As a prepster at Manual Arts
High School, Sims earned Los
Angeles Times Most Valuable Player,
first team All-PAC 6, Parade AllAmerica, Carnation All-America, AllCity, Pepsi All-America, and Herald Ex
aminer All-America.
UNLV's best efforts on defense oc
curred against Tennessee Tech when
they allowed only 271 yards total of
fense (261 yards rushing and 10 yards
passing) and against the University of
Wisconsin, when the Badgers came
from behind and defeated UNLV 26-23
in the closing minutes.

This season, junior Charles Wiley
has anchored the nose tackle slot for
the Rebels. Wiley is from San Diego,
California and prepped at James
Madison High School. He earned AllCIF & All Los Angeles Times.
Through four games, Wiley had 12
tackles and one sack.
"The left and right ends have to be
quick with size and range," said
Weems. Preparation is an essential
element for the success of a defensive
lineman. "We try to prepare two quali
ty players for each position," Weems
continued. "That way, when the top
player rests, we don't have a drastic
drop-off."
UNLV, in the past three seasons, has

THE REBEL DEFENSIVE LINE — (kneeling, left to right) Charies Wiley, Marion Knight, Cados Lovato,
Michael Contreras, Pat Boykin, (standing) Coach Don Weems, Martin Cooper, Chris Watkins, Shawn
Campbell, Tony Gunn, John DeYoe, Jason Williams, Coach Richard Grant.
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For that Magic Moment
Or to make any moment magic
Send a Gift of Love. . .

OVER 400
TOUCHDOWNS

V

Thomas L. Adams

FLOWERS, PLANTS & GIFTS
FOR ALL OCCASIONS
David L. Funk

Joyce Swessel
Linda Swessel Anderson
Kris Swessel Vanetti
PSA is the official airline of the PCAA. And
we have low fares to 19 cities in 5
Western states. With convenient
schedules during football
season, and every other season,
To book a flight, call your
professional travel agent. Or
1-800-I-FLY-PSA. And discover
the airline with the best
WE'VE GOT TOBE TOUCH
game plan
TO MAKE YOUSMILE.

David M. Manzi

These are times of great athletic competitions. Times that
remind us of qualities like excellence and effort — the same
kind of qualities you'll find in all of these New York Life Agents.
Each one is a full-time professional who will put your needs
first and draw up a financial game plan to meet your goals.

Westland Mall
4425 W. Charleston Blvd.
Las Vegas, Nevada

MERCURY

'Mark T. Forsstrom

Kent L. Ellsworth

OUR WINNING TEAM
PUTS YOU
IN FIRST PLACE.

FLOWERS INC.

878-7161

Timothy DeRosa

Michael D. Carter

'Jonathan A. Galane

Call one of them and see how you can strengthen your
family's financial security, protect yourself against the high
cost of illness, and build funds — tax deferred — for a more
comfortable retirement.

'Bruno F. Mark,
CLU, ChFC

These are some of the many New York Life Agents
in this area — all good people to know.

"ASK ME:

'John M. Kammeyer

D. Jack Rider

Life, Group and Health Insurance
Annuities, Pension Plans.

GO REBELS!

LAS VEGAS GENERAL OFFICE
1850 East Flamingo Road
Suite 200, 796-2100
Terry E. Roberts, CLU,
General Manager
'Daniel L. Russell,
CLU, ChFC

'David G. Kreeft,
CLU, ChFC

DR. SAM RUSSO
Suite 129
4230 Burnham
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109

'Karen S. Leach

David O. LeFevre

*Alumni
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Terry E. Roberts,
CLU, General Manager

Douglas E. Ryzdynski,
Associate
General Manager

•John J. DeBuono,
CLU, Associate
General Manager

'William C. Gallagher,
Sales Manager

Paul T. Sant

Michael P. Viselli

PremieringinLasVegas
October,1985
McCarnan Airport 200

HUMM HONORED BY ALMA MATER
by Joyce Aschenbrenner, Sports Information Director

A NEW BEGINNING...

The Hummer at Nebraska. ..

"We were there for four days and it
rained the entire time, stopping only for the
game and the halftime ceremony. It was
really something," Clair added.
Producer of the Rebel television broad
casts, Paul Mendes, gave Dave the oppor
tunity to pass up the UNLV vs. Wisconsin
game to accept his award, but Humm
declined to fulfill his obligations to the
Rebels. Hence, Clair Humm became the
man of the hour in Lincoln that weekend,
appearing at a breakfast, on a radio show,
and finally, in front of the capacity crowd
at halftime.
"I was supposed to only be on the radio
show for a short time, but the next guest
didn't make it and we just sat and told
stories and had a great time on the show,"
Clair said. And as for the halftime ceremony
— "It was a big thrill. Dave was the
youngest inductee," of the eight former
players and one coach inducted into the
Nebraska Chapter of the National Football
Foundation Hall of Fame.
If the Rebels had been playing at the

Clair Humm remembers sitting in the
stands at Memorial Stadium in Lincoln
svery weekend. One of the biggest thrills
rain or shine. . .or sometimes snow, was
during the player introductions was when
the last player was introduced — the
quarterback. That player just happened to
be Clair's son, and remembering it brings
a twinkle to the eye of the elder Humm.
"It was just a thrill when that last player
was announced and Dave would come run
ning out onto the field," he recalled. Not
one to pull a "hey, that's my son" ("his
mother used to always do that, though,"
Clair admits), Clair Humm had a chance to
feel the roar of some 78,000 crazed Cornhusker fans himself a few weeks ago as his
son, former Nebraska quarterback David
Humm, was inducted into the Nebraska
Chapter of the National Football Founda
tion Hall of Fame.
The younger Humm was unable to at
tend the ceremonies due to commitments
as a broadcaster of UNLV football games
for Western Sports Productions. The elder
Humm was a capable stand-in for his son,
accepting the plaque at halftime of the
Nebraska vs. Illinois football game on
September 21 in Lincoln.

McCarran International Airport is publicly owned by
Clark County, Nevada and operated by the Clark
County Department of Aviation under the authority
and direction of the Board of County Commissioners.

McCarran t@@@

"It was just such a thrill," said Clair
Humm, who admitted to being a little ner
vous. "I didn't hear the announcement at
first and only realized what was actually
happening while they were reading his
(Dave's) accomplishments. Then it hit me.

. . .in the N F L . . .

for three years at Nebraska (1972-74). He
was All-Conference, All-America, cocaptain, and a Heisman Trophy runner-up.
He played in the Senior Bowl, Coaches AllAmerica game and played professionally
for 12 years with the Oakland/LA Raiders,
Buffalo and Baltimore.
While at Nebraska, Humm shared or set
12 passing records, and is still the numberone career passer at Nebraska with 5,235
yards on 353 completions (55%) and 42
touchdowns. He finished his career at
Nebraska holding four Big 8 records and
one NCAA record (15 straight completions
set against Kansas). That record is now
held by Steve Young (BYU) who threw 18
in-a-row in a game in 1983.
Since announcing his retirement from the
NFL this past summer, culminating a
12-year NFL career, Humm has been busy
developing his broadcasting career and
representing numerous charities in the Las
Vegas area.
"It is amazing to me that Dave would
pass up such a big moment in his life to
fulfill his committment to the Rebels," said
UNLV Head Coach Harvey Hyde. "This is
just a super young man. He is giving so
much to this community with his charity
work and we are very, very proud to have
him as a member of our broadcast team.
"He's doing a great job on our games,"
Hyde continued. "David Humm is a credit
to the Las Vegas community and a great
representative of our city."
Through his work with the Rebels, Humm
has become a friend to the program, and
particularly, the players.
A little known fact — on his opening-night
debut as the Rebel's starting quarterback,
Strip Stallworth was wearing a good-luck
"charm" sent down from the pressbox from
perhaps the only other person in the Sam
Boyd Silver Bowl who knew what starting
quarterback jitters are all about.

Silver Bowl that weekend, Humm would
have been able to make both the Nebraska
game in the afternoon, and the Rebels
game that evening. The Rebels, however,
had a 1:00 kickoff in Madison, Wisconsin.
The other award winners included:
Walter C. (Bummy) Booth, who coached
NU to prominence in the 1900-1905 era,
pre-World War II players the late Williard
(Dutch) Witte, Bernie Scherer and Grove M.
Porter, along with Bill (Thunder) Thornton
(1941-61) era, George Andrews (1969-79 era)
— all from the University of Nebraska. Also
admitted to the Hall of Fame were pre-World
War II Rose Bowler (deceased) Harry Hopp,
and Omaha University's Fred Abboud.
Humm was a record setting quarterback

. . .a n d a s a m e m b e r o f t h e R e b e l B r o a d c a s t
Team (shown here with fellow-announcer
Dick Calvert and Head Coach Harvey Hyde).
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MEET THE REBELS...

PIZZA HUT AND PEPSI-COLA
SUPPORT THE
REBELS

Harvey Allen
Los Angeles, CA

Anthony Blue
Inglewood, CA

Priazzo is a trademark of
Pizza Hut, Inc. for its brand of
Italian pie. ©1985 Pizza Hut, Inc.

FREE PITCHER OF ANY
PEPSI-COLA® PRODUCT
With your purchase of any medium or
large Pizza Hut® pizza OR medium or
large Priazzo™ Italian pie at regular
price.

Eugene Bowen
Los Angeles, CA

Jerry Blakefield
Huntington Bch., CA

Patrick Boykin
Los Angeles, CA

Chris Bridges
Riverside, CA

Darin Brightmon
San Diego, CA

Shawn Campbell
Los Angeles, CA

Eric Collins
Long Beach, CA

Michael Contreras
Redondo Beach, CA

Jim Cook
Las Vegas, NV

Todd Cooks
Houston, TX

Oliver Cooley
Los Angeles, CA

fepsi-Cola is a registered trademark
of fcpsiCo., Inc.

$3 OFF ANY LARGE PIZZA
OR
PRIAZZO™ ITALIAN PIE

Save $3 off the regular price of any
large Pizza Hut® pizza or large
Priazzo™ Italian pie, OR save $2 off
the regular price of any medium
Please present coupon when ordering. Not valid in • Pizza Hut® pizza or medium Priazzo™
combination with any other offer. One coupon per J Italian pie. Offer expires May 31, 1986.

party per visit. Good at the participating Las Vegas J
Pizza Hut® restaurants thru May 31, 1986. 1/20
cent cash redemption value.

Sean Blunt
Lake View Terr., CA

Ron Biggs
Apple Valley, CA

Present coupon when ordering. One coupon per
party per visit at the participating Las Vegas
Pizza Hut® restaurants. Not valid in combination
with any other Pizza Hut® offer.

:
i
i
•
i
•

$1.39 FOR A PEPPERONI
PERSONAL PAN PIZZA
OR 2 FOR $2.50, OR
$1.79 FOR A PERSONAL
PAN SUPREME PIZZA
OR 2 FOR $2.99

•

I Available 11 AM to 4 PM Monday-Saturday.
•
I
•
I
•
•
I
I
•

Present coupon when ordering. Five-minute
guarantee applies 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday to our two selections for orders of
five or less per table. One coupon per pizza per
person per visit at participating Las Vegas
Pizza Hut® restaurants. Not valid in combination
with any other Pizza Hut® offer. Offer expires May
31, 1986.

Priazzo™ Italian pie is available after 4 p.m.
Monday-Friday and all day Saturday and Sunday.
Pfepsi-Cola is a registered trademark of PepsiCo,
Inc. ©1985 Pizza Hut, Inc.

1/20 cent cash redemption value. Priazzo is a
trademark of Pizza Hut, Inc. for its brand of
Italian pie. ©1985 Pizza Hut, Inc.

1/20 cent cash redemption value.
©1985 Pizza Hut, Inc.
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Martin Cooper
Los Angeles, CA

Joey DiGiovanna
Las Vegas, NV

Cedric Davis
Houston, TX

Charles Dimry
Oceanside, CA

Randall Davis
Riverside, CA

Al Dominique
Van Nuys, CA

Willie Davis
Los Angeles, CA

Ron Drake
Upland, CA

John DeYoe
Lakewood, CA

Dave Duran
Las Vegas, NV

Rod Emery
Fountain Valley,

Reggie Farmer
San Diego, CA

Lamon Fields
Ventura, CA

Allen Gardenhire
Lynwood, CA

Rick Gerard
Mission Viejo, CA

Marcus Glasgow
San Dimas, CA

Paul Godbey
Bloomington, CA

Steve Garten
Placentia, CA

Donny Garrett
Clovis, CA

Tony Gunn
San Diego, CA

Chris Green
Los Angeles, CA

FRERRIBS
AT

/u^-v

...

LUNCH OR DINNER
(WITH ANY REBEL GAME TICKET)

Buy one pork rib dinner or lunch at
resular price and receive the 2nd meal
of equal or lesser value FREE.
SHOELESS JOE'S OWN HICKORY SMOKED

Dr. Gerald L. Higgins

Dinners include: corn-on-the-cob, fries, homemade
BBQ beans and bread. All meats are Smoked over
Natural Hickory Wood (not chips) on the premises
in Joe's own smoker. Dinners from $ 7.95.

Dr. Gary S. Marrone

Shalimar
HOTEL

„

1401 Las VesasBlvd. South
(Between Oakey and Charleston)

DOWNTOWN LAS VEGAS
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Located in the

Shalimar Hotel

384-5577
Parking
in the back
J

Patrick Harden
Long Beach, CA

Adrian Harris
San Fernando, CA

Lloyd Hawthorne
Inglewood, CA

Reggie Hobson
Flint, Ml

David Hollis
Gardena, CA

Michael Hoi ;e
Cerritos, C

Alvin Horn
Hanford, CA

Andre Horn
Hanford, CA

Bob Hulberg
San Jacinto, CA

John Johnson
Las Vegas, NV

Kirk Jones
Long Beach, CA

Marion Kniglv
Lynwood, C/

Daryl Knox
os Angeles, CA

Calvin Laney
Fresno, CA

Tony Lewis
Los Angeles, CA

Don Miller
Yorba Linda, CA

•

Gi
The notion's leading apartment developer,
and Nevada's largest and most
experienced, fl. G. Spanos builds
quality into your world.
Luxury Apartments. 733-3930
In Las Vegas

Shadouuridge
3200Rrville
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•

The Pointes
Decatur between
Tropicana & Flamingo

•

Rancho Sahara
1655 6. Sahara

•

Century Village
4801 S. Spencer

731-0055

Nick Lombardo
New Kensington, PA

Marguet Miller
Inglewood, CA

Mark Lomprey
Henderson, NV

Carlos Lovato
Holbrook, AZ

Jim Moreno
Las Vegas, NV

REBElLS!
1ST & 2ND TRUST DEED LOANS ON
PRIME NEVADA REAL ESTATE
CALL:
JERILYN CLAYTON

COnSOLIDATED mORTGAGE
2235 E. Flamingo • Suite 113 • Las Vegas, Nevada 89119
77

Teddy Nelson
Pittsburgh, PA

Derek Nicholson
Upland, CA

Bill Operin
San Diego, CA

Robert Orr
Glendora, CA

Tony Peko
Lynwood, CA

Jorge Per z
Carson, C •

Freddie Phillips
Santa Maria, CA

Darnell Pickens
Fresno, CA

Scott Piller
Littleton, CO

Arcee Pyle
Visalia, CA

Ed Saignes
No. Hollywood, CA

Ron Scoggins
Inglewood, CA

Greg Sims
.os Angeles, CA

Steve Simms
Los Angeles, CA

Steve Stallworth
Yuma, AZ

George Thomas
Indio, CA

Tom Sweeney
San Gabriel, CA

Tom Torpestad
Las Vegas, NV

Jon Taylor
Beaverton, OR

Rod Taylor
Inglewood, CA

Antoine Valentino
San Francisco, CA

"With all the exaggerated
promises surrounding
investments, it's no wonder
people get cold feet."
Sure there are plenty of places to save and invest. Every
day you hear about them. But we're so bombardedby
the enticements of these so-called "opportunities" and
financial plans, that we can become numb, insensitive
or just plain bored.
The result? We do nothing.
And that's dangerous. Because as long as you do
nothing with your money, you're losing money.
But there is someone who can help you
understand. They're at your personal bank.

Security Bank
of Nevada ^ FDIC
Member

In today's world, you need a sense of Security.

Steve Wright. 798-4776, Las Vegas Office. 2320 East Tropicana Blvd.. Las Vegas
Nancy Smith. 362-8422, Spring Mountain-Jones Office. 3400 South Jones
Street, Las Vegas • Marsha Pippin, 877-4990. Quail Park Office. 2820 West
Charleston Blvd.. Las Vegas • Denny Wright, 877-4990. Quail Park Office. 2820
West Charleston Blvd., Las Vegas
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Fred Wade
Los Angeles, CA

Tyrone Walker
Las Vegas, NV

Gentry Walsh
Long Beach, CA

Chris Watkins
San Diego, CA

Charles Wiley
San Diego, CA

George Williams
Las Vegas, NV

WinningTeams
A night view of UNLV's Artemus Ham Hall.

Jamie Williams
Carson, CA

Jason Williams
Mountain View, CA

Dartangian "Doc" Wise
Los Angeles, CA

Darnell Wood
San Diego, CA

Elbert "Ickey" Woods
Fresno, CA

Academics play the most important role at UNLV.

80

Autney Wren
Inglewood, CA

Stardust Hotel & Casino/Center Strip • 732-6111
California Hotel 8c Casino • Downtown • 385-1222
Sam's Town Hotel, Gambling Hall 8c Bowling Center, Boulder Hwy. 8c Nellis Blvd. *456-77 / /
Fremont Hotel 8c Casino • Downtown • 385-3232
Sam's Town G o ld River Hotel 8c Gambling Hall, Laughlin, NV* 800-538-1700 (In Nevada)

1985 UNLV ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
BIRTHDATE

HOMETOWN

SR
FR
FR
JR
SO
FR
SO
SO
FR
FR
OLB
SO
SO
SO
SR

10-02-64
04-25-67
03-25-66
09-19-64
02-02-66
09-09-65
06-04-66
08-17-65
11-15-67
08-03-67
10-08-67
05-05-65
08-24-66
12-28-65
01-28-64

Los Angeles, CA
Apple Valley, CA
Huntington Beach, CA
Inglewood, CA
Lake View Terrace, CA
Los Angeles, CA
Los Angeles, CA
Riverside, CA
San Diego, CA
Los Angeles, CA
Long Beach, CA
Redondo Beach, CA
Las Vegas, NV
Houston, TX
Los Angeles, CA

266
215
210
245
225
179
175
240
250
180
175
180
170
190
185
240
265
251
200
281
218
268
280
205
195
198

SR
FR
FR
JR
FR
SR
SO
JR
SR
JR
JR
SO
FR
FR
FR
JR
JR
SO
JR
SR
SO
SO
FR
SO
JR
SR

04-20-64
12-15-66
12-09-66
07-07-64
01-05-67
08-19-63
01-31-66
01-09-65
08-10-62
01-07-64
02-09-64
05-08-65
12-08-66
12-08-66
10-20-66
04-08-64
08-11-63
07-04-65
10-17-64
04-02-63
08-15-65
04-05-65
11-29-67
07-08-64
01-29-64
07-06-63

Los Angeles, CA
Houston, TX
Riverside, CA
Los Angeles, CA
Lakewood, CA
Las Vegas, NV
Oceanside, CA
Van Nuys, CA
Upland, CA
Las Vegas, NV
Fountain Valley, CA
San Diego, CA
Ventura, CA
Ventura, CA
Lynwood, CA
Clovis, CA
Placentia, CA
Mission Viejo, CA
San Dimas, CA
Bloomington, CA
Los Angeles, CA
San Diego, CA
Long Beach, CA
San Fernando, CA
Los Angeles, CA
Flint, Ml

NO.

NAME

POS

HGT

WGT

CL

44
66
70
1
31
9
71
83
32
59
91
98
17
37
94

Harvey Allen "
Ron Biggs
Jerry Blakefield
Anthony Blue "
Sean Blunt *
Eugene Bowen
Patrick Boykin *
Chris Bridges *
Darin Brightmon
Shawn Campbell
Eric Collins
Mike Contreras *
Jim Cook
Todd Cooks
Oliver Cooley **

ss
OB
OL
CB
DB
QB
DL
TE
RB
DL
LB
DL
PK
LB
LB

6-3
6-2Va
6-6V2
5-9
5-11
6-2V2
6-4

213
240
250
179
175
180
267
215
195
245
225
245
185
205
230

53
88
47
95
67
15
22
52
57
4
43
5
41
24

Martin Cooper **
Cedric Davis
Randall Davis
Willie Davis **
John DeYoe
Joey DiGiovanna **
Charles Dimry *
Al Dominique *

DL
TE
LB
LB
DT
PK
DB
OT
C
PK
RB
WR
DB
DB
WR
TE
OG
DI
SS

6-21/2

5-10
6-4
6-4
6-31/4
5-11
5-10
6-OV2

6-4
6-5
6-2
6-11/2

6-4
5-9V2
6-0
6-61/2

85
62
75
28
74
23
99
64
96
34
26

Ron Drake ***
Dave Duran *
Rod Emery **
Reggie Farmer *
Duchon Fields
Lamon Fields
Allen Gardenhire
Donny Garrett
Steve Garten
Rick Gerard *
Marcus Glasgow **
Paul Godbey **
Chris Green *
Tony Gunn *
Patrick Harden
Adrian Harris *
Lloyd Hawthorne
Reggie Hobson *

RB
DL
OL
OLB
RB
WR

6-2
5-11V2
5-9V2
6-0
5-10
5-11
6-1
6-4
6-3
6-5
6-2
6-5
5-9
6-5
6-4
6-2V2
5-10
6-0

25
76
36

Dave Hollis **
Michael Hooge
Alvin Horn *

CB
OL
DB

5-11
6-4
5-11

187
255
180

JR
FR
JR

07-04-65
04-04-67
03-07-65

Gardena, CA
Cerritos, CA
Hanford, CA

46
21

Andre Horn *
Bob Hulberg

LB
K

6-3
5-11

210
160

SO
JR

03-11-66
12-10-64

Hanford, CA
San Jacinto, CA

8
20
54
87
11

John Johnson
Kirk Jones **
Marion Knight
Daryl Knox *
Calvin Laney
Tony Lewis ***
Nick Lombardo
Mark Lomprey *
Carlos Lovato **
Wesley Metcalf
Don Miller
Marguet Miller
Jim Moreno **
Bill Nelson
Teddy Nelson **
Derek Nicholson
Bill Operin

DB
RB
DL
OLB
QB
RB
OG
RB
DL
OG
OL
TE
OT
C
CB
LB
OL

6-4
5-10V2
6-2

200
205
260
232
195
215
265
180
265
280
250
234
277
260
185
220
255

FR
JR
JR
SR
FR
SR
JR
JR
SR
FR
FR
FR
JR
FR
JR
FR
FR

02-26-67
01-05-65
04-19-65
09-03-62
09-17-66
10-28-63
04-28-64
04-17-64
04-06-63
8-20-66
05-25-67
01-05-67
11-28-63
04-13-66
01-01-65
03-27-67
03-26-66

Las Vegas, NV
Long Beach, CA
Lynwood, CA
Los Angeles, CA
Fresno, CA
Los Angeles, CA
New Kensington, PA
Henderson, NV
Holbrook, AZ
Newport Beach, CA
Yorba Linda, CA
Inglewood, CA
Las Vegas, NV
Merced, CA
Pittsburgh, PA
Upland, CA
San Diego, CA

6

2

72
19
93
60
65
86
77
68
39
90
58

82

OT

6-41/2

6-4
6-11/2

6-3
5-10
6-2
6-5
6-5
6-8
6-5
6-4
5-11V2
6-3
6-3

HIGH SCHOOL/COACH/JC

Fremont/Bob Weinberg
Apple Valley/Dan Hook
Oceanview/Steve Colflesh
Morningside/Hank Warren
San Fernando/Tom Hernandez
Locke/E.C. Robinson
Jordan/Hank Johnson
Rubidoux/Leo Brouhard
Point Loma/Bennie Edens
Locke/E.C. Robinson
Long Beach Poly/Jim Baurnet
Redondo Union/Bob Paulson
Western/Horace Smith
Nimitz/Jim Linnstaeder/J. Cisc
Graver Cleveland/Arnie Leckma:
Los Angeles Community College
Palisades/Merritt Starfield/LA CC.
Sam Houston/Max Wilson
Rubidoux/Leo Brouhard
Crenshaw/Earl Smith
Artesiz/Bill Montgomery
Bonanza/Frank Reeves/Riverside C
Oceanside/Pat Kimbrel
Notre Dame/Kevin Rooney
Upland/Pat Bandy
Western/Horace Smith
Fountain Valley/Mike Milner
Madison/Bob Bishop
Ventura/Harvey Kochel
Ventura/Harvey Kochel
Lynwood/Larry Anderson
Sierra/Bill Kendrick/Fresno, CA
Valencia/Mike Marojo
Capistrano Valley/Dick Enright
San Dimas/Don Warhirst
Bloomington/Carl Beach
Crenshaw/Ron Price
Lincoln/Vic Plaver
Millikan/Brian DeHaven
San Fernando/Tom Hernandez
Crenshaw/Earl Smith
Flint Northern/George Dedrich/
Ellsworth JC
Gardena/Bill Partridge
Cerritos/Wayne Manzo
Hanford/Pat Preston/
College of The Sequoias
Hanford/John Clark
San Jacinto/Neal Skarin/
Mt. San Jacinto JC
Rancho/Lanny Littlefield
Long Beach Poly/Jim Barnett
Lynwood/Larry Anderson/El Camino
Dorsey/Don Weems/Santa Monica CC
Roosevelt/Ed Barnett
El Camino Real/Skip Giancanelli
Valley/John Lewis/Phoenix JC
Basic/Rickard Whitehead
Holbrook/Pete Blake/Scottsdale CC
Corona del Mar/Dick Morris
Esperanza/Pete Yoder
Serra/Dave Richardson
Clark/Jim Massey
Merced/Scott Tharp
Peabody/Bob Werl
Damien/Dick Larson
Point Loma/Benny Edens

NO.
58
50
51
40
97
61
7

73
3

8
0
3
8
2
3
9
35
38
33
55
92
80
14
84
68

49
81
30
7

POS

HGT

WGT

CL

BIRTHDATE

HOMETOWN

HIGH SCHOOL/COACH/JC

Robert Orr *
Tony Peko
Jorge Perez
Freddie Phillips
Darnell Pickens *
Scott Piller **
Arcee Pyle
Ed Saignes **
Ron Scoggins **

c
LB
OL
DB
LB
C
FS
FS
OT

6-4
6-1
6-3
5-11
6-3
6-2
6-3
6-1
6-3

240
240
290
180
232
270
200
173
275

SO
FR
FR
FR
SO
SR
FR
SR
SR

01-30-65
12-28-65
10-14-67
11-05-67
11-28-65
06-04-63
05-02-67
10-24-63
08-03-61

Glendora, CA
Lynwood, CA
Carson, CA
Santa Maria, CA
Fresno, CA
Littleton, CO
Visalia, CA
North Hollywood, CA
Inglewood, CA

Greg Sims
Steve Simms
Steve Stallworth **
Tom Sweeney
Jon Taylor *
Rod Taylor *
George Thomas *
Tom Torpestad
Antoine Valentino
Fred Wade
Tyrone Walker
Gentry Walsh ***
Chris Watkins
Charles Wiley **
George Williams
Jamie Williams
Jason Williams
Dartangian "Doc" Wise
Darnell Woods
Elbert "Ickey" Woods
Autney Wren

or

OG
QB
OG
LB
FS
WR
OL
DB
LB
LB
OLB
DL
LB
FL
WR
DL
DL
WR
RB
DB

6-5V2
6-4
6-3
6-3
6-2V2
6-0
5-11
6-4
6-3
6-3
6-2
6-2
6-5

284
266
185
250
225
190
164
240
184
215
215
225
230
240
185
170
240
245
200
195
180

SR
SR
JR
JR
SR
JR
SO
FR
FR
FR
FR
SR
FR
JR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
SO
FR

04-21-63
08-01-63
08-12-64
10-03-64
07-13-64
03-25-64
07-11-64
01-20-67
12-26-66
11-29-66
02-26-66
07-24-63
12-17-66
12-09-64
03-13-66
06-24-64
11-08-66
08-08-67
06-15-66
02-28-66
09-12-66

Los Angeles, CA
Los Angeles, CA
Yuma, Az
San Gabriel, CA
Beaverton, OR
Inglewood, CA
Indio, CA
Las Vegas, NV
San Francisco, CA
Los Angeles, CA
Las Vegas, NV
Long Beach, CA
San Diego, CA
San Diego, CA
Las Vegas, NV
Carson, CA
Mountain View, CA
Los Angeles, CA
San Diego, CA
Fresno, CA
Inglewood, CA

Glendora/Chris Conlin
Lynwood/Larry Anderson
Banning/Chris Ferragamo
Santa Maria/Barney Eames
Washington Union/Tony Jackson
Columbine/Shurm Pruitt
Redwood/Roger Kelley
Polytechnic/Dick Windham/LA CC
Inglewood/Blain Wallace/
Los Angeles Southwest
Manual Arts/Jeff Engilman
Locke/E.C. Robinson
Yuma/Gary Ventura
San Gabriel/Bill Mayoral/Pasadena CC
Beaverton/John Lynn
Centennial/Lethal Polk
Indio/Dave Rivenes
Valley/Dave Gerber
Balboa/Don Boucher
Roosevelt/Ken Fuginaga
Rancho/Steve Kadoich
Poly/Jim Barnett
Point Loma/Bernnie Edens
Madison/Bob Bishop
Rancho/Steve Kadoich
Carson/Gene Vollnogle
Mountain View/Dan Navarro
Jefferson/Leroy Wilson
Chula Vista/Ohue Scorgan
Edison/Cortez Hill

NAME

6-21/2

5-11
5-11
6-4
6-4
6-4
6-1
6-1

THE SEVEN-OP COMPANY OF LAS VEGAS, NEVADA.
DIVISION
OF THE WESTINGHOGSE BEVERAGE GROOP,
W
rin

^^..nAKn/riCDT I AHIC MO

83

SALUTES

1t%JW
Great Taste^Less Filling
MILLER BREWING COMPANY. MILWAUKEE, WONSIN

UNLV NUMERICAL ROSTER
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
19
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

84

Anthony Blue, CB
Tony Lewis, RB
George Thomas, WR
Dave Duran, PK
Reggie Farmer, WR
Allen Gardenhire, WR
Autney Wren, DB
John Johnson, DB
Eugene Bowen, QB
Steve Stallworth, QB
Calvin Laney, QB
(Retired - 1984)
Ron Barlow, PK
George Williams, WR
Joey DiGiovanna, PK
Eddie Saignes, FS
Jimmy Cook, PK
Mark Lomprey, RB
(Not in use)
Kirk Jones, TB
Bob Hulberg, P
Charles Dimry, CB
Chris Green, FB
Lamon Fields, DB
David Hollis, CB
Reggis Hobson, WR
Arcee Pyle, FS
Marcus Glasgow, SS
(Not in use)
Elbert "Ickey" Woods
Sean Blunt, CB
Darin Brightmon, RB
Tyrone Walker, LB

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

Lloyd Hawthorne, RB
Antoine Valentino, DB
Alvin Horn, SS
Todd Cooks, LB
George Maloof, DB
Teddy Nelson, CB
Freddie Phillips, DB
Duchon Fields, DB
Rod Taylor, FS
Rod Emery, RB
Harvey Allen, SS
George Maloof, DB
Andre Horn, OLB
Randall Davis, LB
Jon Taylor, LB
"Doc" Wise, LB
Tony Peko, LB
Jorge Perez, OL
Al Dominique, OL
Martin Cooper, DL
Marion Knight, DL
Gentry Walsh, OLB
Bobby Orr, OL
Ron Drake, OL
Bill Operin, OL
Shawn Campbell, DL
Wesley Metcalf, OL
Scott Piller, OL
Steve Garten, OL
Tom Sweeney, OL
Pat Hardin, OL
Don Miller, OL
Ron Biggs, OL

67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC NUMERICAL ROSTER

WHEN LAS VEGAS HAS THE B LL
Michael Contreras, DL
Jason Williams, DL
Greg Sims, OL
Jerry Blakefield, OL
Patrick Boykin, DL
Nick Lombardo, OL
Ron Scoggins, OL
Paul Godbey, OL
Rick Gerard, OL
Michael Hooge, OL
Jim Moreno, OL
Steve Simms, OL
Tim Torpestad, OL
Charles Wiley, LB
Darnell Woods, WR
(Not in use)
Chris Bridges, TE
Jamie Williams, WR
Donny Garrett, TE
Marguet Miller, TE
Daryl Knox, OLB
Cedric Davis, TE
(Not in use)
Derek Nicholson, LB
Eric Collins, LB
Chris Watkins, DL
Carlos Lovato, DL
Oliver Cooley, LB
Willie Davis, LB
Adrian Harris, OLB
Darnell Pickens, LB
John DeYoe, DL
Tony Gunn, DL

UNLV OFFENSE
26
74
61
57
78
52
83
20
10
2
3

Reggie Hobson
Paul Godbey
Scott Piller
Ron Drake
Steve Simms
At Dominique
Chris Bridges
Kirk Jones
Steve Stallworth
Tony Lewis
George Thomas

SE
QT
QG
C
SG
ST
TE
TB
QB
FB
FL

PACIFIC DEFENSE
96
61
66
51
28
44
68
6
4
42
41

Damon Lanier
Marvin Williams
Tim O'Keefe
Kevin Harden
Andre Stockton
Jeff Plunkett
Nick Holt
Terry Buggs
Tommy Purvis
Ron Talbot
LaShawn Wells

STR
DT
NG
DE
BANDIT
ILB
ILB
ROVER
CB
S
CB

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
13
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
33
34
35
36
37
38
41
42

Kurt Heinrich, WR
Ron Thornton, RB
Rodney Powell, QB
Tommy Purvis, DB
James Mackey, RB
Terry Buggs, OLB
Marshall Lampson, P
Mike Phillips, WR
Gene Thomas, WR
Hue Jackson, QB
Mark Roberts, OLB
Mike McMaster, QB
Gene Conti, DB
Mark Cabot, PK
David Hardcastle, QB
Ken Norgaard, PK
Tim Richardson, RB
Ken Rhoads, RB
Steve Souza, RB
Greg Murphy, QB
Anthony Siemen, RB
Derek Rogers, RB
Scott Morrison, WR
Andre Stockton, OLB
Pat Weisensee, DB
Gregg Daniel, RB
Steve Michaels, RB
Andrew Thomas, OLB
Joe Taylor, OLB
Greg Koperek, DB
Mike Dana, OLB
LaShawn Wells, DB
Ron Talbot, DB

43
44
45
46
47
51
52
54
56
57
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
72
73
74
75
76
78
79
82
83
85
86
87

Dean Sawyer, DB
Jeff Plunkett, OLB
Todd Herrington, OLB
Ted Diehl, ILB
Kevin Thompson, OLB
Kevin Harden, DT
Jamie Nott, DL
Jeff Schafer, C
Carl Hancock, OLB
Andy Franks, DT
Chris Allen, OL
Marvin Williams, DT
Lamont Gibson, OL
Collis Galloway, NG
Dave Lopez, ILB
Joe Cappuccio, OL
Tim O'Keefe, NG
Mike Hawkins, ILB
Nick Holt, ILB
Aaron Fike, DL
Steve Clower, OL
Eduardo Yagues, OL
Kevin Mahoney, OL
Dennis McGowan, C
Dan Smith, OL
Bill Gorham, DL
Kevin Ferguson, DT
Michael Thompson, OLB
Clark Bell, TE
Richard Moffatt, WR
Mark Long, TE
Eric Miller, TE
Todd Lincoln, TE

Doug Tackett, WR
Kevin Sousa, DL
Savaii Seau, DL
Damon Lanier, DT
Chris Scott, ILB

WHEN PACIFIC HAS THE BALL
UNLV DEFENSE
93
80
54
46
87
97
48
25
1
44
36

Carlos Lovato
Charles Wiley
Marion Knight
Andre Horn
Daryl Knox
Darnell Pickens
Jon Taylor
David Hollis
Anthony Blue
Harvey Allen
Alvin Horn

10
5
2
23
70
60
76
65
75
85
9
1

Jackson
James Mackey
Ron Thornton
Steve Souza
Steve Clower
Chris Allen
Bill Gorham
Joe Cappuccio
Dan Smith
Mark Long
Gene Thomas
Kurt Heinrich

LE
NT

FiE
LOLB
ROLB
MLB
°LB
LC
FIC
SS
FS

PACIFIC OFFENSE
Hue

QB
FB
FtB
FIB
C
FIG
FIT
LG
LT
TE

SE
WO

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC ALPHABETICAL FOOTBALL ROSTER
NO
60
82
6
16
65
70
15
38
33
46
78
69
57
63
62
76
56
17
51
67
1
45
68
10
37
7
96
87
85
64
5
73
74
13
34

NAME
Chris Allen
Clark Bell
Terry Buggs
Mark Cabot
Joe Cappuccio
Steve Clower
Gene Conti
Mike Dana
Gregg Daniel
Ted Diehl
Kevin Ferguson
Aaron Fike
Andy Franks
Collis Galloway
Lamont Gibson
Bill Gorham
Carl Hancock
David Hardcastle
Kelvin Harden
Mike Hawkins
Kurt Heinrich
Todd Herrington
Nick Holt
Hue Jackson
Greg Koperek
Marshall Lampson
Damon Lanier
Todd Lincoln
Mark Long
Dave Lopez
James Mackey
Kevin Mahoney
Dennis McGowan
Mike McMaster
Steve Michaels

POS
OL
TE
OLB
PK
OL
OL
DB
SLB
RB
DE
DL
DL
DT
SLB
OL
DL
DE
QB
DT
ILB
WR
OLB
ILB
QB
DB
P
SLB
WR
TE
ILB
RB
OL
C
QB
RB

HT
6-2
6-5
5-11
5-9
6-3
6-3
6-1
6-2
6-0
6-3
6-4
6-4
6-3
5-11
6-3
6-5
6-1
6-1
6-1
6-2
5-9
6-0
6-0
6-0
5-10
6-3
6-1
6-4
6-3
6-3
5-10
6-1
6-2
6-2
6-2

WT
265
235
180
170
245
245
175
215
180
210
255
240
250
190
255
245
200
180
255
215
160
215
215
185
170
200
205
225
235
210
180
255
245
190
210

YR
Jr
Jr
Sr
Fr
Sr
Jr
Jr
Fr
Jr
Fr
Sr
Jr
Sr
Sr
Jr
Jr
Jr
Jr
Jr
Fr
Sr
Jr
Sr
Jr
Fr
Jr
Sr
Jr
Sr
Fr
Jr
Jr
So
Fr
Jr

HOMETOWN (Junior College/High School)
Bakersfield/Bakersfield College/South Bakersfield High School
West Covina/Mt. San Antonio JC/West Covina High School
Long Beach/Pasadena CC/Long Beach Poly High School
Los Altos/Los Altos High School
Monterey/Monterey Peninsula JC/Monterey High School
Fountain Valley/Univ.-Kansas/Fountain Valley High School
Stockton/San Joaquin Delta JC/Linden High School
Colusa/Colusa High School
Inglewood/lnglewood High School
Sebastopol/Analy High School
Gardena/Pasadena CC/Gardena High School
Downey/Cerritos CC/Downey High School
Vallejo/Contra Costa JC/Hogan High School
Stockton/San Joaquin Delta JC/Lincoln High School
Oakland/El Cerrito High School
Stockton/San Joaquin Delta JC/Lincoln High School
Richmond/El Cerrito High School
Reedley/Kings River CC/Reedley High School
Los Angeles/Los Angeles Valley CC/Crenshaw High School
Walnut Creek/De La Salle High School
Saratoga/Saratoga High School
Brea, LA/Fullerton JC/Wilson High School
Lafayette/Bellamine Prep High School
Los Angeles/Glendale JC/Dorsey High School
Los Angeles/Edison High School
Long Beach/Millikan High School
Los Alamitos/Golden West JC/Los Alamitos High School
Beaverton, OR/DeAnza JC/Lake Oswego High School
Millbrae/San Francisco CC/Sierra High School
Los Angeles/Edison High School
French Camp/East Union High School
LaMesa/Grossmont JC/Helix High School
Huntington Beach/Edison High School
Los Alamitos/St. John Bosco High School
Stockton/Lincoln High School

NO
86
83
27
24
19
52
36
8
44
3
4
21
20
12
26
43
54
98
92
25
75
90
23
28
89
42
36
35
9
47
79
2
29
41
61
72

NAME
Eric Miller
Richard Moffatt
Scott Morrison
Greg Murphy
Ken Norgaard
Jamie Nott
Tim O'Keefe
Mike Phillips
Jeff Plunkett
Rodney Powell
Tom Purvis
Ken Rhoads
Tim Richardson
Mark Roberts
Derek Rogers
Dean Sawyer
Jeff Schafer
Chris Scott
Savali Seau
Anthony Simien
Dan Smith
Kevin Sousa
Steve Souza
Andre Stockton
Doug Tackett
Ron Talbot
Joe Taylor
Andrew Thomas
Gene Thomas
Kevin Thompson
Michael Thompson
Ron Thornton
Pat Weisensee
LaShawn Wells
Marvin Williams
Eduardo Yagues

POS
TE
WR
WR
QB
PK
OL/C
NG
WR
ILB
QB
DB
RB
RB
OLB
RB
DB
OL
TE
DL
RB
OL
DL
RB
OLB
WR
DB
OLB
OLB
WR
OLB
DL
RB
DB
DB
DL
OL

HT
6-3
6-3
5-10
6-11
6-3
6-3
6-2
5-8
6-2
6-1
6-0
6-2
6-0
6-1
5-10
5-11
6-3
6-4
6-1
5-7
6-2
6-4
5-10
5-9
6-3
6-0
6-2
6-1
6-1
6-1
6-4
5-8
5-10
5-10
6-3
6-4

WT
215
195
175
185
180
245
235
148
210
190
185
200
215
200
170
181
230
225
260
165
250
245
186
195
210
202
215
205
160
205
235
185
175
175
220
260

YR
Fr
So
Jr
Sr
Jr
Fr
Sr
Jr
Jr
Fr
Sr
Sr
Jr
Fr
Fr
Jr
Sr
Jr
Jr
So
Sr
Jr
Jr
Sr
Fr
Jr
Sr
Fr
Sr
Sr
Fr
Sr
Fr
Sr
So
Sr

HOMETOWN (Junior College/High School)
Sacramento/Christian Brothers High School
Sacramento/Sacramento High School
Glendora/Citrus CC/Damien High School
Sacramento/Sac. City JC/Christian Brothers High School
San Juan Batista/Gavilan JC/St. Bernard High School
Modesto/Grace Davis High School
Hawthorne/El Camino JC/St. Bernard High School
Pacoima/Glendale JC/Kennedy High School
Stockton/San Joaquin Delta JC/St. Mary's High School
Atwater/Atwater High School
Richmond/Contra Costa JC/EI Cerrito High School
Tracy/San Joaquin Delta JC/Tracy High School
Springfield, IL/Purdue University/Lanphier High School
Richmond/Richmond High School
Los Altos/Columbine High School
Lancaster/Antelope Valley CC/Antelope Valley High School
Malibu/Santa Monica CC/Santa Monica High School
Torrance/EI Camino CC/South Torrance High School
Oceanside/San Diego Mesa JC/Oceanside High School
Carson/Banning High School
Anaheim/Santa Ana JC/Orange High School
Tracy/San Joaquin Delta JC/Tracy High School
Los Angeles/Glendale JC/Chatsworth High School
Los Angeles/LA Valley College/Fremont High School
Modesto/Grace Davis High School
South Lake Tahoe/Santa Rosa JC/South Lake Tahoe High School
Los Angeles/Venice High School
Sacramento/Foothill High School
San Diego/San Diego Mesa JC/Morse High School
Sacramento/Cordova High School
Tracy/Tracy High School
Oakland/Glendale JC/Don Lugo High School
Palm Springs/O'Gorran High School (South Dakota)
Monrovia/Citrus JC/Monrovia High School
Stockton/Stagg High School
Imperial Beach/Marian High School

'tm

AT THE HOLIDAY INN
HOTEL AND HOLIDAY CASINO!
We'he headkf.withtlte tjomeA.people like,to- pkuj,.
A*uftUfie!Nitjld oh datf.. Blackjack
Roulette • Qhaph •Slot.I • Keuo • Biu^o
Pokeh • Biff Six,PluAvideo iloti, ke*to-r pokeh.
Ilthee RedauhauU.OLpnpic-iije pool, Auudeck,
exehciAe & iauua toamh.dlolidatf. IlteatheShowiooui.
Alhium Jtouueje.1,000100mA. & Auilei.

Al the cMeaht ojjtlte Jlah VetjaA.Sthip.!

HOLIDAY CASINO
WW-,
3475 JlaAVetfOA. Blvd. SoutU • JlaAVepaA., Nevada 89109
1-800-634-6765 (702) 369-5000 • <TMXNo.. 910 397 6912
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Tonight's Opponent
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC

Mm ui
Ut/ul ^ucktiwi

French cuisine
in a palace atmosphere.
(702) 739-4651
Carl Miller
Athletic Director

Stanley E. McCaffrey
President

Bob Cope
Head Coach

A taste of old Italy in a
sophisticated setting.
(702) 739-4656
BaRr^y mores'
Handsome elegance featuring
Steak and Seafood.
(702) 739-4661
Call for reservations
after 4:00 p.m.

Overlooking the Strip.
Chinese and American dining.

iMt

James Mackey

Marshall Lampson

Classy version of a
New York Deli.
ORjjEAtg,
Varied menu with
24-hour service.

Steve Clower

Kevin Ferguson

Collis Galloway

Kurt Heinrich

Nick Holt

Hue Jackson

MGflA GRAND
Damon Lanier
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James Mackey

Tim Richardson

Ron Talbot

Andrew Thomas

Ron Thornton

UNLV SCHOLARSHIP DONORS
We gratefully appreciate the
moral and financial support pro
vided by the Alumni and friends
of UNLV who are identified as
UNLV Scholarship Donors. Only
with their continued help can
UNLV's varsity athletic teams
maintain national prominence.
Thank you,
UNLV Scholarship Donors!

Abbey Rent-A-Car; Jerry Abney, Mobile Home
Show; J. Dave Ackerman; Frank & Wendy
Adams; Diane R. Dietrich; Virginia Adams;
Robert & Barbara Agonia; Airlines Travel & Tours
- Betty & Dick Case; Antonio & Marie Alamo;
Wayne & Ann Alexander - Award Realty; Algiers
Hotel - Jack Walsh; All American Van & Storage
- Marge Baley; All State Rent-A-Car - Dave
Willden; All State Tours - Bob Adams; Al & David
Allen; Dr. Richard L. Allen; Jerry Allred; Wade
Allred - Sunland RV Center; Oscar Alterwitz Walker Furniture; American Printing - Jim
Kizzire; Americana Group; Dr. Stanley Ames;
Anderson Dairy - Glen & David Coon; Carol
Anderson; Dale Anderson; Greg & Linda Ander
son - Claires Flowers; Jack K. Anderson;
Myrwin H. & Dawn Anderson; Nancylee Ander
son - Gail Kelly; Ray F. Anderson; Steven K.
Anderson; Tom & Martha Anderson; Don Andress - American Asphalt; Dorothy Andriola;
James C. Andrus & Co.
Allen & Eileen Anes; Aniello Insurance Agen
cy - Alfio Aniello; Larry Apple; Morse Arberry; Mr.
& Mrs. Rene Arceneaux; Dr. Thomas Armour; Dr.
Allan J. Arnold; Artistic Embroidery - Roger &
Marylan Stucker; Michael Ashe Inc.; Renny
Ashleman - Consolidated Resorts; Ashleys Boat
Shop - Vern & Jean Ashley; Terry Atwood; James
Avance; Ellen Ayoub; Aztec Bearing & Supply;
Joseph Baccari; Klaus G. Bachenheimer; L.
Gene Backus; Sandy & Shea Backus; Dr. Donald
& Mary Baepler; Gil & Donna Baker; Les Baker;
Robert & Kareen Balch; Pattie Baldwin; Stan &
Patricia Baldwin; Dr. Robert W. Balin; Dennis W.
& Jeri Ballew; Bally Distributing of Nevada - Ray
Brown; Bruce E. Banke; Barbary Coast Hotel Michael Gaughan; Donald & Annette Barclay; Dr.
James Barger; Barker & Gillock - Perry; Diwiatt
& Joyce Barker; Arvid & Neva Barnhardt.
Robert Bartoli; Dale & Steven Barton; Dennis
Barton; Perry Basch; Dennis G. & Marcia
Bassett; Keith Bassett; Wid & Barbara Bastian;
Russ Bates; Dick Baughman - American Pest
Control; Joseph & Kristine Bauman; Dr. Dennis
Bealick; Del B. & Dell Bean; Larry & Shirley
Beasley; Thomas Beatty; Ernest A. Becker Jr.;
Becker Realty Corp. - Barry Becker; Bruce
Becker; Ernie Becker - Becker Enterprises; Pete
J. & Angela Becker; Beckley Singleton - Delanoy
& Jemison; W. Bruce Beckley; Pat and Liz
Beckwith; Dr. R. & Ester Bedotto; Chris Beecroft;
Richard & Cindy Belding; Lloyd Bell - Torman
Vegas Inc.; Tom Bell; Neil Beller; Jimmy & Bar
bara Belt; Bemel Corp. - Ben Sartori; JCS Bench
Advertising; Floyd Benedict; Harry Benham; Mr.
& Mrs. Sherman Bennett; Lloyd Benson.
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Mike & Diane Bergemeyer; Alicia & Monet
Berger; Ralph & Brenda Berger; William P.
Berliner; Lucky Bessent; Stev Betterton; Arden
E. Bicker; Herb & Margret Biddulph - Bob Herry;
Jack Biegger - Sahara Datsun; Robert & Diane
Bigelow; Senator James H. Bilbray; Jack Binion
- Binions Horseshoe; Dr. Brent B. Birkin; William
& Janis Bischoff; Fred Black - Merrill-LynchPierce; Bill Blackard - Sign Systems Inc.; Robert
Blair - Dick Blair Realty; Joel L. Blaisdell; Joseph
& Bonnie Blasco Jr.; Joseph & Mary Blasco Sr.;
James M. & Pamela Blasco; Nadine J. Bleeker;
David Bliss - Colonial House; Brian L. & Loretta
Block; Gill Blonsley - Home Health Care LTD.;
Robert J. Blum; Jerry Blut; Blystone Equipment
Co.; Bobich-Hawkins Rpt.; Randy & Barbara
Boesch; George Boman - Clark County
Wholesale; Bonanza Beverage Co. - Babe
Gialketsis; Wendell & Laneal Bond; Jefferey &
Donna Boone; Ed & Catherine Borla - Paul Bartolo; Leo F. Borns.

Alyce Briggs; Michael Brinkmann; Robert Brinton; Bob & Sue Broadbent; Bob Brooker - Marina
Hotel; George C. Brookman; Brooks Electric Co.
- Bob Brooks; Dr. Dwyte Brooks.
Brown Insurance Agency - Russell Swain
Brown - Wells - Beller & Kravitz; Jay & Sharon
Brown; Mahlon Brown; Seymore & Fran Browr
Sid Brown - Strip Exxon Station Operator; Wayni
J. Brown; Gary J. & Rebecca Browner; Carl Brun
son - Kwik Kopy Printing; Vincent Bruttomessi
Sr. - Betty Bruttomesso; Ted Buban; James L
Buchanan; John & Pam Buchanan; Charles W.
Buck; Michael Buckley - Jones Jones CloseBrown; Val Buhecker - Latter Day Family Book:
Don Bumgarner; Nellie Bunch.
Keith & Jeanene Bunker; Richard & Carole
Bunker; Julian Burnett; Jeff Burr; Joseph &
Sharon Burt; Joe Busch - Coachman's Inn;
Robert & Delia Bush; C & H Investment - Charles
McHaffie; Caesars Palace - Tom Corbett; Cal
Neva Produce - Jerry Ushijima; Patrick & Carol
Caldwell; Dr. Rheen Call; Ken Callahan; Pamela
K. Callahan; David Calmelot; Victo Calvin Nevada Coffee Service.
Domingo Cambeiro; Dr. Kirk V. Cammack; Bob
Campbell; John K. & Mary L. Campbell; Sylvia
Campbell; Vaughn Cannon Jr - YESCO; Jerry
Cansdale; Ross Capawana - Capco Manufactur
ing; Dr. Leonard Carpi; Dr. William Carpi;
Cashman Cadillac - James Cashman Jr.; Jack
Cason; Pete Cason - Regency Car Wash; Gil &
Juareen Castillo; Wayne Castleberry - American
Pest Control; Dr. Ceylon T. Caszatt; Charles Catt;
Cattlemens Steak House - Pam Jochim; Cavelier
Restaurant - Jay Phillips.

Bill Borona Jr.; Don Borsack - El Portal Lug
gage; Robert & Ruth Bostic; Lori Bouchard; Tom
my Boudreau; Boulevard Trophy - Ed Luboff;
Wm. & Elizabeth Bowers; Richard & Gloria
Bowler; Dr. Sidney Boyers; Charles & Nancy
Boyle; Gary Boyter - Shiftys Cocktail Lounge;
James V. Bradham - American Bank of Com
merce; Gary & Nancy Bradley; Ira Bradshaw; Leo
F. & Emelia Brady; William L. & Barbara Brady;
Mrs. Joe Brandom; Dr. Michael Braunstein;
Roger & Elizabeth Bremmer; Gary Brennan Brennans Ltd.; Bill Brenske; Robert F. Brew; Jay
Brewer; John Brewer; Wilbur L. & lona Brewer;
Brewery Boys Partnership - Ray Paglia; Bob &

This list was compiled on August
1, 1985.
APOLOGIA—Every attempt was
made to ensure accuracy in
these listings. However, it is
possible for errors to occur and
we wish to apologize for any in
convenience they may cause.

Mary Cavanaugh; Dr. William Cavin; Gus
Cederburg; Central Grading Co. - Gary Stewart;
Century 21 Gordon Realty - Mike Gordon;
Chaisson Motor Cars; Jim Chaisson; Allin
Chandler; Bruce Chapman; Dr. & Mr. Joseph
Chenin; Dr. & Mrs. Stephen Chenin; Bernie Chippoletti; Robert Chmielewski - Rae Development;
Frank & Mary Chmura; Carl - Ellen Christensen;
Don J. & Zona Christensen.
Dr. David Christensen; Dr. Don L. Christensen;
Lonnie Christensen; M. J. & Hazel Christensen;
Paul J. Christensen; Vern Christensen; Doom &
Jeann Christian; Warren Church; Dan &
Suzanne Churchfield - Churchfield Construction
Co.; Churchhill Downs Race Book; Cinema Ser
vices Inc.; Citicorp Credit Services - Gene Boettger; Claires Flowers - Joyce Swessel; Cloyce &
Barbara Clark.
Stephen H. Clark; Patrick C. & Diane Clary;
Forrest & Ruby Clawson; Jerilyn Clayton; John
& Joan Clements - AMFAC Electrical Supply; Bob
Cline; Jefferey Clontz; Jack Close; Mel Close;
Clover Underwriters - Harry Brandise; Thomas
H. Cochrane; Robert Coffin; Burton Cohen.
Steven B. Cohen; Gerald & Roselyn Cohn;
James J. Colbert Jr. - Colbert Fogler Golf Ent.;
Cole Travel Service - Mickey Cole; Jerry D. & Lor
raine Cole; Douglas & Naomi Coleman; Larry E.
& Chloe V. Coles; Collins Brothers Corp. - Mar
tin & Allen Collins; Lamon Collins; Color Spec
of Nev - Dan Roscoe;

Don Combs - The Car Store; Conant & Company
- Rodney Conant; Cliff Conk - Country Inn
Restaurant; Phillip Conk - Country Inn
Restaurant; Terry Conk - Country Inn Restaurant;
Frank & Karen Consiglio; Mike Conway; Nelson
Conway; Jack & Betty Coogan; William H. Cook;
Cocie - Kerzetski Construction Co. - Chuck
Ker etski; Coors of Las Vegas; Mr. & Mrs.
Do.glas Copeland; Charles Copin; Copy
Sy ams Inc. - James Smith; Richard & Marie
Cc ; Dr. Mark Corrigan; Mike & Nancy Corrigan
- S nwell Mortgage Co.; Jack A. Coskey; Mike
& uth A. Costello; Richard Costello; James
Cc am; D. D. Cotton; Marc & Anne Covert; Chet
& rla Cox; David Cox; Dr. Grant & Georgia Cox;
O
Cox - Cox & Sons Plumbing; Kerestesi C- |in & Pike Insurance; Dr. John Crear;
C itive Signs; Gen. W. L. Creech.
ian Creel Printing Co.; B. Cribbens; J. R.
D y Crockett; Marlow & Carol Cropper - Corn Join; Doug & Bonnie Crosby; Dr. Clarence
F
ossley; Dr. David M. Crossley; Jerry Crowe
mdard Wholesale; Dr. Michael Crutchfield;
E d E-Coe; Ann Curry; Berkley H. Curtis; John
5 taria Curtis; Bernard & Mary A. Cusimano;
R hard Cutbirth; Cutler Insurance Agency V ndell Cutler; Cuzzens Inc. - Steven Vieths; D
g 3 Oil Company Inc. - D. B. World - Donovan
E ke; Robert & Carol Dachelet; Moe Dalitz;
C carles M. Damus; Sam D'Andrea; Chuck R. &
Lois Darling; Robert F. Darling; Dick Darnold;
, ck & Helen Daseler - Las Vegas Day School;
f ank Davenport - Dyna Electric Company - LV;
s. Louise Davey; Dr. & Mrs. Joel Davidson;
:hael D. Davidson; Davis Concrete Construcn - Neil B. Davis; Dick Davis; Pam Davis; Larry
Barbara Dawson; Dean Roofing Co., Inc;
oarlers Deaner.
Mrs. Joey Dee; Richard Deheras; Drake
slanoy; Deloitte Haskins & Sells; Delta Elecc Co.; Glen Hickey; Deluca Liquor and Wine
ioe Slaton; Col. W. E. Deming, III, Ret.; Teresa
enning - State Farm Agent; David H. & Arlene
ennis; Jack Dennis; Desert Construction Inc.
John & Tom Harmon; Desert Decor; Desert
VIC Inc. - Larry Carter; Desert Springs Hospital
Dee Garlington; George & Pat Deverell; Fred
Karen Diamond; Jeffrey W. Dick; Dickerson Miles - Pico; Dr. William Dickerson; George
.ckerson; Robert P. Dickerson; Mike Diehl arpenter/Offutt; Dr. John Difiore; Dino Realty
- Paul Dino; Chuck Dirocco - Winco; Disposal In
vestments; Kenneth Dixon; Mickey D. Dockins;
Betty K. Dokter; Dr. Mark A. Dolginoff - Paradise
Pet Clinic; Dr. Donald Dombrowski; Richard
Donaldson; Dons Roofing Service - Don &
Shirley Gonsalves; Jack M. Doty - Boulder Auto
Parts, Inc.
Steve Douglas; William Douglas; Dr. Robert
6 Marna Dreier; Lt. Gen. Walter Druen Jr.; Roger
& Nancy Drumm; Larry Duboef - Western Linen
Rental; Pete - Robin Ducharme - Hor-Ver-Co; R.
Scott & Kathleen Dugan; Duke & Company - Ray
mond Sigesmund; Don & Patricia L. Dunn;
Durable Homes Inc. - Dan Byron; Jerry Dye - E
C R Inc.; Melvin & Luba Eads; Dr. J. Lawrence
Earl; Kelly & Ann Edwards; Mike & Carolyne Ed
wards; Mrs. Bunny Edwards; Kevin Efroymson;
Dee R. Egbert; Sam & Joan Egdorf; Larry & Jan
Eichler; El Cortez Hotel - Jackie Gaughan; Elks
Helldorado - Mario Drago; Ellenburg Company;
Dr. John Ellerton; Dr. William L. Ellingson; Frank
A. Ellis - Village Pub; Robert P. Ellis; Chuck
Eisner; EMC, Inc. - Herman R. Eminger; Karen
E. Emigh; Jerry & Phillip Engel; Charles C.
Englert - Ideal Supply Co.; Walt Epprecht Leas
ing - Las Vegas Dodge; Dr. Granco Erculei; Fred
Erickson Insurance; Don & Sherri Erickson.
William R. Ernst; Blake Esauk; Holiday Marine.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 92

ROLEX

TWIN CHAMPIONS IN
WIND AND POWDER
The Rolex Lady-Date, and the Rolex
Datejust chronometer in gold and
stainless steel, each with matching
Jubilee bracelet. These self-winding
watchmates are perfect on the slopes and
apres ski. For traveling sportsmen and
women, they are also pressure-proof down to
165 feet in their seamless Oyster cases.

(A?&)
\

y'T

JEWELERS
.

Nevada's Most Respected

8 5 b E. Sahara Ave. • The Meadows Mad • The Fashion Show Mali

INSURANCE OFFICES

MORRISSEY & STUART
A Division of ISCON
711 SOUTH SIXTH STREET
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89101
(702) 387-0070

MICHAEL W. MORRISSEY

J°HN A- STUART
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DONORS, CONTINUED

NEVADA FIRST
THRIFT FDIC
SIDNEY STERN
Founder/President

22 OFFICES STATEWIDE

STATEWIDE
AND

STRONG

LAS VEGAS • W. 6870 Spring Mtn. Rd. • 362-7577
LAS VEGAS • Westland Mall • 878-1148
LAS VEGAS • 320 E. Charleston • 382-6162
LAS VEGAS • 1586 E. Flamingo • 731-2040
LAS VEGAS • 948 N. Nellis Blvd. • 438-4690
HENDERSON • 65 W. Lake Mead Dr. • 565-8987
PAHRUMP • Hwy. 160 & So. Loop Rd. • 727-6111
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Dr. Chet Eskey - Eskey Orthopaedics; Jeffrey
L. Eskin; Bernard & Ramona Eubank; Richard
& Linda Eurich; Gene & Vanda Eversole; Martin
& Judy Exber; John R Fadgen; Bill Fain; Don Fair
- Fair Investments; Familian Pipe Supply Co. Bob Bauer; Farinola Medical Corp. - Dr. Gerard
V. Farinola; John Farrell; James P. Faso - Palace
Station; Dr. Leonard Faustina; Dick & Linda
Favero; Richard Fehler; Dr. Harold L. Feikes;
Feinn Tire Co. - Conan Feinn; Bernard & Elaine
Feldman; Ferdinands; Frank J. Fertitta III - Palace
Station; Frank Fertitta - Palace Station; Don J.
Ficklin; Enessy Ficklin; Royce Ficklin; Fidelity
Realty Co. - Daniel Byron; Robert A. Fielden; Ed
Fike - Lawyers Title; Financial Planning; Pete
Findlay Oldsmobile; Cliff Findlay; Mark Fine American Nevada Corp.
Dr. Joseph Fink; Fred Fink; Harold & Lillian
Finkel; First American Title - Vince Figgins; First
Financial Guar - Vernon & Fran Rodriquez; First
Interstate Bank - Dave Vlaming; First Nevada
Realty - Bill Conaty; First Western Savings - Gen.
R. G. Taylor; Herb & Geraldine Fischer - Ethan
Allen Galleries; Herald & Dorothy Fisher; Den
nis Fitzgerald; Flamingo Hilton Hotel - Fritz
Vebler; Tony Lush - Flamingo Pecos; Dr. Steven
Fleming; Leon & Brenda Flinders; Ben Flippin;
Dr. George Flushman; Joe Foley; Frank Fondo;
Wing & Lily Fong; D. B. Ford Insurance Adjusters;
Tommy & Janette Ford; Liz Foremaster; Harold
P. & Linda Foster; Robert & Betty Foster; Abe &
Evelyne Fox; Ed Frank - Strip Check Cashing
Service; Patty Franks; Brock Fraser; Richard &
Marily Frassato; Bob & Lois Freeman - Roberts
Roof & Floor; Dr. Joseph A. Freer; Jeannette Fri
day; Stuart & Jean Friedlander; Bill Friedman Castaways Hotel.
Friendly Ford - E. Olliges & W. Sealey; Harry
G. & Beverly Fritz; Jerry & Dixie Fullerton Superior Limb & Brace Co.; Keith & Marvis
Fulton; Stan Fulton; John J. & Dorothy Fusch;
G & M Plastering - Elizabeth Bearden; Morton
R. Galane; Keith E. Galliher; James & Jackie
Gallo; Roy & Nancy Galyean; Bruce W. Gamett;
James Gamett - L V Laundry & Cleaners; Mark
D. Gamett - L V Laundry & Cleaners; Mark W.
Gamett - L V Laundry & Cleaners; Al Garbian;
Richard & Becky Garman; Al Garraway; Vincent
H. Garth, Jr.; Vincent H. Garth, Sr.; Alan Garth;
Phil Garth; Gene Garvin; Jerry Garvin - Warm
Springs Tennis Club; Gary's Discount Liquors Gary Adler; Al & Nancy Gasho; Kathleen Gaston;
Robert Gaston; Jerry Gatch; Gaudin Ford - Don
& Gary Ackerman; C. J. Duke Gavin; Dr. Roger
& Nancy Gehring - Don Miller; General Concrete
- Mr. Dick Stewart; Genes Distributing Inc. Gaylan Davies; Jim Gerke.
Gerringer Carpet Service Inc. - George Gerringer; Louie Geyer; Dr. N. Ghahareman; Fred
D. Gibson; Gail & Janet Gibson; Gigar Sales
Agency - Jack Gigar; Dr. Armand Gilbo; Douglas
E. & Joann Gilkey; Bernie Gilman; Larry Gilmore;
Howard & Shirley Gipson; Dr. Irwin Glassman;
Ken Glicken; Marv & Marilyn Glovinsky; Freddie
Glusman - L V Sporting House; Sharon Glynn;
Bill Godown - B L Godowns Concrete; A. Goff;
Dottie Goffstein; Golden Gate Hotel & Casino Italo Ghelfi; Golden Goose Casino - Herb Pastor;
Golden Nugget - Steve Wynn; Golden Steer - Mr.
Joe Kludjian; Dan Goldfarb; Dr. Robert & Nan
cy Goldman; David Goldwater Ltd.; Ted Golem
Insurance Agency; Frank Gonzales; Galen &
Margaret Good; Harry & Margaret Gooheart;
Barry Goodman; Don & Gloria Goodman; Dr. Jor
dan Goodman; Oscar B. Goodman; Richard &
Martha Goodman; Evelyn Goot; David & Mimi
Gordon; Harry Gordon; Steve Gordon;
William F. J. Gordon; Eugene J. Gorlick;

Dr Robert Goudge; Dwight Gould; Mike &
Marilyn Grabowski; Ken & Yvonne Gragson; Ed
ward L. & Marlene Grant; Madison B. Graves Flamingo Realty Inc.; Grayline Tours of Nev Bar'v Perea; Conway Grayson; Steven & Kim
Greco; A. Kent & Jan Greene; Gardner Greenma- David & Belle Greenspun; Hank
Gre-:nspun - Las Vegas SUN; Judge Toy T.
Gre. >ry; Greyhound Esposition Services - D. I.
Jar ion; Greystone Travel - Herb Kaufman; Dr.
Da yn Grierson; Dr. Duane Grierson; Jack Grif
fin ">lin Griswold - Griswold Enterprises; Wes
Gr; n - Framing Inc.; Marvin Samuel Gross;
Sy a Gross; Robert Grossan; Dr. Frank L.
Gr er; David Gubler; Dr. K. N. Gubler; Joseph
&
-rinne Guercio; Charles Gullo; Jeffrey &
K£ •/ Gussow.
rnie Gutierrez; Michael Gutkneght; H & C
Pt
arties; Ken Haas - Wet N Wild; Larry Haas;
Dr -1. C. Hack; Gregory T. Hafen; Gordon
H
irichter; Jim Hagen - Bill Oerding; Frank B.
Hf i. CO.; Bob A. & Christie Hall; Roger E. Hall
-1 art Aire by Hall; Dr. Dan Halseth; Art Ham
II! \rt Ham Jr.; Don Hamilton; Lonnie Hammi jren; Jim Hammer - Pamela A. Mainwal
H
mer; Delloyd Hammond; Jack Hanes; Denni ianey; Hanna-Epprecht Datsun - Gary Hannt Andy Hanna; Jack W. Hanson; Harden In
st nee Agency - Craig Harden; Harden In
st tnce Agency Max N. Harden; Brent W.
H ten - Harden Insurance Agency; Eldon Hard
Hardys OK Tire; Melvyn Harmon; Tom D.
H per-Thompson & Harper Ltd.; Lane & Judy
H riman; Harrington Maintenance Company;
B Harrington & J. Sculli; Bob Harris; Carl S.
K ris; Richard A. Harris.
r. William F. Harvey; Mr. & Mrs. William C.
f
vey; Jinx Havas; Steve Hawley; Park Haws;
C e & Connie Hayes; John Hayes; Leon Heaton
- f & H Agency Inc.; Vic Hecker; Hefner
E gineering & Mgt.; Ronald Heit; Ron & Sanc Heitmann; Bruce Hendricks; A. G. Henry;
C rl D. & Barbara H. Henry; Harold G. Henry;
v :ry Herbst - Terrible Herbst Oil Co.; Nick Herc.
Herdas Premiums; Donald D. & Jean Her
ri in; Vern Highley; Deric & Marianne Hill; Jimr & Charlotte Hill; Dave & Kathryne Hilty; Rosie
H ojos; Jay Hodapp - State Farm Insurance;
D vid & Margaret Hoff; Dr. Edward Hoffman;
fv K6 & Karen Hohl; Ron A. & Jean Hollers; Dr.
M chael Hollingshead; Pioneer Citizens Bank Somer Hollingsworth; Larry Hollstein; Jack &
Elaine Holmes; Wallace L. Hoist III - Hoist
Company.
Dr. Flip Homansky; Alexander Homberger; J.
C. & Karen Hopkins; Nick J. Horn; Norman Horn;
Fred & Irene Houghland; House of Burton - Lee
Burton; House of Lamps - Bob Johnston; J. K.
& Nancy Houssells Jr - Union Plaza Hotel; Jack
Houston; W. Scott Howard; Paul Hudak; Benet
L. Hudson; Paul H. Huffey; Bob Huffman;
Howard Hughes Dev. Corp. - John L. Goolsby
- President; Fred Hughes - Diamond Slots; Colburn & Frances Hull; Charles Hunsberger; Jack
& Colleen Huntington; Richard & Mary Hun
tington; Hunts Spring Mountain Chevron - Barry
S. Hunt; Al C. & Dorothy Hurtado; Gary Husney;
Exchange Service of Nevada; Penny G. Husson;
William & Maxine Huflitz; Dr. Dale C. Hyer;
Howard & Sherry Ickes; Ideal Office Equipment
- Ivan Eisenberg; Don Iglinski; Ronald Ingerson;
Insulators of Nevada - John Meisner; Interna
tional Gaming Technology - Dennis Ball; Cecil
R. Jackson; Connie J. Jackson; Frank Jackson
- Vegas Tire; Dr. & Mrs. Theodore Jacobs; Max
& Linda Jacobson; Russell & Camelia Jacoby;
Morris Jaeger.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 94
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' For all the sports highlights, don't
RON VITTO and DAVE FOX
- the Sportswise Sportsguysonly on...

miss

EYEWITNESS
fVC

Every Night at
6 and 11 p.m.

WW

K-LAS Vegas

ASK ABOUT OUR SUNDAY CHICKEN SPECIAL

Alpine Village Inn
SWISS, GERMAN & AMERICAN FOOD
3003 Paradise Rd.
Across from the Las Vegas Hilton Hotel

OPEN DAILY
5 P.M. to 12 MID.

FOR RESERVATIONS
Call 734-6888
LAS VEGAS' FINEST
SINCE 1950

We Accept
AMERICAN EXPRESS
MASTER CHARGE
CARTE BLANCHE
DINNERS
VISA

BRING THIS AD FOR

FREE GIFT WITH DINNER
WE LOVE KIDS - SPECIAL KID PRICES

->
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So, you finally
found the home.
NOW YOU NEED THE LOAN. ..
Cal Fed, a leading real estate lender
in Nevada, can get you in the door.
Stop by our Quail Park office for a
first or second mortgage — we're flexible.
See, at Cal Fed more people are turning
their dreams into reality every day.
^
ICTNDkllA CK=nCDAI
^
CALIFORNIA
FEDERAL
NEVADA DIVISION

Exclusive Loan Agents: Tori Martella, Lynn Sperry, Larry Knight,
Rick Piette, Suzie Goto, Brenda Colson, Betty Waters
24-Hour Mortgage Data Hot Line • 796-8864
2820 W. Charleston Blvd. • Suite B-ll • 870-3833 • Las Vegas, NV 89102

MORETHAN
80 PLAYERS
ON OUR
TEAM!
When you're playing to please a community like Las Vegas,
your team has to be made up of real Superstars. And at the
Boulevard Mall — we are!
We've got the Superstars of Superstores with more Las Vegans
shopping our new collection of shops and boutiques than anywhere else!
We're playing to win your hearts!

Boulevard
«gt*t

1| Maryland Parkway
*1 Desert Inn

JLVJLcUJL
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K. Richard Jameson - Richards Ltd; George
Jaramillo - L V Fertilizer; Joseph R. Jaramillo L V Fertilizer; Rex A. Jarrett; Vernon Jemison;
Konnie Jenkins; Michael Jenkins; Roland
Jenkins; Charles A. Jensen; Peggy Jespersen
James J. Jimmerson; Bob Jirovec - BecksteadCooper-Jirovec; Ken Johann; Fred & Elizabeth
Johns; Charley Johnson; Dick & June Johnson
Dr. Joseph Johnson; Sam Johnson - J & J
Markets; Scott Johnson; Steve & Rosemary
Johnson; Steven Johnson; Thomas W. Johnson;
R. Gardner Jolley; Ralph Jones Display; Dr.
David R. & Anne Jones; Dr. James Jones; Dr
Kendall E. Jones; Dr. Reuben & Christy Jones;
Fletcher Jones - Fletcher Jones Chevrolet;
George Jones; Herb M. Jones.
Paul & Edith Jones; Robert V. Jones; Ted
Jones - Fletcher Jones Chevrolet; Roy
Jorgensen; Jon A. Joseph; Frank Joy; Dr. Jack
Jurasky; Jerry & Cecilia Justus; George F. Kalb;
Alwin B. & Beverly Kallsen; Dr. Gary Kantor Nephrology Consultants; Lewis & Elizabeth
Kaplan; Norman Kaplan - Torman Vegas Inc.; Kap
& Jane Kappelman; Chris Karamanos - The
Caterers; Lee Karsian; George Katz; Mike Katz
- Manpower of Southern Nevada; Bernie Kauf
man, Herb Kaufman; Jeff Kaufman; William F.
Keairnes - Insurance Agency; Larry Keever;
Daniel & Opal Keiserman; Dan & Ellen L. Keller;
Robert Keller; Kellys Glass & Mirror Co.; Keltner
Milam & Co. Ltd; Will Kemp; Robert J. Kemple
Jr.; F. John Kennedy - Turf Sporting Goods; Gary
H. Kent - Berkeley H. Curtis; Carl & Charles
Kilian Inc.; John Killebrew - Johns Chevron
Service.
Rodney Killian; Roy A. & Betty Kimball;
Kinetico - Robert & Barbara Kaempfer; Joe King;
Wayne & Anita King - Hilti Inc; Kinkos Copies Gerry Alesia; Michael L. Kinnaird; Mike Kirch;
Tom & Mary Ann Kirk; Herman Kishner Trust Irwin Kishner Co. Trustee; Jerry Kittay - U.S. Mat
tress Warehouse; Kirt Klaholz; Keith Kleven;
Pauline - Randy Knoller; Richard A. & Evelyn
Koeb; Frank Koempel; Larry Koentopp - Las
Vegas Stars; W. E. & Elsie Koerwitz; Dr. Richard
Kohlmeyer; Leroy & Helen Kottum; Joe & Anita
Kozak; Bob Krause; Thomas & Mary Kummer;
Dr. J. Parker Kurlinski; L V Painting & Drywall;
L W Inc. - Louis Wiener; Alan J. La Rocque; Lady
Luck Casino - Andy Tompkins; Harry & Rebec
ca Lahr; Herb & Betty Laikin; Dr. S. Joseph
Lamancusa; Landmark Hotel - Bill Morris; Lee
& Carol Landreth; Richard H. & Carol A. Lang;
Mark & Jeanne R. Lange.
Larkin Plumbing & Heating - Mark Larkin;
Larsen Electric Sign Co. - Richard Larsen; Jay
M. & Lana Larsen; Dr. Donald Larson; Las Vegas
Athletic Club - Tom Wiesner; Las Vegas Auction
- Bill Watson; Las Vegas Auto Parts - Deon An
thony; Las Vegas Club - Mel Exber; Las Vegas
Honda - Bob McCrary; Las Vegas SUN - Brian
Greenspun; Joseph & Peggy Ann Latour; Dan
Laub; Joel Laub; Mrs. Mary Laub; Duane
Laubach - Henderson Realty; Laventhol - Horwath - Revelle Taylor; Gene E. & Diana Lawson;
Layne & Assoc. - Bruce Layne; Paula Leal; Joyce
Leavitt; Lynn Leavitt - Caesars Palace; Mike &
Linda Leavitt; Clark D. Lee Insurance Agency Danny Lee; Lee Office Supply; Allen & Joanne
Lee; John Doechung Lee; Leisure Partner - Neil
Dexter; M/M Hank Leitner - Poo Bear Lounge;
Kirk B. Lenhard - Sully Lenhard & Raizin; Roy
& Sally Levine; Albert M. & Edith Levitt; Al Levy
- Levy Realty; Sidney Levy; Richard J. Lewin;
Alan R. Lewis - H. Carl Bumgarner; Cal Lewis;
Robert E. Lewis; Lewis Homes of Nevada;
Robert F. & Elaine Lewis; Bertha Leypoldt; Col.
Jack & Evelyn Libby; Arthur & Judith Leibert;

Lincoln Properties - Kevin McCarthy; Mark &
Janet Line; Lionel Sawyer & Collins; Lawrence
& Laura Lippold; Monte & Linda Littell; Philip &
Colleen Little; Dr. Ralph Litton; James L. Litwiller;
Larry & Barbara Lochridge; Stanley Loeb; Ted
Long-ay - Longley Construction Co. Inc.; Dr. Earl
L. Lord; Neil & Helga Lott; Wallace W. Loucks;
Carl
Lovell, Sr.; Fred & Lucille Lucas; Darrell
D. Luce - Luce & Goodfellow Inc.; John Lukens;
Lynn Lull - Bat Rentals; Dr. James Lum; Joe
Lupc Art Lurie - World Liquors; Ron Lurie; Tony
Lus
J- y & Sue Lykins; Lyle B's - Lyle Brennan;
Ge< a R. Lyles - Lyles Austin Ltd.; L. D. Doc
& C stance Lyons; Dr. Robert Lysgaard; D. B.
Ma ide; Angus MacEachern; Charles A. Mack
- Le tre Systems; Jerry Mack - Valley Systems;
Do: d & Janet MacKay; Dr. Gary Marrone; Keith
Mar anzie - General Contracting; Dr. James &
On
Magar; Cal & Ginger Magelby; Kathleen
Ma n; Ray & Mary C. Maki; Stanley A. Mallin;
Jef
iargolin; David Marino; Bruno & Allison
Ms
Marnell Corrao Assoc. - Tony A. Marnell
II; / A. Marnell; Marquis & Haney Ltd.; Albert
G.
rquis; Jim Marsh - American Jeep Inc; Mar
tin
Assoc. - Roger Peltyn; Ralph Martin;
Wt srn Cab Co. - Tom Martin; Lee Marx; Steve
Ms
Ettore D. Mascitelli; Al Mastenbrook;
Ge id W. Mathis - CPA; M. Gene Matteucci;
Ja E. Matthews — Jack Matthews & Co.
t Edward & Joan Maule; Robert R. Maxey
- E nore Corp.; Maxim Hotel - Larry Feil; Lance
D
ayor, M.D.; Clark & Kathy McAfee; Douglas
R
cCain; McCandless International Trucks Jc
McCandless; Gene & Alice McCoy; Robert
W McCoy; C. E. & Ruth McDaniel; Bob
M onald; Randall H. - Maria McGhie; Ronald
&
nna McGregor; Jim & Vicki McGurk; Ronald
& mna Mclntire; Mcintosh Realty - Mark Mclnto
McKinnon Diagnostics - Harry McKinnon;
J. 3. & Frances McLeroy; Terry McMelroy;
Cr rles & Gayle McMillan; Sharon McNair - The
At tm; Joe McNamee; Raymond & Joyce
M leill; Dr. David McNelis; David D. Mead; Ray
M ide; Medivisit - Jerome F. Snyder; George
M iocic - Lincoln Properties; Dr. Dwight
M erhenry - Dr. William E. Ursick; Joe & Judy
M lo; David & Linda Mendenhall; Judge John
M doza - William Barker; Fred Meoli; Armond
& dris Merluzzi - Merluzzi Dance Theatre; Saul
& yrle Messer.
i ouglas J. Michael; John H. Midby & Assoc.
- John Midby; Andrew Mikulich; Frank & Dorothy
Mikulich; Sebastian S. Mikulich; Jack Miller &
Assoc.; C. Miller Contracting; Arlene T. Miller;
Berlyn Miller; Bob Miller; Dr. Edward J. Miller;
Dr. Harvey S. & Pat Miller; Dr. Russell Miller; Lou
Miller; Otis Miller; Sherman Miller - Nevda Sav
ings & Loan; W. B. & Nora Miller; Pam Millisor
- Schwartz; Ray W. Millisor; Stephen R. Minagil;
Dr. Ivan Mindlin; John Miner; Dr. Mark Minguey;
Rich Misdom; Gary & Kate Moffatt; Gerald Moffitt & Assoc.; Mr. & Mrs. Bernard Mogstad; Eldon
Mohler; Gary E. Mohler; Grant & Mary Mohlman
- American Hardware Mutual Insurance; Irwin
Molasky; Steven Molasky; Dr. B. J. Molzen; Mike
Mona; Mario C. & Joanne Monaco; Gayle E.
Moneyhan - Travel America; Jim L. & Jennie
Moody; Michael D. Moody; Arthur E. Moore;
John T. Moran; Bob & Mary Morgan; Kenneth &
June Morgan - Dick Morony; Bill & Vivienne Mor
ris; Michael W. Morrissey; Tim R. Morse; William
& Margaret Morse; Francis Morton; Norman &
Maxine A. Mott; Charles Mowery Chevron Charles Mowery; George T. Mueller; Tom Mueller
- Mueller Striping; James W. Mullins; Emmett F.
& S. D. Munley; Joe Murphy; Phil Murphy;
Lawrence Mushkin; Don Myers; Nick Naff; Dr.
Nafees Nagy.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 97

QUOY HEALTH
E=OWE=eeee
"A Complete Medical & Surgical Complex"
Ask about our Specialized Programs
• Eating Disorder Unit 369-7915
• Nutritional Counseling 369-7639
• Cardiac Rehabilitation 369-7708
• Same Day Surgery 733-8800
• Medicare Patient Assistance 369-7900
• Physician Referral 369-7614

24 Hour Emergency 369-7647

Poubon
DICEf CARD
'Growing Larger By Serving Better"

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
2121 Industrial Road
Las Vegas, Nevada
89102
(702) 384-2425

RENO, NEVADA
250 Bell Street, *190
Reno, Nevada
89503
(702) 786-2465

PAUL-SON CASINO SUPPLIES
of New Jersey Inc.
3017 Atlantic Ave.
Atlantic City, NJ 08401
(609) 348-8771
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RYDER

IT'S RYDER.
OR IT'S WRONG.

SHOW THIS AD AND

SAVE !

• SAVE $30 Off One-Way
Ryder Truck Rental
• SAVE $10 Off Local
Ryder Truck Rental

National Care of Nevada - Roger Collins; Nay
Mechanical Inc. - Miles Nay; Naylor Realty Chuck Naylor; Thomas C. Naylor; James C. &
Patricia K. Neel; Harold Neese - Neese Construc
tion; Or. Erven Nelson; Edward & Ruth Nelson.
Ja: as & Sharon Nelson; Leroy & Joann Nennerr,
Rex Neuner; Nevada Beverage Co. Johr
'asserburger; Nevada Copy Systems Gar 'artin; Nevada Heart & Lung - Dr. Don L.
& C lee Bunch; Nevada Independent In
sure e; Nevada Liquor & Wine - Alexanc
'erberet; Nevada National Bank - A. G.
Her
Nevada Southern Title - Joe Johnston;
Nev i State Bank - Richard A. Carlson; Nevada
Sup
Inc.; Nevada Title Co. - Ron Evans; Conley
wby - Rez Frehner; Don & Rae Leta
Nev an; Dr. Beverly Neyland; Lowell Niebaum
- Ne rum Orthopaedics Ltd.; Ed Nigra; Dr. An
dre1 ?. & Pat Nixon; Rick Noell; Walter V. Norwoc Donald C. Nunes; John B. Oakes; Roger
Oa
Bob O'Connell; Earl M Ohlson, Ltd;
Oliv
Gardunio - Nevada Insurance Agency;
Oil)
Insurace Agency - David Lee; Russ &
Rut \nn Olsen; Robert & Sandra Olson; Dr.
Har :i S. Orchow; Jim Ordowski; John O'Reil
ly; C >tech Industries - Jay Bingham.
C ourke Plumbing - Paul O'Rourke; Jim &
Shi y Orr; Pat R. & Beverly Orr; Roy E. & Lin
da
Orr; Roxy Ortega; Richard Oshins; Bob &
Ma Ostermiller; D. E. & Mary Owensby; Cor
nel 0. Padilla; Bob Pahor - Pahor Air Condi
tio! g; Donald Pahor; Ronald E. Pahor; Larry
& C hy Palcovic; Palm Mortuary - Ken Knauss;
Ro rt J. Paluzzi; Bill Pappas - The Lift; Pardee
Co auction Co. - Ben Penn; R. G. Park Elec
tric Robert G. Park; Thomas L. Park Inc.; Dr.
Jut iDarlene Parker; Robert & Mary Jo Parker;
Rc Parrish; Charles Parrott; Teen Patterson As c. Reporters of Nevada; Paul-Son Dice/Card
Co Mile Pilz; Richard W. Paulin; Greg Paulk
- N iC Inc.; Dr. Hugo - Gayle Paulson; Gordon
Pa son; E. T. & Barbara Paulus; Mrs. Tony
Ps to; Dr. John Payne; Robert & Helen Payne;
Mt 3. Mrs. Dave Pearlmutter.
>bert N. Peccole; William Peccole; Dr.
Mi ael Peikoff; J. C. Penney Co. - Duane Houge;
Ja & Penny Pennington; Pepsi-Cola - Steve
La ance; Max & Margaret Perlowin; Personali
ze! 3ools - Donna Williams; Louis & Wanda
Pe rr; R. B Petersen Construction Co.; Ralph R.
Pe -sen; Clark Peterson; David Peterson;
Douglas & Sharon Petty; Al Phillips the Cleaner
- Mel Shapiro; Ron Phillips; Larry & Anne Phipperu Dr. Sam & Laura Pick; Diana J. Pickard;
Robert Pidcock - Pas Inc.; Jim & Sue Pierce; L.
Raiph & Lynn M Piercy; Tom Pilkington; Sam &
Anne L. Pink; Dr. Bob & Evie Pinneo; Pioneer
Hotel & Gambling - Margaret Elardi; Pitch Travel
Service in Memory of Jack Walsh; Tony Pitch
Travel Service; Plant World Nursery - Jerry Har
rison; Victor Plassman - Steiner Cleaners; Art &
Dianne Platanitis; Carl Plunkett; Howard L. &
Carol Poe; Pogos Tavern - James Halcombe; Joe
Pohorsky - Pohorsky Sales; Mr. & Mrs John T.
Pokrzyk.
George & Florence Pollak; Dave Poplin; Port
Tack & Starboard Tack - Bob Kostelecky; Gary
Porter; Murray Posin Esq. - Posin - Donaldson
Chtd.; Wess Poulson - Skaggs; Dave & Karen
Powell; Tobylyn Power; Richard Tim Powers;
State Farm Insurance Co.; Gary L. & Teri Press;
Prestige Cleaners - M. J. Resnick; Dr. John I.
Pretto - Pretto Radiology; Richard B. Price Atrium Hair Design; Prudential Bache Security
- Paul Horwath; Cal & Cindy Puana; Richard Pucci - Puccis Restaurant; Dale E. & Denise Puhl;
Albert Purdue.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 101

•Present This Ad To Any Ryder Dealer And Save

q Discount
Brokerage
Services

^ Budget
Checking
q Real Estate
Loans

When
q 24-Hour ATM s
it comes
q Auto Loans
to taking
<• Tailor-Made
the lead
CD's
in banking,
Nevada National

q Personal
Loans
^ Business
Loans
q Business
Services
^ Fixed,
Variable, &
Self-Directed

Our team of banking
professionals continually strive to
provide Nevadans the most convenient
and up-to-date services available.

Nevada
National
Means Business #

MEMBER FDIC

A Unique
Shopping Experience
One of a Kind
Gift Items
Glass, Wood, Brass and
Pottery Creations
Decorative Accessories
Exclusive Designer Clothing
Personalized Sendee
Custom Gift Wrap and
Delivery Available

TRAVEL IN COMFORT
SUPPORT THE UNLV
REBELS
IN STYLE
ON THE NEW LTR
• Complete Tour Programs
• Local and Nationwide
Charters
• Complete Airport Transfer^
Service
TAKE IT
WHEREVER YOU GO

384-1230

1200 So. Maryland Pkwy.

382-2500

LTR • P.O. BOX 42130
LAS VEGAS, NV 89116
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PERHAPS SECRET IS OUT ON UNLV'S FIELDS

REBEL SWIMMERS SET

by Joe Burchick, Sports Editor, LAS VEGAS REVIEW JOURNAL

by Jacqueline Trail, Assistant Sports Information Director

Reprinted With Permission
In the three years that he has been at
UNLV, Harry Fields has evolved into one of
the better goalkeepers on the West Coast.
He has also evolved into one of the bet
ter kept secrets on the West Coast, perhaps
in the entire country.
Consider:
• In the three previous seasons, Fields'
goals-against average has always been
below 1.00. As a freshman, Fields had an
0.88 goals-against average and was in
volved in six shutouts — four solo — as
UNLV went 10-4-3.
• As a sophomore, Fields in 21 ap
pearances and 1,720 minutes, posted an
0.94 goals-against average, figured in seven
shutouts — three solo — and helped lead
the Rebels to a school-best 17-4-1 record
and a spot in the NCAA playoffs.

fielders Rich Ryerson, RobTaber, Ivan Farris and Lionel Saenz and sweeper Gary
Soresman — that has all but two players
back from 1984, this could be UNLV's best
chance at making a run at a national title.
"We're very close (at contending for a na
tional championship). Last year, we were
this close," said Fields, holding his thumb
and finger about an inch apart. "I think this
year we're closer. To win a national cham
pionship, you've got to be lucky and we
haven't been that lucky of a team."
The Rebels, who were ranked 11th na
tionally last fall, have been eliminated from
the NCAA playoffs by San Francisco each
of the past two years. Both defeats have
been at home and both by one goal.

• Last year, as a junior, Fields, in 21
games and 1,856 minutes, had a sparkling
0.53 goals-against mark, turned in 10 solo
shutouts and had a hand in four others as
UNLV compiled a 15-3-3 mark, earned a
No. 11 national ranking and made the
NCAA playoffs for the second straight year.
Nice stats and numbers but, in the past
three years, they have amounted to nothing
more than a nice paint job on the wall.
Fields has not been on anyone's AilAmerican or all-region teams.
When it comes to notoriety, Fields isn't
even the top draw on his own team. That
honor falls to senior striker Rob Ryerson,
a third-team Intercollegiate Soccer Associa
tion of America All-American, who in three
seasons has scored 46 goals, including 20
last fall.
But while Fields would certainly welcome
some recognition, individual honors really
don't mean that much.
"I thought I had a good shot (at allAmerica) last year. I think I might have a
good shot this year. But if I had a choice
of being and All-American or being a
national champion, I'd be the national
champion," he said.
The road to a national championship is
not an easy one whether you're
Indiana, champion in 1982 and 1983; Clemson, which beat Indiana for the title last
year; or UNLV, which has never won.
But with an extremely experienced
squad — led by Rob Ryerson, Fields, mid
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"If UNLV is to win a national champion
ship in soccer, it should be this year," Fields
said. "This is a peaking year. We have a
lot of seniors who know how to handle
pressure. Next year, we'll probably have a
lot of sophomores who might not be able
to handle that pressure out there, especially
as a goalkeeper."
As UNLV steadily has upgraded its
schedule and program in the four years that
Barry Barto has been head coach, Fields
has learned how to handle the pressure of
major college soccer while also learning
how to play the major college game.
"At the beginning of my freshman year,
I thought I read the game well. But when
I started, I was tentative. I didn't read. I sat
on my line," said Fields. "Now, when the
ball's at the other end, I'll come off my line."
At 6-foot-4, 205 pounds and with three
years of collegiate experience, Fields as the
last line of defense on the field, has also

become more inclined to take chances.
"With the defense we have this year, I
can take more chances. I won't be afraid
to come out to the 18-yard line and punch
the ball out," he said. "Also, with our
defense, they have confidence knowing in
me that if they lose the ball, 90 percent of
the time it won't result in a goal because
of me."
Fields, who prepped at Chaparral High
School, is definitely pleased with the way
he has developed as a goalkeeper. But his
biggest satisfaction over the last three years
is the way he has developed as a
student-athlete.
He carries a 2.9 grade point average in
business management into the fall
semester. He has been on the dean's list
the last two semesters.
"The hardest thing for me was road trips,
keeping up with school work on road trips,"
Fields said. "Taking my books on the bus
was the hardest thing for me.
"During my sophomore season, I had a
math class and it was the type of class that
you had to go to every day because
everything carried over day after day,"
Fields recalled. "Throughout the season,
I missed about three weeks because of
road trips. You miss a day here, a day there,
it adds up.
"I got a D. I wasn't satisfied with that at
all."
"Now that I know what college life is
about, I don't do that (get behind) anymore.
I keep up with the schoolwork on trips now.
It's hard to study on the road. Some of the
guys are loud and like to play music. I just
try to block as much of it out of my mind
as I can.
"It (studying on a bus) is not as effective
as studying in the library, but if you've got
to do it, you make the most of it.
"I'm a pretty conscientious student. I'm
in it for the grades," said Fields, who should
receive his undergraduate degree either by
next spring or next fall.
As for soccer, Fields is confident that
UNLV can have another big season this fall
even with a schedule that features
Cleveland State, Bowling Green, USF,
Washington and UCLA at home and Fresno
State, San Diego State, Southern Methodist
and North Texas State on the road.
UNLV, with its experience, should be one
of college soccer's top sides this fall.
Perhaps also this year, the secret about
Harry Fields will end and collegiate soccer
will recognize him as one the the game's
top goalkeepers.

Coming from no men's team only a few
years ago and a nonentity for the women's
tea i, the University of Nevada, Las Vegas
sw teams have developed into one of the
up ^d-coming programs in the United
St;, s.
I 4LV Head Coach Jim Reitz begins his
six year with the young program that has
ma ? great strides in such a short period
of
ne. Reitz has taken a team from
no ~ig to scoring points at the National
Ch npionships. Soon, UNLV expects to
sc< 3 in the Top 20 and eventually in the
To; 10.
' 7e are becoming known nationally for
ou orogram," said Reitz. "We are beginnir to compete more with the best schools
in e country. This year, we have a dual
mr t with USC for example. I feel that we
ca go head-to-head with any team, but we
ju; don't have the depth that the bigger
sc ools have and that will be our
wt kness."
spth will be the main concern for Reitz
ar
his staff on both the men's and
ws :en's teams in the up-coming season.
Tf teams are small in numbers, but not
in asire. The in-coming freshmen will be
te ad early to see how they will perform
in JNLV's developing quality program.
In swimming, like no other sport,
fr hmen can come in and make an impact
tf ir first year," said Reitz. "The reputation
th we are developing into a contender is
he )ing our recruiting. High school coaches
lik what we are doing and have been intrc iucing more of their kids to UNLV. We
have been hindered in the past by the nonacademic image of our school, but that is
changing. The kids who have come here
are happy and really enjoy the school and
town. With the school improving each year
academically, it's making it easier to get
kids here."
MEN'S SQUAD
The 1985-86 season may be the most
"Wide open" the men's conference has
been in 15 years. Graduation has taken its
toll on all of the teams in the PCAA. UNLV
lost five of their top eight swimmers, PCAA
Champions Santa Barbara lost thirteen
members of their men's team and Pepperdine graduated key figures.
"The key this year will be to see who
brought in the best recruiting class," said
Reitz. "We have a good freshman class
coming in, but they are untested. The ques
tion is how fast will they come along for us."
Depth will be the major factor for UNLV
once again this season. Junior Andy
Bischel (Placitas, NM) will be UNLV's top
200 freestylist on the squad. Bischel has

the potential to finish in the top three at the
NCAA qualifying meet at the end of the
season. UNLV's top overall swimmer is
sophomore Chris Harmon (Littleton, CO).
He returns this season as first seed in the
conference in the 1650 meters (mile swim).
All-round swimmer, senior David Jacobs
(Barstow, CA) returns to compete in the 100
breast stroke and in the 400 IM. Senior
Sadri Ozun (Izmir, Turkey) is back to swim
the butterfly and has the potential to be the
league champion this year for UNLV. Senior
Don Wilhelm (Aurora, CO) is the lone diver
for the Rebels this coming seson. He is cur
rently ranked third going into the
conference.
WOMEN'S SQUAD
In only its second year of existence, the
PCAA Women's conference should emerge
as one of the top five or six conferences in
the nation this year.
There has been an increase in the com
petitiveness in the conference due to
schools in the PCAA becoming more com
mitted in their swimming programs.
There have been coaching changes by
schools in the PCAA. There is an increase
in the number of students on scholarship
and the number of athletes on the different
teams. Long Beach State has joined the
PCAA Women's conference this year. With
all of these changes, Reitz feels that it will

help the swimming programs as a whole.
"With all these changes, it can only help
us," said Reitz. "The better the conference
is, the faster swimmers will score. There
won't be such an emphasis on depth past
the top eight finishers, but more will be
placed on the quality of your swimmers."
UNLV women's team lost one swimmer
and one diver to graduation. The Lady
Rebels bring in five new swimmers and one
new diver. Still, the unknown factor will be
how fast the incoming freshmen start to
perform if the Rebels are to have a chance
at the League championship at the end of
February.
"The key to our conference meet will be
to get people like Joanne Beck (junior from
Milwaukee, Wl) in the butterfly and Lisa
Kumer (junior from Palo Alto, CA) in the
breaststroke to come through with the big
swims," said Reitz. "It all comes down to
the Conference meet and Nationals, that's
what we work so hard for."
Sophomore Sally Fleisher (Riverside, CA)
is one of UNLV's top record holders in the
freestyle and breaststroke returns strong for
the Rebels. Sophomore Wendy Hoffman
(El Cajon, CA) will again compete in the free
style, IM and backstroke for UNLV. The
Rebels will rely heavily on their sole diver,
freshman Sharon Karnicki (Lake Forest, IL)
to score points.

1985-86 SWIMMING AND DIVING MEET SCHEDULE
DAY

DATE

Fri
Sat
Sat, Sun
Fri
Sat
Fri-Sun
Sat
Sat
Sun
Sat
Thur-Sat
Sat
Sat
Thur-Sat
Thur-Sat
Fri-Sun
Thur-Sat
Thur-Sat

OCT 26
Nov 2
Nov 16,17
Nov 22
Nov 23
Dec 6,7,8
Jan 11
Jan 11
Jan 12
Jan 18
Jan 23-25
Feb 1
Feb 8
Feb 27,28, March 1
March 6-8
March 7-9
March 20-22
April 24

MEET
5TH ANNUAL RED/GREY INTERSQUAD MEET
U OF NEVADA, RENO PLUS NEW MEXICO STATE
REBEL DIVING INVITATIONAL
Brigham Young University
University of Utah
2ND ANNUAL UNLV WINTER INVITATIONAL
Pepperdine University
Northern Arizona University
1st Annual Alumni Meet
U of California at Santa Barbara
5TH ANNUAL REBEL CLASSIC INVITE
U of Southern Cal
U of Cal, Irvine
PCAA WOMEN'S CONFERENCE MEET
PCAA MEN'S CHAMPIONSHIPS
Southern Cal Invitational
NCAA WOMEN'S NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
NCAA MEN'S NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

LOCATION

MEN/
WOMEN TIME

UNLV
UNLV
Provo, UT
Salt Lake
UNLV
UNLV
UNLV
UNLV
Santa Barb.
UNLV
Los Angeles
UNLV
UNLV
Long Beach
Los Angeles
TBA
ARK.

COED
Women
Coed
Coed
Men
Coed
Men
Women
Coed
Coed
Coed
Coed
Coed
Women
Men
Women
Women
Men

6:30 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
All Day
6:00 P.M.
7:00 P.M.
All Day
2:30 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
Noon
2:00 P.M.
All Day
Noon
2:30 P.M.
All Day
All Day
All Day
All Day
All Day

HEAD SWIMMING COACH: Joe Reitz (702) 739-3636
HEAD DIVING COACH: Joe Murphy (702) 739-3765
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TheRebels Slept Here.,

Live it up at the Union Plaza,
the Rebels' favorite home-away-from-campus.

Hotel /Casino
LAS VEGAS

DONORS, CONTINUED
Ron Purdy - Abbys Auto Wrecking; Richard
Pursel - Wm. Pursel; Tom Pursel; Richard Pyatt;
Pygmalion Management; Quality Impressions Trisi Cain; Casey & Barbara Quinn; William &
Cor ie Quinn; Maria E. Quirk; Ted Quirk; John
A. r- dan; Robert O. Rains Jr.; Jodi E. Raizin Sui
Lenhard & Raizin; John A. & Lorna
Ra ey; George A. Randall; Jerry Randsdell;
Ma Ratner; Rawlings - Olson - Cannon; Ray
& F ;s; Bob Ray - Dynaelectric Co. of Nevada;
Wi m P. Ray - Palace Station; Real Estate
Brt -r - A. E. Smith; Erroll Ream; Rebelbilia Rc
Golob; Rod Reber - Miller & Reber
As
ates; Marilyn Redd; Reddy Ice - Southland
Cc
Franklin D. Reed - Roberts Roof & Floor;
Rc
d & Carolyn Reedom; Ralph & Jackie
Rc
y; Merl & Marsha Rees; John R. Reich Kit anland Inc.; Reiss Corp. Realtors; Susan
K.
ith; Ken Render - Four Season Sports; Edwa 0. Reznor; C. Allen Rhodes; Dr. Leonard
Rh as; David M. Rice - Rice Paddy; Don
Ric .rdson; Robert S. Richardson; William A.
Ric rdson - Gold Strike Inn; Larry Rickdall; Gary
L.
^ue Ridgeway; Ron Rieger - Ronco Media;
Ric rrd & Aldeane Ries; Dr. Dan Ripplinger; Bob
&
yllis Rishling; River City Ltd. - Robert P.
Bi ay; Dr. Bill & Martha Roberson; Roberts
Re ty - Elaine Blake; Roberts Roof - Floor Co.;
Jip iobertson; J. E. Robichaud; Carl & Kathryn
Rc nson.
>n A. Robinson; Nate & Beverlee Robinson;
Ja as & Cheryl Rogers; Lawrence & Laura
Rc ge; Sig Rogich - R and R Advertising; Ted
Rc ch; Dr. Joseph A. Rojas; Craig & Ralph
R: ^s; Rader Rollins - Statewide Lighting; Dr.
D rtald Romeo; Ronnow Lawn Sprinkler Co.;
Li 1 Ronnow - Clark County Wholesale; Frank
R achi; John Rosato; Dr. Stephen & Marsha
R e; Arne Rosencrantz - Garretts Furniture;
C ide Rosenthal; Dr. Jerry D. Routh; Royal
M lie Park - Howard Thompson; Alfredo E.
Rt bal; Bernie & Grace Roybal - Ruff-N-Ready
Ce :>et Cleaner; James W. Rozzi; Harry & Marjo; Robinson; J. Martell Rud; Dr. Charles Rugge Hi; Susie Ruppert; Howard Ruppre - Hoffmc ter Cabinets; Russell, Mark & Associates;
Da iei L. Russell - New York Life Insurance; W.
E. & Diane Ruston; Robert L. Ruymann, Con
rad L. & Ella Ryan.
Dr Terry Ryan; Jesse L. Ryan; Ryder Truck
Rental; Saga Food Service of Nevada - Kendall
Jaspars; Sahara Hotel - John Boni; Sahara Rancho Pharmacy - Harvey Riceberg; Sahara
Resorts - Paul Lowden; Sahara Saloon & Liquor
- Bob Joslin; Sidney Saltz; Sams Town / Califor
nia Hotel - William S. Boyd; Andrew & Sharon
Sanchez; Penny Sanchez; Grady Sanders; David
& Beverly Sandquist; Brian Sanford - Paradise
Trop Gardens; Gorden Sarret; Blake Sartini Palace Station; Elliott A. Sattler; Sav-Mor-RentA-Car - Norm Jenkins; Dr. Michael P. Sawaya;
Arthur & Patricia Sawdy; Dr. Joseph Scalley;
Howard & Mike Schafran; Dr. William Scheer;
Barbara Schick; Henry P. Schlacks; Robert
Schmidt; Larry & Sharon Schmidt; Stephen &
Joyce Schneider; Frank Schreck; Albert
Schulman - Schulman Meat - Prov.; Colleen
Schumacher, Schwartz Bros.; Fred Sclafani; Bill
& Nancy Scoble.

P.R. LA PORTA & CO.
INSURANCE AGENCY
3700 Pecos-McLeod
Inter Connect
Las Vegas, Nevada 89121
(702) 454-1400

INSURANCE SERVICES

7tcciA

AFTER THE GAME
For casual dining, dancing or
just listening, this is the
place to relax.

Renaissance Center, Eastern at Tropicana • 736-2711

CONTINUED ON PAGE 105
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REBEL NOTES
by Michael DiChiara, Asst. Sports Information Director
POINT OF NO RETURN. . .With three more
unreturnable kickoffs against Utah State, UNLV
kicker Dave Duran now has 14 of 24 kickoffs
unreturned this season. That has been one of
the keys to the strength of UNLV's special team
play thus far in 1985.

•• •

Pretty girls, young and...
HI E'S A LOOK AT HOW UNLV'S 1985 OPPC
ZNTS DID ON SATURDAY, OCT. 5 (or in the
C&
of Cal State-Fullerton and San Jose State,
Th sday, Oct. 3). . .

EE ALL THE ACTION
OF REBEL FOOTBALL
ON TV 21 WITH
DICK CALVERT AND
DAVID HUMM.

BROADCAST SCHEDULE
Sunday, Sept. 8 ...
Saturday, Sept. 14 ..
Saturday, Sept. 21 ..
Sunday, Sept. 29 ..
Sunday, Oct. 6
Sunday,Oct. 13 ....
Saturday, Oct. 1 9 . . .
Sunday, Oct. 27 ....
Friday, Nov. 1
Saturday, Nov. 16 . . .
Saturday, Nov. 23 . ..

TENNESSEE TECH
4 PM
FRESNO STATE
6:30 PM
WISCONSIN
7 PM
LONG BEACH STATE . . . . 4 P M
UTAH STATE
4 PM
PACIFIC
4PM
C A L S T A T E F U L L E R T O N . 1 PM
S.W.LOUISIANA
4 PM
NEW MEXICO STATE . . 8 P M
NEVADA-RENO
1 PM
SAN JOSE STATE
7 PM

FF

24

host San Jose
State

ONSIN (3-1) lost to Michigan 33-6

host Iowa

is time to go "bowling" again.

C

STAET-LONG BEACH (3-2)
eated Boise St. 17-16

at Tulsa

I

4 STATE (2-3) lost to UNLV 14-7

host Cal-State
Fullerton

!FIC (3-2) defeated New Mexico
ate 19-10

at UNLV

•••

at Utah State

S

host East
Carolina

THWESTERN LOUISIANA (2-4)
it to S. Miss. 38-16

THE PCAA AND ESPN . . . ESPN's package of
PCAA football on Thursday nights got off to a
strong start with Cal State-Fullerton edging San
Jose State 20-18 on Oct. 3. The victory lifted the
Titans to 1-0 in the conference race. The Rebels
will be a part of the next ESPN telecast of PCAA
football, on Halloween night, Oct. 31 when the
New Mexico State Aggies invade the Sam Boyd
Silver Bowl. Here's a look at the remainder of
ESPN telecasts of PCAA football:

in punt returns.
Big Hit — Ickey Woods, for second consecutive
week.

Blocker-of-the-Week — Ron Drake, for second
consecutive week. He graded out at 85
percent.
Scout Team Player-of-the-Week — Steve Gresch.
Defense:
Player-of-the-Game—Alvin Horn and Daryl Knox.

Big Hit — David Hollis, for his hit on Utah
State's punt return.
Big Play — Tony Gunn, when he ran down the
quarterback in the fourth quarter.
Scout Team Player-of-the-Week — George
Williams.
Special Teams:
Player-of-the-Game — Tony Lewis, for his 54
return yards and no fumbles all year while
on the special team.
Scholar Athlete-of-the-Week — Freddy Phillips.
• ••

NE : MEXICO STATE (1-4) lost to
Pacific 19-10
NEVADA-RENO (4-1) defeated Montana
38-13

host Eastern
Michigan

SAN JOSE STATE (1-4) lost to CSUFullerton 20-18

at Fresno State

"played Oct. 3

•• •

Oct. 31 — New Mexico State at UNLV
Nov 7 _ San Jose State at Cal StateLong-Beach
Nov. 21 — Wichita State at Fresno State
All times are 9:00 PM in the East; 6:00 PM in
the West. ESPN reaches more than 36.5 million
households, making the entire PCAA the big win
ner in terms of television coverage.

QUARTERBACK CLUB CONTINUES. The
Quarterback Club luncheon continues this and
every Wednesday throughout the football season
at the Showboat Hotel in the banquet area. The
weekly gathering gets under way at 12 noon.

•••

HERE'S A LOOK AT THE PCAA STANDINGS IN
CLUDING GAMES PLAYED ON OCT. 5 (and

Overall

Games Bi

School

PCAA

Pacific

2-0

3-2

—

Fresno State

1-0

3-0-1

14

Cal State-Fullerton

1-0

1-4

14

Cal State-Long Beach

1-1

3-2

1

Utah State

2-2

2-3

1

UNLV

1-2

2-3

114

San Jose State

1-2

14

114

New Mexico State

0-2

14

2

•• •
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•••

at Tennessee
State

Oct. 3). . .

Get your UHFantenna
at any Las Vegas Radio Shack.

Big p|ay _ Lloyd Hawthorne. He converted
a third and ten situation late in the game and
allowed UNLV to run down the clock.

TE ;ESSEE TECH (0-4) lost to
0 i :;rgia Southern 34-0

• -\L STATE-FULLERTON (1-3)
feated SJSU 20-18

Offense:

Saturday.

Oct. 12

F

HERE'S A LOOK AT THE COACHING STAFF
AWARDS FOR THE UTAH STATE GAME. .

Player-of-the-Game — Tony Lewis. He had 153
yards of total offense and one touchdown — 71
yards rushing, 28 yards receiving and 54 yards

Oc 5*

W

•••

ORBITING THE SILVER BOWI
Another key
to the special team play of UNLV is punter Bob
Hulberg. With 10 punts for an average of 44.3
yards per boot against Utah State, Hulberg now
has a season average of 42.1 yards per boot,
tops in the PCAA. He should hold on to the top
spot with the strong performance this past

TIGERS MAKING SOME NOISE.. .With Pacific
currently sitting atop the PCAA standings, Tiger
fans must be envisioning a trip to the California
Bowl in December. There are obviously some im
portant games down the road for Pacific if it is
to attain a Cal Bowl bid, but the Tigers' last ap
pearance in any bowl was the 1953 Sun Bowl
in El Paso, TX. Pacific defeated Southern
Mississippi 26-7. People in Stockton must feel it

NO STATE (3-0-1) tied Hawaii

sophomores (27%). It looks like experience is the
key word for Pacific football in '85 and '86.

EXPERIENCE REQUIRED. . The Pacific Tigers
opened the 1985 season with a very experienced
team, so the good start this season really should
not surprise anyone. A total of 34 lettermen
returned to action in '85, but in addition, Pacific
has 17 Junior College transfers and 20 return
ing redshirts. The Tigers are a seasoned unit and
look to be on the prowl for a PCAA title.

•••
EXPERIENCE ONE STEP FURTHER.. To take
Pacific's experience factor one more step, the
Tigers opened the season with 81 roster players
and 59 of them (73%) are seniors or juniors.
There are only 22 players who are freshmen and

younger, perform every weekend at halftime of
Rebel games. Both the UNLV Star of Nevada
Marching Band, and the Rebel Starlettes will be
making the trip to Fullerton next weekend.
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DONORS, CONTINUED

EASTERN

We earn our wings every day™

SUPPORTS THE REBELS !
Join us for the EASTERN AIRLINES/UNLV Tailgate
Competition before each Rebel home game at the
Silver Bowl. Tailgates will be judged on:
CREATIVITY - FUN - FESTIVITY & UNIQUENESS
Judging to take place approximately 1 Hour before game time.
Look for the Eastern Airlines Banner to Register and Win 2
Tickets to the UNLV vs. UNR football game on November 16!
(Airfare courtesy of Eastern Airlines)
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, PHONE -

739-3614

EASTERN
We earn our wings every day

. . .providingconvenient daily non-stop service to Kansas City, Atlanta, Phoenix
and Reno. — and now direct service to Hartford, Newark, Philadelphia, Miami
and New York J.F.K. airports. Convenient connections to Baltimore, Washington,
D.C. and New York - LaCuardia.

"See Ya At The Game !"

Dr. Richard Scott; Lorin Scott; Seagram
Distillers Co.; Pat Sedillo; Mark Segal; M. Nelson
Segei; Jerry Seiler; Rey Senatore - Western
Distributing; Frank Sennes; Dr. Anthony Serfusti Buzz & Ann Shafer - Lenny Shafer; Jared
& C >sre Shafer; Dr. Joseph Shalev; Barney
Shs o; Jay D. Sharp, Jr.; Henry Sharp; Marv
Sha
David Shea; Larry Sheeler - American
Cor onwealth Mortgage; Roy Sheldon; Gary
Shf n; Dr. John & Nancy Shepherd; Parvin E.
She
erson Jr.; Dr. Fred & Esther Sherman; Geri
Shi
an; Berry & Teresa Shinehouse - Wright
& S ehouse; Dr. Robert & Joann Shiroff; Terry
She cwiler; Joan Shoofey.
C rge Shrago; Sierra Construction Corp. - C.
Kit; todman; Gary E. & Janelda Silva; Olivia
Silv ni; Al & Maxine Silver; Dr. Kent & Patsy
Sin :er; Peter Simon; Dr. Richard Singer;
Mic :el Singer; C. J. Sisk Co. - Michael Pilz;
Jer & Judy Skinner; William S. Skupa; Andy
Ski ,ki Realty; Virgil & Mell Slade; Sletten Constri ion - Chris J. Denning; Mike & Nancy Sloan;
Wii m E. Slocum Jr.; Richard & Sandra Small;
Ed rd D. Smith & Assoc.; Amelia Smith; Dr. B.
G. nith; Jacquelynn S. Smith; Paul H. Smith
- S! rie J. Smith; Richard A. Smith; Ron Smith;
Sr ey Construction Co.; Bill Smyers; Dick
Sri er; Southern Nevada Mortgage Bankers Mi ael D. Costello; Southern Nevada Wine &
Sp .s - Sidney Chaplin; Dr. William M. Somers;
Sc iwest Medical Associates - Dr. Joseph A.
Ke nan; Southwest Medical Associates - Dr. Edw;
J. Quinn - Southwest Medical Associates
Anthony Marlon; Space Development JE as Wondra.
jn D. & Carolyn M. Sparks; Speedy Instant
SI s - Karl G. Stevens; Jack L. Speelman; Ron
S; rer; Bob & Naomi Sperling; Al Spino; Clyde
& arilyn Spitze; Dr. Gerald Sprague; Gordon
Sj :gue - Gordon Sprague Ltd.; Eric Springall;
M ;ia Stafford; The Stage Door - Randy Markin;
Rc Stanley - Village East Drugs; Stanton Constr ;tion Inc. - Stanton Jones; Star Costume Sh ron Rather; Thomas & Marilyn Stark; Mike
Ste ; Statewide Fire Protection - John Boschetto; Steel Structure Inc. - H. E. Swanson; Stephen
Stein; Dr. & Mrs. Leon Steinberg; Irving Steinberg
- Fox & Co.; Dr. William K. Stephan; Jim
Stephens; John Stephens - Stephens Pest Con
trol; Mark Stephensen - MS Concrete; Lionel
Stern; David & Barbara Stevenson; Dan Stewart;
Dixon Stewart - Barbara Tanzella; Ed Stillian;
Richard Stites; Al Stith.
Stiver Exxon Inc.; Robert Hart Stone Jr.; Dean
Stone; Stephen A. & Janis Stoney; Stoneys Loan
& Jewelry Co. - Henry Kronberg; Herb Stout Coachman's Inn; Mark A. Stout; Stratton Elec
tric Inc. - C. R. Stratton; Tom & Karen Strawn;
Dr. Murton Strimling; Strip Drug - Irv Carlson;
Marv Strusser; George Sturman - L V Loan &
Jewelry; Paul Stutzman; J. Emmett Sullivan;
Leland Sullivan; Paul Sullivan; W. Leslie Sully;
Summa Corp. - James A. Cox Jr.; Sunrise Den
tal Ceramics; Sunrise Hospital - Roger Collins;
Sunworld - Shar Bochow; Superior Electric Inc.
- Ken Barsy; Superior Tire Inc. - Andy Anderson;
Kelly H. Swanson Chtd.; George Swarts; David
Sweikert; Dr. Skip Swerdlow; Dr. Neil Swissman;
Leo D. Tafolla; Eve Tallon.

LAYNE^r

ASSOCIATES

INSURANCE

Bruce Layne

Steve Doroshow

Ed Carlton

Allen Kaercher

Business and Personal
Insurance Planning
601 E. Bridger / Las Vegas, NV 89101 / 385-3955

GOOD LUCK REBELS!!
NEDCO
SUPPLY
electrical wholesaler
T^-IASTIC

AND

LIGHTING
4200 IN. SPRING MTN RD.

367-0400

RICK STRATTON
PRESIDENT

STRATTON ELECTRIC, INC.
POWER

UNDERGROUND SPECIALISTS
• TELEPHONE • STREET LIGHTS

5365 S. CAMERON
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89118

OFFICE 871-1501

CONTINUED ON PAGE 106
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Smooth Moves. . .
Sneak around in a pair of Snake Skins from the largest
boot dealer on the West Coast. Over 25,000 pair of
top-quality boots in stock!
Mission Center • 1370 E. Flamingo Road
(702) 732-8122

Open 7 Days • Visa • Mastercard • American Express
Reno • Carson City • Las Vegas • Sacramento

nz <Sz[s.ction of

(Jmfioxt & U^om.e.itic

HBezn • (Win£.$. • J^icjaoii.
FOR ALL YOUR TAILGATING SPIRITS
3870 WEST TROPICANA
(TROPICANA WEST CENTRE)
(702) 798-6000
WATCH FOR OUR 2nd LOCATION AT FLAMINGO & DECATUR
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DONORS, CONTINUED
Richard Tam Enterprises - Richard Tarn; Den
nis R. Tate; Verena Tate; Taylor Construction Co.
- Stu Mason; Harold & Betty Taylor.
Major General R. G. Taylor; Marcel Taylor;
Teamsters Local 995 - Dick Thomas; Charlie &
Dorothy Teel; Tony Tegano - Tango Pools Inc ;
Don & Rita Tell; Hugh Templeton; William E
Terry; Terrys Villa - Ray Wenz; Ed & Carol Tei
williger; Art Thomas; Carl Thomas - Multi Fam
ly Developments; David M. & Jan K. Thomas; E
Parry Thomas - Valley Bank of Nevada; Ken £
& Elaine Kay Thomas; Sandy Thomas; Charle;
E. Thompson - Thompson & Harper Ltd.; Dic:
Thompson; Judge Charles Thompson; Johr
Thompson; Lyle E. Thompson; Preston & lleei
Thompson; Thomas J. & Joyce Thompson
Patrick M. & Dixie Thome; J. A. Tiberti Construe
tion; The Tillerman - Thomas J. Kapp; Timet
Bob Ritchey; Bill Titus - Garehime Music Co..
John & Candy Tobin; L. Jack Tobler Relaty; Hert
Tobman; Doug Todoroff; Brad Tope; Bill & Clorin
da Towle.
Town Pump Liquors - Dick Toussaint; Toyota
West - Johnny Miller; Mark G. Tratos; Donna
Trew; Chuck Trickle; Jerry R. & Diana M. Truax
Jack Truran; Joe Tuderios; Dr. Glenn Tueller
Clyde T. & Vera Turner; Jim Turner - Randy
Mainor; Robert & Muriel Udowitch; Union Plaza
Hotel - Roy A. Galyean; Roy M. Unrau; Sam &
Geri Upton; W. R. Urga; William Ursick; Irene
Valdez; Valley Bank of Nevada - Richard A. Etter; Valley Ditch Lining - Fred Crabtree; Valley
Hospital Medical Center - Claus Eggers; Valley
Supply - Lee Olds; Marvin & Susan Vanbuskirk
Kris Vanetti - Claire Flowers; Hugh & Mona
Vangorder; Walter Vanoostendorp; Larry Van
sickle; Terry & Rose Vasknetz; Michael R
Vaughn; Robert Vaughn; Gary & Linda Vause
Little Scholar; Vegas Vending Inc. - Rafael E
Vega; Vegas General Construction Co. - Ken
Black; Vegas Village Beauty Salon - George
Bleazard; Vernay Fashions - Jim & Sophie
Katzman.
Michael J. Villani; Don Vincent - Liberty Bail
Bonds; Dr. Charles A. Vinnik; Maureen Vinnik;
Vista - Shaw & Saltman & Larkin; Chuck & Terri
Vitale; Alan Vitkus; Viva Zapata - C. Greg
Ramirez; Allen Vogel Insurance Agency; Harry
Vogel; Ed Von Tobel Jr.; Joe Vranesh - Stewarts
Market; VTN - Nevada - Dave Weir; W. M. J. Tran
sit Mix - Stan Skaza; Jim Wade - Hedges & Wade
Realtors; Donald & M. M. Wadsworth; Dick & An
nie Wagner; Lois Waits; Johnny Walkers Recreational Vehicles; Wallace Inc.; Joseph M.
Wangler Jr.; Vesta & Barabra Ward; Joe Warpinski; Russell Warthen; Dr. A. A. Wascher; Barry
Wasden; Dr. David Wasserman; Watkins
Development Co. - William C. Watkins; Barbara
Ann Watkins; Stanley Weiner; Ed Weinstein; Ar
nold Weinstock; Paul Weintraub - Golden Nug
get Hotel; Brad Welch.
Don Welcher; George & Debra Weller; David
F. & Jeanenne Welles; Wells Cargo Inc. - Howdy
Wells; Eli Welt - Bobby's Pawn Shop; Gerald &
Marcy Welt; Mike West; Mike & Charlene West;
Western Fire Prevention - Sheldon Mellor;
Western Homes - Paul Roberts; Western Sup
ply - John Lonetti; Dan & Patricia Westlund; John
Whelton Law Office; Pete White Concrete; Floyd
& Frances W. White.

DONORS, CONTINUED
Bruce Whiteley - SW Marketing Association;
Craig Whiting - Mark - Phil - Dennis; George
Whitney - Bongberg & Whitney Inc.; Lloyd
Whitney - Whitney's Texaco; Whittlesea Blue Cab
- Jin Bell; Wholesale Builder Supply - John Abercror ie; James & Sydney Wickliffe; Robert &
Mar a Wickliffe; Wiener Waldman & Gordon Lou Wiener; M. J. Wiens, Jr. - Ted Wiens
Firt :ne; Stan Wiggins - Levy Realty; Robert
D. V ;ox; Charles Wilcoxen - Fox & Co.; William
Wi! s; Leonard T. Williams Jr.; Claudine
Wii ms; Dr. Robert Williams; Don Williamson;
ff Willoughby; Allyn & Shirley Wilson; Art
Dr.
& L an Wilson - Tropic Air Conditioning Inc.;
Wilson; Dr. William Wilson; Gary W.
De
Wii n; Leonard A. Wilson; Mr. & Mrs. Richard
Wi; ner; Paul & Norma Winard; John & Christy
Wi; w; John & Ellen S. Winn; Ted & Cyn Winzer;
Ro r Wirth; William L. Wolfbrandt; James F. &
Sh m Wolfram; Paul Wolfshon; Mel Wolzinger
- T 3 Life; Donald L. Wood; Woodbridge Inn
Ap. ments - Tim Heers; Bruce Woodbury; Frank
Wc Jbury; James R. Woods; Roy Woofter; Dale
A. ooldridge; Work Clothes Rental Co. - Wm.
Kn Isen; Worthen Trucking Inc - Lynn Worthen;
Die A/orthen; Brian Wright; Wright Development
Richard A. Wright - Wright & Shinehouse;
Co
Pf & Alexis Wucinich - Blanchard Construction
Cr. Harlan C. Wyman; Kenneth R. Wynn Gc ien Nugget; Robert E. & Jane Ybarra Ja es C. Kennedy; Yellow/Checker Cab Co. M in Schwartz; Gary & Sandra Yelverton; Larry
W /oung; Steven & Jane Young.
our Travel Place - Ken & Linda Schnitzer;
n Yoxen; Richard Yukes; Mike & Lauretta Zar; Dave Zderic; Dr. Wayne Zeiger; Donald &
ia Zeiter - Acoustical Spec Inc.; George R.
ers; James R. Zellers; Joseph & Melva
ars; Leonard & Manuela Zepeda; Paul
blum; Dean & Sue Ziegler; Lee & Karen
iler; Barbara Zimmer - Michael Zimmer; Don
mer - Air Electronic Co.; Gerry & Jo Lin
rist; Richard Zobrist; Andrew M. Zorne; Andr w P. Zygmont.

Lead the Way
to a Successful
Season

RENTAL SERVICE,INC.
Uniform & Linen Service

702-565-8791

Bank on
Nevada's Oldest.
Since 1889 First Federal has been giving
Nevada the best in financial services.

And we're continuing to offer you more great services:
• BetterCheck or Interest/Checking
• No-Risk Money Fund
• Real Estate Loans. Home Equity Loans.
Personal Loans
• Retirement Plans
• Savings
• Automatic Teller Machines
Your savings insured to $100,000.

First Federal
Savings

FSUC

IS*

Offices statewide
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UNLV HEAD COACHES

HERDA'S
TV-VIDEO
APPLIANCES

Fred Dallimore
Baseball

THE 1985-86 UNLV TRAINING STAFF

Jerry Tarkanian
Basketball

Sheila Strike-Bolla
Women's Basketball

Jim Bolla
Vomen's Basketball

Joe Murphy
Diving (M & W)

Harvey Hyde
Football

Michael Drakulich
Golf

Barry Barto
Soccer

Frances Cox
Softball

Back row, left to right — Head Trainer Jerry Koloskie, Harve Griffin, Tom Mastranardo, Pat Ballinger, Steve Jacobucci, Mike Roche
Middle Row — Russell Bouldin, Jim Miller, Lisa Anderson, Assistant Trainer Peanuts Boyer
Front Row — Assistant Trainer Kyle Wilson, Lanny Leroy, Caroline Kafantaris, Martha Somers Missing from Photo: Mike Pettulo, Mari Thompson

HetnUild

SONY-RCA
ZENITH
MAGNAVOX
AMANA
MAYTAG
WHIRLPOOL
— GIBSON —

FREE
52 MOVIE
RENTALS

America's Mlater Park~-

Wet 'nWild thanks all of Las Vegas
for your overwhelming support
during our opening year...
and is cheering on the
UMLV REBELS
to another super season!

MAJOR BRANDS
AT
DISCOUNT PRICES

INCLUDE
LATEST RELEASES
Jim Reitz
Swimming (M <S W)

Craig Witcher
Tennis (M & W)

GO REBELS!!!

At McDaniels
Track

/ WITH COUPON \
\ & VALID I.D. )
ONE MOVIE PER WEEK
PER FAMILY
Expires 9/86

737-1047
Karen Lamb
Volleyball

3025 S. HIGHLAND
LAS VEGAS
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Where you're

The way you work, the way you
play, you're on your way to the
top. Where you're going, it's
exceptionally smooth Michelob.

Anheuser-Buseh, Inc., St. Louis, MO.

UNLV C.A.R.S
Courtesy Automobile Resource System Members
Automobile dealers in Las Vegas are contributing a large measure of help to the UNLV Athletic Program with
membership in the UNLV C.A.R.S. (Courtesy Auto Resource System) Ltd., program — the loan of the courtesy
cars. Like other programs which are a part of Rebel booster activities, this project enables the UNLV Athletic
Department to make greater use of its funds. These sports-minded dealers have earned a debt of gratitude
from the Rebel Athletic Department. They are an important part of the "Team" that helps make UNLV athletics
so successful.

BERNIE KAUFMAN
ABBEY RENT-A-CAR
3751 Las Vegas Blvd. S.
Las Vegas, NV 89109
736-4988

DAVE WILDEN
ALLSTATE RENT-A-CAR
McCarran Int'l Airport
5175 Rent A Car Rd.
Las Vegas, NV 89111
736-6147

JAMES CASHMAN, JR.
CASHMAN CADILLAC
2711 E. Sahara
Las Vegas, NV 89104
457-0300

JIM CHAISSON
CHAISSON MOTORS
2333 S. Decatur Blvd.
Las Vegas, NV 89102
871-1010

WALT EPPRECHT
LAS VEGAS DODGE
3740 Boulder Hwy.
Las Vegas, NV 89121
457-1061

CLIFF FINDLAY
FINDLAY OLDSMOBILE
3024 E. Fremont St.
Las Vegas, NV 89104
457-1021

TED JONES
FLETCHER JONES
CHEVROLET
444 S. Decatur Blvd.
Las Vegas, NV 89107
870-9444

LARRY CARTER
DESERT GMC, INC.
3655 W. Tropicana Ave.
Las Vegas, NV 89109
736-2919

EL OLLIGES
FRIENDLY FORD
666 N. Decatur Blvd.
Las Vegas, NV 89107
870-7221

TOM COWARD
TOM COWARD
LINCOLN MERCURY
3030 E. Sahara
Las Vegas, NV 89104
457-0321

Like an outstanding athlete, independent insurance agents and brokers
have a commitment to excellence.
They're dedicated to serving the public, and they have the ability,
experience and judgment to "tailor" insurance programs—both personal
and commercial—to meet precise needs. They are also good at evaluating
risks and spotting hazards.

DON ACKERMAN
GAUDIN FORD
2121 E. Sahara Ave.
Las Vegas, NV 89104
731-2121

GARY ACKERMAN
GAUDIN FORD
2121 E. Sahara Ave.
Las Vegas, NV 89104
731-2121

JOHNNY MILLER
JOHNNY MILLER
TOYOTA WEST
2025 S. Decatur Blvd.
Las Vegas, NV 89102
871-4111

BOBBY McCRARY
LAS VEGAS HONDA
1700 E. Sahara Ave.
Las Vegas, NV 89102
369-3099

DON COMBS
CAR STORE
4231 Boulder Hwy.
Las Vegas, NV 89121
451-2000

GARY HANNA
HANNA-EPPRECHT
DATSUN
3055 E. Fremont St.
Las Vegas, NV 89104
457-1061

JACK BEIGGER or
DALE EDWARDS
SAHARA NISSAN.
5050 W. Sahara Ave.
Las Vegas, NV 89102
871-7000

RUSS WARTHEN
WARTHEN BUICK
3025 E. Sahara Ave.
Las Vegas, NV 89104
457-0353

Most important of all, because they're independent, they're not "locked
in" to any one company—and are free to select the company and the
coverage that's right for each customer.
The Crum and Forster insurance organization is one of America's
leading property/liability insurers. Our companies write many kinds of
insurance, both personal and commercial, and sell it through independent
agents and brokers in the United States and Canada.
We're proud to recommend them, even though they may not always
recommend us.

Crum and Forster
insurance organizations

NORM JENKINS
SAV-MOR RENT-A-CAR
McCarran Int'l Airport
Las Vegas, NV 89111
736-1234

112

BEN DilORIO
SAV-MOR RENT-A-CAR
McCarran Int'l Airport
Las Vegas, NV 89111
736-1234

Corporate Headquarters: Morris Township, New Jersey 07960
Aviation Office of America • L.W. Biegler Inc. • J.H. Blades & Co.
Constitution Reinsurance • Crum and Forster Personal insurance • C&F Underwriters Group
Industrial Indemnity • The bandon Agency • U.S. Insurance Group

SID LUCKMAN'S
RISE TO THE TOP
by Mai Florence, Los Angeles Times

FROM
COLUMBIA
TO CHICAGO
TO CANTON

S

id Luckman says that a week
doesn't go by in his life when
someone doesn't mention his
prominent role in one of the most
memorable football games ever played.
That would be the Chicago Bears'
shocking 73-0 victory over the Washing
ton Redskins in the 1940 National Foot
ball League title game.
Luckman, a member of the NFL Hall
of Fame, is remembered as one of the
greatest passing quarterbacks of all
time. He excelled in the era of Sammy
Baugh of the Redskins and had a suc
cessful pro career that spanned 12
years as a player.
Bui what is lost in the legend of Luck
man is his contribution as a quarter
back for Columbia University, an Ivy
League school with high scholastic
standards.
continued
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RAYNAL
•THE PREMIUM IMPORTED VS.O.E FRENCH BRANDY
FOR GOOD TIMES AND BEST FRIENDS.
Imported by Shaw-Ross International Importers. Inc.. Miami. Fla. 80 Proof

STATISTICS FOR PEOPLE
INTERESTED IN NOT
BECOMING STATISTICS.

"A barrier impact at 35 mph can
enerate between 80,000 ana120,000
s of force."
In a 30 mph front end collision, a
165 lb man hits the windshield with a
force of 3 tons."
"A 10 mph increase in impact speed
from 30 to 40 mph means that 79%
more energy must be absorbed."

B

Let a bunch of safety engi
neers slam enough cars into a
wall and statistics like these begin
to pile up. The more of them you
have to work with, the safer the
car you can build.
At Volvo, safety has always
been a high priority.
So every year at our Tech
nical Center in Gothenburg,
Sweden, we destroy between 70
and 80 Volvos in crash tests. And the statistics
gathered over the years have helped us make
the kinds of innovations that have made
Volvo the standard of safety for the auto
mobile industry.
Our now famous steel "safety eager for
instance, surrounds the passenger
of a Volvo and is designed to keep it from
© 1984 Volvo of America Corporation.

crumpling during a collision. Every weld in it is strong
enough to support the weight of the entire car.
At either end of a Volvo is a built-in safety zone.
It's especially designed to crumple in
order to absorb some of the energy
forces of a collision instead of
passing them along to the
occupants.
To make sure you have
protection on all sides in a Volvo, we've placed tubular,
steel anti-intrusion bars in all doors.
Even our steering column is designed to collapse
upon impact and our laminated windshield is designed
to remain intact.
Of course no car can protect you in a crash unless
you're wearing the safety innovation that became standard
equipment in Volvos back in 1959: the three point safety
belt. (Statistics show that fifty percent of the deaths due to
road accidents could be avoided if drivers and passengers
were wearing them.) So if you're interested in not becom
ing a highway statistic,
take a precaution the
next time you take to the
highway.
Be sure to fasten
your safety belt.
And incidentally,
it might be a good
idea to be sure it's
fastened to a Volvo.

VOLVO

SID LUCKMAN
continued

"The people who stood gave
him (Luckman) a tribute that
had not been given a blueand-white-jerseyed star since
the celebration for the Rose
Bowl team in January 1934."

Columbia is renowned in the acamic community, but as a football
ttity, it is not comparable, say, to
•braska Ohio State, Oklahoma orUSC.
There was, of course, that New Year's
ay in 1934 when Columbia upset Stanord, 7-0, in the Rose Bowl. The Lions
on on a startling play, KF-79, that is
he delight of trivia buffs.
It was a reverse from CliffMontgomery
o A1 Barabas, so cunning in its decepion that it was called a hidden ball play
at the time.
Other than regional recognition from
time to time, Columbia has not achieved
a measure of athletic acclaim since its
only bowl appearance.
But those who lived in New York in
the mid-'30s, the depression years, re
call how a black-haired young man
from Brooklyn strove mightily to rally
Columbia again.
Sid Luckman was an outstanding
player at Erasmus Hall High School. As
a halfback, he was equally adept as a
runner and as a passer.
He recalls that schools such as
Harvard, Yale, Michigan and Purdue
along with Army and Navy tried to
recruit him.
But Luckman, now 68 and a success
ful Chicago businessman, decided to
stay home. He told how it happened:
We had a game against Manual
Training High School on election day, a
Tuesday, so that gave me the following
Saturday off," Luckman said. Someone
invited me to the Columbia-Navy game,
and after the game 1 had an opportunity
to go to the Columbia dressing room
and meet Lou Little."
Little was one of the most respected

college football coaches ot his time—an
innovator who got the maximum from
his limited material.
He was a big, powerful man who
dressed immaculately and exuded
charisma," Luckman said. "1 knew I
wanted to play for him. So Columbia
was my choice, and I never regretted it,
Lou Little and I went on to become in
separable friends for the remainder ol
his lifetime.
Ivy League schools didn't offer ath
letic scholarships then lor now) and
Luckman had to work his way through
school. His family, he said, didn't have
enough money to subsidize him.
In order to pay his bills, Luckman
worked for the National Youth Admin
istration—delivering messages, wash
ing dishes, and doing other odd jobs.
He enrolled at Columbia in the fall of
1935, but didn't plav as a freshman. He
practiced with the team, but was re
quired to establish a certain grade
point average before he was allowed to
play.
Luckman made his grades and made
the team. He became the starting left
halfback in Little's Single-Wing forma
tion as a sophomore, and in his colle
giate debut he scored one touchdown
and passed for two others as Columbia
routed Maine, 34-0.
That was a rare rout for Columbia,
which didn't have the manpower to
consistently beat the other more formi
dable teams on its schedule.
But Columbia had Luckman, who
kept his team in almost every game
with his running and passing while
also playing defense in the era oi the
one-platoon player.

Sid Luckman sparkled as Columbia's quar
terback, and then with the Chicago Bears of
the NFL.

It was Luckman who passed for one
touchdown and scored another as
Columbia challenged heavily favored
Army before losing, 27-16.
Little was an offensive-minded coach
who had a spinning series for his tail
back. Luckman's ability to spin and
handle the ball would be a factor in a
formation that revolutionized football.
(More about that later.)
In those days a tailback was mainly
a running back, Luckman said. We
ran at least 60 percent of the time. But
we passed more than other teams of
that era."
Columbia struggled during Luckman's junior year, losing to Army,
Cornell, Navy, Brown and Dartmouth.
Luckman was usually magnificent in
defeat. For example, he completed 18
passes against Army, two for touch
downs, and returned a kickofl 85 yards
for a touchdown.
Later, in a scoreless tie with Stanford,
Luckman performed for 55 minutes
and was accorded a standing ovation
when he finally left the game. He was
lauded in the school s newspaper:
"The people who stood gave him a
tribute that has not been given to a
blue-and-white-jerseyed star since the
celebration for the Rose Bowl team in
January 1934."
Luckman was renowned in the East,
but without a strong supporting cast,
he wasn't destined to become an AllAmerica, not even in his senior year.
Columbia had a more rewarding sea
son, though, in 1938, including a 20-18

A car you can believe in.
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SID LUCKMAN
continued

"There was always some
doubt in my mind whether I
could make it, but Halas con
vinced me that I should
accept the challenge."

ANHEUSER BUSCH. INC.-ST LOUIS

A Program for
Responsible Drinking
From Anheuser-Busch

upset win over Army.
They were ahead of us by 18-0 at
halftime," Luckman said, "and Lou
gave us a rousing talk at halftime. We
ored in the last two minutes of the
Lame to win. That was the most outlanding game in my college career."
Luckman's accurate passes, covering
: most the length of the field, set up the
• ' sal touchdown.
It was during Luckman's senior seam that George Halas, the owner-coach
the Chicago Bears, came to Baker
eld to scout him.
Halas, with technical input from
Jlark Shaughnessy, was in the process
f modernizing the T-formation.
'We were one of the few teams in
"hich the tailback was spinning out of
the Single Wing," Luckman said. "Halas
thought it would be an ideal situation
to bring in a quarterback who had done
ail that spinning and passing into his
T-formation."
Halas then laid the groundwork. He
traded a player to get the Pittsburgh
Steelers' first draft choice and used that
selection to pick Luckman.
But Luckman wasn't sure he wanted
to play pro football. He was big enough,
(6-0, 175), but he wasn't sure he was
good enough since he was coming from
the Ivy League.
"There was always some doubt in my
mind whether I could make it," Luck
man said, "but Halas convinced me that
I should accept the challenge."
So Luckman signed for a yearly salary
of about $5,000, which he said was "a
tremendous amount of money at the
time."
As in his association with Little,
Luckman became a lifetime friend of
Halas, who died in 1983.
"His death was one of the most tragic
experiences of my life," Luckman said.
"For seven months I didn't miss one
day at his bedside."

Luckman was associated profession
ally with Halas for 34 years, 12 as a
player and 22 as an advisory coach for
the Bears.
Luckman was also an emissary for
Halas, preaching the gospel of the T-formation on college campuses.
"I went to different colleges around
the United States helping coaches
install the T-formation while I was still
playing for the Bears," Luckman said.
"Halas thought it would be great for
professional football (especially the
Bears) if all the colleges knew the T.
"I asked Halas if I should withhold
any information. He said, Absolutely
none.' So 1 gave them all the possible
information that I could. Halas had the
foresight to look into the ftiture, and he
knew that everyone would be using
the T."
The T-formation has been around
since the turn of the century, but the
Bears were the only team that exclu
sively tinkered with it. The Single Wing,
Pop Warner's Double Wing and Knute
Rockne's Box formation were the popu
lar alignments in the '20s and 30s.
Luckman became the prototype T
quarterback, and the formation was
popularized by two games during the
1940 season.
First, it was the Bears' historic 73-0
win over the Redskins, who had de
feated Chicago, 7-3, two weeks earlier.
Second, it was Stanford s 21-13 vic
tory over Nebraska in the 1941 Rose
Bowl game. Stanford was coached by
the T genius of the time, Shaughnessy,
who helped install the system with the
Bears.
"Within two or three years every high
school, college and pro team in the
country discarded the old formations
in favor of the T," Luckman recalled.
As for the 73-0 rout of the Bears, the
most points ever scored in a pro game,
Luckman said:

"It was a perfect game played by a
perfect team on a perfect day."
Luckman said that in the previous
meeting with Washington on the last
play of the game he had thrown a short
hook pass intended for Bill Osmanski in
the end zone.
"Halas thought that the Redskins
interfered with Osmanski, knocking his
hands away from the ball," Luckman
said. "He was infuriated and ran onto
the field. But nothing was called."
When the Bears arrived in Washing
ton for the rematch in the title game,
George Preston Marshall, the Redskins
owner, made headlines by calling the
Bears "front runners" and "cry babies."
"Somehow Halas had the headlines
blown up and they were tacked up in
our dressing room at Griffith Stadium,
Luckman said. "Then, Halas gave the
best pep talk of all time. He said, Men,
you're the greatest football team in
America and the finest group of athletes
brought together in my lifetime. Let's
go out and prove to the American
public how great I think you are.'
"We almost broke the door down get
ting onto the field."
So, on Dec. 8,1940, history was made.
The Bears sent ball after ball into the
stands while kicking extra points. This
prompted the officials to ask the Bears
to pass for their conversions because
they were running out of balls.
Luckman reveres his days with Halas
and the Bears. He is equally emotion
ally involved with Columbia.
"I once helped Lou Little install the
T-formation," Luckman said. "The
school sent me a check for my services
and I sent the check back. I told Colum
bia what the school meant to my life
and what a great thrill it was for me to
play there. I couldn't accept any
money. It was my pleasure to repay
them for my indebtedness to them over
the years."
®
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When YOU can't
smoke, but you
want to enjoy
tobacco,
try Skoal
Bandits:

COACHES' WIVES
Unseen, Unsung Heroines

Today, there are more and more places
where you can't smoke. That's why there's
Skoal Bandits—tobacco that comes in a neat
little pouch. It's not chewing tobacco. You just
put the pouch between your upper cheek and gum
and enjoy the refreshing taste—wherever you are.
Comes in mint or wintergreen. So when you can't
smoke, make out like a Bandit. With Skoal Bandits.
For a free sample of Skoal Bandits mint, send your
name, address and age to Skoal Bandits, Dept. PK-501,
Box 2900, Greenwich, CT 06836. Allow 4-6 weeks for
delivery. Offer good only in U.S.A.
Offer not available to minors.
Send for our color catalog packed with the newest caps, jackets, shirts
and more. Send your name and address along with $1.00 (which may be
applied toward initial purchase) to: Skoal Bandits, Dept. 33-W150-F,
Lois Blcknell found the key to being a coach's wife was to make the most of
the time spent together.

by Jack Clary

B

ehind every successful man, it is
said, stands a very successful
woman.
A much-quoted theory, to be sure.
While the positioning of the principles
may not be precise, the wives of many
of the nation's top college football
coaches provide ample evidence to
support the theory.
The sport's unseen and unsung
heroines must always share their
husbands with a fickle mistress, a game
that consumes the creative and ener
getic passions of its best and brightest;
a game whose players crave, and often
get, more attention from the coach than
he can give his own wife and family.
"But,'' says Lois Bicknell, whose hus
band, Jack, is head coach at Boston Col
lege, I can't imagine my life awav from
it.

Agreed, say Janet Elway, Beth Holtz,
Donell Teaffand Shirley Tranquill, all of
whom have shared their husbands with
this demanding mistress for over two
decades. They say they still find their
lives most rewarding.
So do their husbands. Janet Elway's
spouse, Jack, is head coach at Stanford
after an outstanding career at San Jose
State. Beth Holtz haS been married 24
years to Lou Holtz, head coach at the
University of Minnesota, who had out
standing seasons at the University of
Arkansas and North Carolina State.
Donell Teaff is a soft-spoken Texan
whose husband, Grant, is head coach at
Baylor University in Waco, Texas.
Shirley Tranquill and Navy head
coach Gary Tranquill have been mar
ried 22 years, and she shares one dis
tinction with her husband. She also is a

head coach at Navy— the USNA women's
gymnastics coach—but like the others,
she finds that football consumes much
of her life. Both the demands and the
rewards of being a coach's wife are the
same for her as tor the others.
Not only do these women find their
lives rewarding, they can be considered
just as successful as their husbands.
Their success can be traced to
patience, understanding and their
ability to endure the zaniness of the
coaching profession. And they still
have enough left over to allow their
husbands room to grow in that
profession.
While the growth process continues
and the coaches are in the public eye
week after week, no one really knows
how the wives are affected. In the good
continued
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Pentel Introduces 2 Exciting New Ways
To Get A $15 Pullover Vest
For Only $4
sufssALL 02

COACHES' WIVES
continued
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mes, they thrill to the applause; in the
.ot-so-good, they may weep at the critiism. They see friends
and neighbors
eet their own husbands every night,
id hear of their plans for great family
eekends, knowing that they will be
.- lone evening after evening. In the end,
ley look forward to sharing a few

precious hours with their husbands.
Yet, having endured this, and con
tinuing still to endure it, none of them
would trade her life as a coach s wife.
They have long ago made the accom
modation within themselves that en
ables them to derive as much hap
piness and satisfaction as possible

Buy one of Pentel's
new MicroFine Superball or
new SuperFine Pentel pens and
send us a $4 check or money order, the
attached coupon and a proof-of-purchase or cash
register receipt with either one of these Pentel
product purchases circled. We'll send you
ONE of these fantastic pullover
sweatshirt vests. But act
now, because supplies
are limitedI

MicroFine Superball
This new computer designed roller ball
liquid ink pen is so light and well bal
anced, you'll hardly feel it as it glides
across your paper. It produces a
smearless, skip-free micro-fine line
and features Pentel's exclusive fingertip-grip. Suggested price $1.19.

SuperFine Pentel
This is a new generation porous tip pen
featuring our exclusive "smush-less"
Duracon™ "Flexing" plastic point.
It writes crisper, smoother and lasts
longer than any other pen of its kind.
A writing inspiration at only 980 •

Your friends will get your
message when you wear
these Pentel "Being Better is
what I'm all about!" pullover
vests. These deluxe sweat
shirt vests are a blend of
cotton & acrylic in brilliant
red with white letters. Just
stop by your college book
store displaying either of
these line Pentel products
and get in on the fun. But
hurry! This offer ends
MARCH 31,1986
and supplies are limited.
PENTEL SPECIAL STUDENT OFFER
P.O. BOX 698 • WESTWOOD, NEW JERSEY 07675
Here's my $_
_ check or M.O.
Please send me my pullover vests (at $4 EACH) in the following unisex sizes
and quantities.
SIZES/QUANTITY: (S)

(M)

(L)

(XL)

Name
Address_
City
College—
• My proof of purchase or receipt is enclosed.
THIS OFFER IS VOID WHERE PRO
HIBITED. REGULATED OR TAXED.
VALID ONLY IN U.S.A. OFFER
EXPIRES MARCH 31. 1986 OR
UNTIL SUPPLIES RUN OUT
ALLOW 4-6 WEEKS DELIVERY.

Pentel

Shirley Tranqulll and her husband, Gary, share one dlstinctlon-both are Navy coaches.

from this very unusual existence.
I've talked about this with other
coaches' wives and all of us seem to
agree that when you are young, and the
kids are young, and your husband is
away a lot, you may start feeling sorry
for yourself sometimes, and begin
wishing he didn't have to put all of that
time into his job," Lois Bicknell says.
"But as the kids get older, you—or at
least I did—really begin to realize the
benefits you get from it, beginning with
the healthy atmosphere for the kids. I
can honestly say that the thing you
must do as a coach's wife—the most
important thing—is to give him his
freedom. If you start nagging at him, or
picking at him because he is not
around, it will only cause problems
because he must have that freedom.
"The key is to look forward to the
times when he is not involved, and then
make the most of them."
Lois Bicknell still recalls a day in
1969, shortly after her husband got his
first college job as an assistant at BC.
The long hours and absences on
recruiting trips had begun to get her
down. Previously, Jack had coached in
high school, was always home for
supper and never had any football
duties in the off-season.
"One day he came home and found
me depressed, and asked me what the
problem was, she recalls. I told him
about my loneliness, and he thought
for a moment and finally
said, If it
means that much to you, then I'll go
back to high school coaching. Our mar
riage and family must come first.
"When Jack said that, something just
snapped in me andI said, Oh, no.I'll be
the one to work things out.' And from
that time on, it really hasn't been too
bad at all."
Everyone handles those situations
differently. After her husband became
head coach at the University of North
Dakota, Janet Elway found herself
alone for a couple of months each
winter, while Jack was recruiting on the
West Coast.
"I went to work, developed my own
friends and worked that situation out
to mvown satisfaction," she says. "That
saved me. I knew that coaches who
didn't go out and recruit simply
wouldn t last in the job. It's the same
whether or not they have wives who
give them a bad time about it.
"Now," she adds, "I'm used to having
my free time when Jack is so involved. I
continued
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COACHES' WIVES
continued

don't work any more, but I go into San
Francisco a lot and shop or pursue
other interests. I've been able to have
my own friends and I like that.
"In fact," she says, laughing, "Jack
makes me nervous if he's around too
much. He's the only one who hasn't
adjusted to our life."
Shirley Tranquill knows the feeling.
Deeply involved in gymnastics, she

judges many meets in the winter and
early springwhen herhusband is home
on weekends. That's when I'm gone,
and Gary can't understand why I'm not
around," she notes, also laughing at the
thought of the sneaker being on the
other foot. It's a shock to him to find I
have to go away."
Beth Holtz was co-owner of a business
in Arkansas as she was raising four

children, and Donell Teaff also worked
from time to time during her husband's
coaching stops, while she raised three
daughters.
"I probably had some adjustment
problems when Grant was away so
much, Donell says, "but they didn't
last too long. I always had been involved
continued
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Nancy Osborne has seen her hus
band, Tom, face down big annual
rivals at the University of Nebraska,
such as Oklahoma, Missouri, Colorado
and Iowa State.
Now, she must watch him face down
another problem: recoveiy from openheart surgery.
Osborne had a double bypass in Feb
ruary, and thegood news forNancywas
that there was no heart attack with its
attendant muscle damage: thus the
rehabilitation was less complicated.
The bad news for her husband is that
he must change the manner in which
he conducts his daily life, with the
emphasis on less stressful activities.
Less stress for a major college foot
ball coach?
"Only in the manner in which he
plans his day," she says from their
home in Lincoln, Neb. "Tom always
handled himself so well under fire, and
the stress that caused the problem was
not from what happens on Saturday
during a game. He simply tries to do too
much in a given 24 hours, and has
promised he will cut back on some of
his scheduling to allow some breathing
time."
The Osbornes have been married for
23 years, since Tom was in graduate
school en route to getting his doctorate
in educational psychology. He was a
graduate football assistant at the time,
and for all of those 23 years together,
she has shared his life with football.
She has seen how he has taken on the
pressurized task of keeping Nebraska a
winning team in the Big Eight. It has not
been easy, but neither has it been
unpleasant.
"Tom is very intense about his job,"
she says, "and he will have to reckon
52 TOUCHDOWN

Nancy and Tom Osborne, with their
children (left to right) Suzi, Mike and Ann.

with this and his continued recovery
from the bypass surgery. His approach
really hasn't changed since he began
coaching, though I guess he has
mellowed a bit as he has gotten older.
"But when we first were married, we
decided that this would be our life, and
thus far it has worked out. We also have
decided that if he no longer is able to
coach at Nebraska, for any reason, or no
longer wants to coach at all, then we
can move on to other things. He is not
locked in to coaching for all time, and
that in itself is a sense of security and
well-being."
Nancy's three teenagers are more
than enough to keep her occupied: the
oldest, Mike, is a junior at Hastings
College in Nebraska, where he plays
football. Their two daughters still live at
home.

"I'm very content to be a homemaker
and mother," she says. "I've found it's
just as important to be home with
young teenagers as it was with
toddlers, so my life has a great deal of
purpose."
She also sees herself as a sounding
board for her husband at the times
when he wishes her counsel.
"I'm always as objective as I can be
with him," she says. "I believe in what
he is doing, in the kind of program that
he runs, and I guess you could call me
an enabler' because I do everything I
can to enable him to do the kind of job
that he believes in.
"I'm very proud ofwhat he does, and
what he has accomplished. I know that
if he was not doing it the proper way,
I'd be very disappointed. But he is, and
I'm not," she adds, laughing.

HORMEL CHILI
Good lean Hormel beef. Rich tomato sauce. Plump chili beans.
And a secret blend of spices to make it taste just like home.
Hearty and delicious. Serve it. And don't be surprised if they ask
"Is it homemade or Hormel?"
Because sometimes it's really hard to tell.

COACHES' WIVES
continued
in athletics and I was just delighted
when I fell in love with this man who
had athletics as a part of his life. So it
was just something where we joined
hands and set some goals early in our
life together.
"He had known since his early teens
that he wanted someday to be a head
coach at a major college, so we just
moved along that road and lived our
fishbowl existence."
All of them went into this life with
their eyes wide open (Janet Elway's
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Janet Elway sometimes watched her son, John, play while listening to her husband's game on
the radio.
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daughter, Lee Ann, is even married to
one of her dad's assistants, Jim Walsh,
which moved her mother to remark
jokingly once, "I can't believe you did
this. Didn't you learn by my mistakes?'),
And all agree that their husbands had
painted an accurate picture of what lay
ahead.
"Gary and I both went to Wittenberg
College in Ohio, and I taught public
school while he was a student assistant
coach in three sports prior to being
married," Shirley Tranquill recalls. "I
knew the life would be crazy, but excit
ing. Yet after 22 years of marriage to a
54 TOUCHDOWN

college coach, I don't feel sorry for any
of us. I think we have a super life, and
when you look at the statistics, very few
people I know in coaching are
divorced. It is a kind of stable life in that
respect. And I believe it comes from the
great feeling that coaches and players
have for each other, their loyalty to the
school and to sharing the same goals
for success. In the end, it builds a
loyalty to the family."
When all is said and done, football
coaches still must manage their
families, as best they can. Their wives
play a big role in making that job as easy
and pressure-free as possible, particu
larly during the season, when most feel
fortunate to have their husbands come
through the door at 10 or 11 o'clock at
night.
Most will wait to have a late supper
when their husbands arrive. Should he
already have eaten a sandwich at the
office, she is there to greet him and to
listen.
"That is important," says Beth Holtz.
"I'm a sounding board, more than any
thing. I can tell when Lou is worried, or
if practice did not go well, orifthereisa
problem. I'll let him talk about it if he
wishes, but I don't try to offer any keen
insights."
Shirley Tranquill remembers the
time when Gary coached at Ohio State
and the Buckeyes' best punter, Brian
Schwartz, seriously injured his knee,
requiring immediate surgery.
"When he came home, I said, How
did practice go?' " she remembers.
" Fine,' he said, but he never told me
about the injury, and I didn't find out
until I read about it in the paper the
next morning.
"Now," she continues, "I learn more
when a coaching pal calls him. When
Gary comes home, I think he is too tired
to talk about football, though I'm
always ready to listen, and sometimes
there will be something he brings up,
and we talk it out.
"I know most of the players pretty
well because they all talk to me when I
see them working out in the gym during
the off-season. So there is a bit more
validity for him because I do know so
much about the kids personally."
Time together is the most precious
commodity for all of the wives... and
what little there is, they agree, becomes
"quality time." It may be an hour or two
on a plane flying to another city for a
game, or the few weeks in the late
spring or early summer when there are
no football situations to worry about.
None of the coaches sleeps in his
office, and all are usually home by 11
continued
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COACHES' WIVES
continued

o'clock during the week, earlier as the
game approaches. Donell Teaff and her
husband even have set aside Thursday
night as "date night,"when thev go out
to dinner "and catch up with each
other." Like Beth Holtz, she also hasher
husband home on the night before a
home game, but only after they have
"tucked in" their team for the night.
There is not a great deal of privacy
during the season, or during those few
hours after a game ends and prep
arations for the next one begin. After a
game, nearly all the coaches entertain
family, friends and staff at their homes,
though Lois Bicknell says her husband
will come home and try to take an hour
nap, even with people around.
Then there are the children. Beth
Holtz says her two boys, one of whom is
a student at Minnesota, the other at
Notre Dame, are great for their father
after a game because they help to take
his mind offwhat has happened. "Some
times they'll play pool together for a
couple of hours while Lou unwinds,"
she says.
They are also great for gaining per
spective. Beth Holtz remembers the day
in Arkansas when their daughter came
bounding into the house after success
ful competition in an equestrian show,
totally unmindful that her dad's team
had lost that day to archrival Texas.
"She was bubbling over about her
horse show," Beth recalls, "while the
rest of us were trying to get over the

Coach Grant Taatt and his wife, Donell
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Football and Lou Holtz have been part of Beth Holtz's life for 24 years.
fUfggggMHBMMMMMMBMMMMBHHMaSMBMMIHM*
team s loss. Finally 1 said to her, The
Razorbacks lost this afternoon.'
"Her face fell and she said, Oh, that's
too bad,' but an instant later she said,
But let me tell you about the show, and
she was off and running again. How can
you stay down in a situation like that?"
Then there are the unique situations
where the son plays either for his
father, as Jack Bicknell's son Jack Jr.
does as BC's center; or against him, as
Jack Elway's son John did whenever
Stanford played San Jose State.
Jack always sent me to watch John
play because he said my place was with
our son," Janet Elway notes. "If the
games were at the same time, I'd have a
transistor radio and listen to Jack's
game. If one was in the evening, I'd
make a mad dash from Stanford to San
Jose State for Jack's game. They each
won two games against the other. I got a
lot of grey hair watching them, but I
also had a lot of fun.
"Still," she adds, "Jack would have
loved to coach John, and whenever
people say to me, Oh, it would have
caused a problem,' I tell them there
would have been no problem at all."
That's how it is in the Bicknell home.
During the season, on the football field,
Jack Jr. is center on his father's football
team. Whenever the}' are home, they
are father and son, and their relation
ship is in a different mode.
"This is something that we never
wanted to happen on any level," Lois
Bicknell admits. "Jack got the BC job

before Jackie accepted the scholarship.
But they have such a super relation
ship with each other that everything
has worked out beautifully. The players
have accepted it. Jack does not talk
about his teammates at home, or what
goes on between them. And his father
never once has asked.
"They talk about things that every
father and son would discuss. If the
game has been good for us, we all get
excited and talk about the good things.
We just don't dwell on the bad."
If there is one abiding quality that all
the wives have, it is that the interests
and welfare of their husbands always
come first. And they say the recipro
city—in whatever form it may come—is
worth all the sacrifice.
"Grant has always shared his profes
sion with me and I appreciate that,"
Donell Teaff says. "I believe all of us
have tried to show that appreciation by
being there when we are needed.
"And," she adds, "we are needed,
you know. We all understand that, and
it helps to make our lives fulfilling. For a
man to be successful, it takes a commit
ment of both husband and wife, and
that doesn't mean that 1 consider my
self a doormat or a totally submissive
wife. I'm very identifiable, as I believe
the wives of all coaches are.
"But it is under that umbrella of a
good marriage, good goals and profes
sional pride in what our husbands have
achieved that we have gotten involved
and have come to love the life."
®
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THE STA1VFORD AXE symbolizes the
intense rivalry between the University
of California and Stanford University.
The Axe was acquired by the Stanford
yell leaders in 1899 to be used as a prop
with their axe yell." At its inaugural
appearance at a baseball game, the Axe
was stolen by a group of Cal students.
The Axe was sequestered on the
Berkeley campus for the next 31 years.
In 1930 a group of Stanford students
executed the heist that returned the
Axe to The Farm. In 1933, student
leaders of both schools agreed to desig
nate the Axe as a perpetual trophy for
their football Big Game." The last 50
years have seen a continuous series of
attempts and successful thefts of the
Axe from the rival schools. The record
stands at Stanford four thefts, Cal three
thefts. The Axe, currently in the posses
sion of Stanford, is on display in their
student union in a heavy steel display
case protected by multilayers of bullet
proof glass.

—

THE COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF'S
TROPHY is presented annually to the
winner of the football competition
among the three major service acad
emies—Army, Navy and Air Force. The
trophy is named in honor of the Presi
dent of the United States. When there is
no clear winner, the trophy remains
with the winner of the previous year's
competition. The three-sided trophy
stands two-and-a-half feet tall and is
engraved with the academy seals.
Reproductions of the three mascots—
the Army Mule, Navy Goat and Air Force
Falcon—are on the respective sides of
the trophy.

M

THE SITTING BULL TROPHY, a carved
oaken bust of the famous Sioux Indian
leader, is the winner's keepsake in the
annual University of North Dakota-Uni
versity of South Dakota football battle.
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Every day. Because I found one
tat really takes care of my hair,
oday's Head & Shoulders.
Head & Shoulders' self-balancing
)rmula puts dandruff protection
/here I need it. On my scalp,
ind its conditioners leave
ay hair with a clean,
lealthylook.
That makes it more
han a dandruff
hampoo. And that's
why I trust my hair
to Head & Shoulders
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The Human Factor
|s Jack Clary
i* Thile many in college football
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Introducing the Jensen Power Amplified Car Speaker System.
Find out how many watts of power
your car stereo receiver puts out. If
it's like most standard receivers, it's
between 5-10 watts. And that's fine
for easy listening. But if you want
to hear all the vividness, all the
excitement, all the energy of rock
and roll, jazz, and classical music,
you need the Jensen® Power Amplified
Car Stereo Speaker System. Espe
cially if you're using good tapes or
plan on adding a compact digital
disc player.
The extra power comes from
the fact that each Jensen Power
Amplified Speaker has a built in
20 watt amplifier. Buy a pair of these
OIGfTAL

READY
© 1985 International Jensen, Inc.

speakers and you get 40 watts of
power. Or, buy a system of four and
you get 80 watts of electronic fury in
your car. The extra power actually
helps your system reproduce more
of the signal contained on today's
better tapes or compact digital discs.
You'll hear more realistic sound at
low or high volume levels than pos
sible without the extra power.
The crisp, sharp sound is the
result of more than 71 discrete elec
tronic components mounted in the
base of each speaker. The sound is
rich, clear, and perfectly balanced.
Yet the low profile design of these
speakers allows you to place them

in the doors or side panels of most
automobiles without additional
modification. As an extra bonus,
each speaker can also be tuned dur
ing installation to match your taste,
or your car's acoustic environment.
Take it from the experts at
Jensen, don't buy your car stereo
system backwards, buy your speak
ers first. And now you can buy the
speakers with built in digital-ready
power amplifiers instead of investing
in additional costly components.
The new Jensen Power
Amplified Speaker.
The only thing quiet about it is
its price!

JENSEN
When you want it all

W played "between the lines,1'
•(J are many other factors which
,ke the sport appealing.
because human nature is so deeply
olved in such an emotional sport,
inner self often takes over. There are
norms by which to gauge what
•ght happen, and that is one big reai why every season seems to come
with some oddity—some uniquely
nan feature.
Sometimes fans get so excited, as
opened in a 1935 game matching
• • ceton against Dartmouth, that they
rally become part of the action, with
me accompanying, albeit brief, fame.
; here are times when friends,
and
r-n brothers, become rivals. Doak

The 12th Man

Walker and Bobby Layne played
together in high school in Dallas, and
then were stirring rivals for their
respective schools, SMU and Texas, in
the forties. Pete and Bump Elbott are
brothers who played in the same backfield for the University of Michigan.
Then for several seasons, beginning in
1960, they became only the second set
of brothers ever to coach against each
other.
Freshman football players are sup
posed to be seen and not heard. But an
18-year-old quarterback named Jerry
Foley, playing for Hamline University,
was the nation s top collegiate passer
in 1955. He was the only freshman
to
ever win a championship.
Then there are the quiet guys. They

T

he Associated Presscalled it the

"Football Oddity of the Year" in
1935. The Princeton team called
it a "dirty trick" and the Dartmouth
team simply said Thanks, we needed
that."
Right in the middle of all of this was
one Mike Mesco, the proprietor of a
hamburger stand in Rahway, N.J. And
right next to him for one brief moment
was John J. Kenny, the captain of Dart
mouth's team.
Like most oddball stories, there are
some funny angles that prop up the
whole event.
Take Mesco. Usually a mildmannered sort, he nonetheless had a
vehement dislike for Princetons
football team, located about 20 miles
south of his hamburger joint. He
attended every game at Palmer Sta
dium but got his delight in rooting
against the Tigers, regardless of whom

either play because they love the game
or because they want to give as much of
themselves to their team as possible.
Roger Sundin had lived with losing
for four seasons at RPI, in Troy, N.Y., but
one sunny Saturday he d had enough,
as he and his team ended the nation's
longest non-winning streak.
Nolan Cromwell was on the brink of
becoming a two-time All-America
defensive back at Kansas in 1975, when
he made the supreme sacrifice. He
switched positions and gave up the
fame, but he helped his team become a
winner with his deft work as a wish
bone quarterback.
College football simply can't endure
without this unpredictable human
factor.

they played.
Kenny and his unbeaten Dartmouth
team, led by Coach Earl "Red" Blaik,
came to Princeton late in the 1935 sea
son, and Mesco showed up, ready to
root the Big Green on to victory.
But something happened. Princeton,
en route to an unbeaten season, totally
dominated Dartmouth, which frus
trated Mesco to the point of
exasperation.
Thus, in the fourth quarter with
Princeton ahead 26-6, he vaulted from
his seat at Palmer Stadium and before
the security people or either team real
ized what had happened, he was in the
middle of the field as Princeton began a
play. In the next instant he was
involved in the game action.
"I think he even made the tackle,
says Kenny with a laugh, as he thought
back to that wacky day. "I know this:
continued
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continued
way Princeton was handling us, we
ried every man we could get, even if

,:eant more than 11 at one time.
Actually, 1 think it was one oft he few
:.es we held them without any gain,
x at least a yard loss. No one really
realized what had happened until
r the play had ended and we began
filing. But as I recall, he ran onto the
and got right into the line as the
i was snapped.
Things were happening too fast at
point to call timeout, and as luck
it, Princeton had called a play to
point near where he lined up.
n it was over, the police came and
\im away, but the look on his face

told everyone that he had tried to do
his share. He looked very satisfied with
himself.'
The week following the game, Mesco
became a national celebrity. The Yale
alumni even secured his services as
their "mascot'" for the Eli's game
against Princeton the following week at
Yale Bowl. But while he enjoyed his
fame, George tar sen, of Cranburv, N.J.
a small town next to Princeton, claimed
that he was the 12th man. A whole
nation watched as the two vied for the
honor, and finally it was decided that it
was Mesco who had come to Dart
mouth's aid.
Thus, on the following Saturday, this

man of very modest means boarded a
train at New York City's Grand Central
Station with some of the Captains ot
Wall Street who were Yale alumni, and
for the rest of the day was fet ed as if he
had been the president of the United
States,
Alas, Yale lost, 38-7, and Mesco never
left his seat—why should he have? He
was having a good time. He and his oneday Yale friends quietly rode back to
New York City, and Mesco returned to
his hamburger stand in Rahwav, never
again to appear in a game.
"We didn t even award him a letter,
Kenny says of Dartmouth's curious
12th man.

A Friendly Rivalry
CI

lofc'end of

college football has
many tales of close friends
M. becoming determined rivals,
making some exciting, and some
n's strange, things happen when
play against each other.

Bacardi rum
mixes with
everything.

Except driving.
Doak Walker took the ball and ran tor SMU
in the late 40s.

Bobby Laytte and Doak Walker were
close friends and talented teammates
when they attended Highland Park
High School in Dallas in the early
forties. Schools throughout the South
west Conference were jockeying to get

them, but World War 11 intervened—
and so did baseball—which forced
them apart for nearly a decade.
Layne was a year older than Walker,
and he went to Texas on a baseball
scholarship. As a freshman,
he had
opened a few eyeswith his tremendous
football talent. Before he had an
opportunity to capitalize on it, he
joined the merchant marine.
Before Walker could display his ath
letic gifts in college, he also joined the

merchant marine. It wasn't until the fall
of 1945 that the two finally
were
reunited—albeit on different sides ot
the playing field—when
Texas and
SMU, which had won Walker's heart,
continued

Bobby Layne starred at quarterback
Texas.
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played each other in football.
"Doak was a fantastic athlete," Layne
says. "We never got to play together
until both of us were with the Detroit
Lions, but we had some great games
against each other in college.
"When it came time to go into the ser
vice, we were too young to do any real
fighting because we were kinda caught
in the backlash of the war's conclusion.
There wasn't anything left but the walk
ing army and the merchant marine. We
decided on the merchant marine,
though neither one of us ever had been
on a ship before, as Dallas is a long way
from the ocean."
Bobby and Doak stayed close friends,
except when they played against each
other. Layne recalls a mistake he once
made in telling Walker about one of
Texas' trick plays. The Longhorns tried
to surprise the Mustangs with a fake
punt in 1945. The kicker, Rooster
Andrews, was supposed to throw a
pass to Layne.
When of Rooster checked the
defense, Walker was in the right posi
tion for the play to work," Layne sa3's.
"When he got ready to throw, Walker
was standing in the end zone, next to
me, and waving back at him."

That's how it was when the two
friends first played against each other.
Layne and Walker had just returned
from the merchant marine, and it was
as if the two of them had never left.
Walker put SMU ahead, 7-0, with a 37yard TD run, but in the end, Layne had
the last laugh. In an offense that had
one of the nation's top ends, Hub Bechtol, he threw two second-half touch

down passfes and Texas eked out a 12-7
victory.
That was the beginning of a great
player and school rivalry for the next
couple of seasons, which became the
heart of Southwest Conference foothall. Both men, still living in Texas,
remain great friends and josh each
other about those moments. But they
also take great pride in them.

"Mom Always
Liked You Best"

b,< • game includes the rarest of
occurrences: two brothers opposing
t\ h other from the sidelines—each
in nt on beating the other's team.
;ch a day first happened in 1922, 53
v "•s after college football staged its
I'i
: contest, and did not recur until
1: 0, 91 years after that first scrum.
ack in 1922, it was the Joneses, Howai
at the University of Iowa and
1
rj. at Yale. Howard's team won, 6-0.
T
iy-eight years later, at Michigan,
t!
mothers Elliott sent teams against
i other—Bump's Wolverines
e,
ist Pete's Illini on a field where
a;,
had starred together when the3'
tli
d for Michigan.
pi.
>d since then fans have seen Vince
Bill Dooley oppose each other, but
nal coaching matchups are ver3'

V):

W

ri
V,
bi
hat is so rare as a day in June?"
It well could be a day in
the fall when a college footcontinued

ti
le?

iese sibling rivalries conjure up
ns of family feuds; family bragging
>s; splits; parents cheering for one,
ting for the other, or distraught
use they don't know what to do;
•rs; and other such fallout,
here was nothing like that between
declares Pete Elliott, now the
utive director at the NFL's Hall

of Fame in Canton, Ohio, after a distin
guished college coaching career which
preceded a brief one in the pros. I
know people expected a lot of dramat
ics, one of those you-gotta-win-this-forme-boys-or-elseT-can't-go-home deals,
but that never was the case.
"Bump and I are extremely close
friends as well as brothers. Both of us
wanted to win that game as badly as we
ever wanted to win any game—no
more, no less. Our preparations at Illi

Bump Elliott guided his Michigan team past
brother Pete's Illini, 8-7, in 1960.

nois were no different for that game
than for any other, though I know all of
the players were aware of the situation.
But I never asked them to win it for me,
or ever mentioned that 1 especiall3'
wanted that victory.
"I wanted to win every game we
played very badly. Bump did, too. That
was our makeup, the makeup of any'
coach worth his salt.
On that afternoon, Bump s Michigan
continued

Pete Elliott played at Michigan and later
coached at Illinois.
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team won the game, 8-7, on Bill Tunnicliff s one-yard TD run and a two-point
conversion pass from Dave Glinka to
Dennis Fitzgerald. Pete's Illinois team
had taken a 7-0 lead in the first quarter
when Marshall Starks caught a TD pass
from John Easterbrook, but blew sev
eral chances to increase its lead
when kicker Jerry Wood, who had won
two previous games with his kicking,
missed three field goals. The third was
a chip shot from Michigan's 14-yard
line in the fourth quarter, partially
blocked bj' Bob Johnson.
One person strongly affected by that
afternoon s events was their mother.
Since the game was played at Michigan,
she decided to sit on the Wolverines'

side of the field. When the teams played
at Champaign-Urbana, she would sit on
Illinois' side.
However, on this day, when the game
had ended, a reporter asked her how
she felt. "I'm glad that Bump won, and
I'm sorry that Pete lost," she said with a
diplomacy that had to be the envy of
the State Department. The next day, the
headlines read: "Mrs. Elliott Glad
Bump Won."
"She never saw us face each other
again after that day," Pete Elliott says.
"She would watch us coach against
other teams, though, but I truly believe
that [the headline] really hurt her
because it represented a favoritism that
didn't exist."

Ironically, Pete and Bump, who is 21
months the elder, began their coaching
careers together at Oregon State under
Kip Taylor, "because we thought it
would be a lot of fun to work together,"
Pete says. Two years later, Pete joined
Bud Wilkinson at Oklahoma, and ayear
after that, Bump coached for Forrest
Evashevski at Iowa before taking the
Michigan job. Pete accepted the head
coaching job at Illinois in 1960.
The Illinois-Michigan matchup con
tinued until 1966, and Bump won every
game but that final one. "It was great to
win, but it was always great to winbrother or no brother," Pete says,
"because that's why we played the
game."

Freshman
Prodigy

T

here are not many unique
records in college football, but
Jerry Foley, a biology teacher
and high school football coach at Still
water High School, in Stillwater, Minn.,
has one that never has been duplicated.
He was the only freshman ever to lead
the nation in passing, and that covers a
lot of great competitors, at every level of
play.
His achievement came in 1955, his
first year at Hamline University in St.
Paul, Minn., when, during a regulation
seven-game schedule, he completed
52.1 percent of his passes—the sea
son's best in Division II competition.
Some will smirk because it was Divi
sion II, but that takes nothing away
from his feat. In one game, against St.
John's (Minn.), he completed 33 passes,

Jerry Foley became the only freshman ever to lead the nation in passing, at Hamline University
in 1955.

18 of them to his best receiver, Dick
Donlin.
"That was an exciting year, no queston about it," Foley says. "The impact of
what I had achieved that season never
hit me till long after it was over, and
even today I still get calls about it. Our
players find out and they get excited,
and it still is fun to look back on that
season and all that happened."
What happened first was that Foley,
one of five quarterback aspirants for the
team, had one of those fairy-tale starts
before he ever played in his first college
game.
66
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"I considered myself a good quarter
back, a particularly good ballhandler,"
he says. "But Iwas last on a list of five or
six quarterbacks fighting for the start
ing job at Hamline that fall. When we
had our last preseason scrimmage I
was the last guy to be used, and I did
pretty well. The next week, I was start
ing quarterback.
"And, except for some games that I
missed with a broken shoulder in my
sophomore year, I was the starter for all
four years. I take great satisfaction in
that."
continued
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continued
rhat broken shoulder also ended his
p eat passing days because he says it*
took much of the zip from his throws.
if I had today s medical procedures
f eight have recovered, but we didn't
f ;vv all that much about rehabilitati : or treating such injuries back then,"
L says. "So I lost something. We also
c ;nged our system to a Wing-T in my
;.
or season, and I was more of a
r
ner than a passer.
it in 1955 he was quite a passer, and
1 din, picked second in the NFL draft
t
year by the Baltimore Colts, was
t
nation's top small-college receiver.
(
by Baltimore, Foley went to Canada
a
played for a season with Winnipeg
i: !er Coach Bud Grant, now the Minr.. ota Vikings' head coach.

"My arm injury precluded any pro
teams being interested because there
were only 12 back then, and they were
pretty picky," he says. "But I don't
regret not having thai chance. I was
always excited about my own playing
in college."
He also has great pride in the passing
records which still exist 30 years after
that freshman season, including 373
yards against Minnesota-Duluth, and
of course, those 33 completions against
St. John's.
"My biggest regret was that we lost
that game (33-21)," he says. "Some time
after it happened, I wrote to John Gagliardi, St. John's coach, and asked if he
could get me the films of the game. He
told me they only had enough money to

film their offense at that time, and we
didn't have any money to film
anything."
Nonetheless, he is still a hero at Hamline, a member of its sports hall of fame;
and his feats are chronicled every year
in the school's game programs.
' Our kids go to school there and hear
about what I did, and then they come
home and tell their friends," he says,
laughing. "They help to keep my
memory alive."
Foley is presently offensive coordina
tor for Stillwater, and wouldn't you
know it, the offense is primarily the
Veer, which incorporates very little
passing. "We've won two state titles in
the '80s, so we're going okay." The
magic lingers.

The Sweet Taste of Victory

THE BRAND THAT FITS.
Lee Antique" cords in a variety of colors. Garment-washed double-pleated casual pant
or classic Riders for men. With canvas piecing for juniors and misses.

.r^rying your best in athletics is
| good and proper, but still
i . nothing beats winning, espe; sly after your team has gone 42
, nes without a victory, something
* iv one college football team had
,t» up to the 1965 season.
'ich was life at Rensselaer PolytechInstitute—RP1, for short. During the
iball season that year, when the
:mni came back for their special day,
rich coincided with Parents Day, the
Si otball game against Middlebury
-n't high on anyone's list of things to
I; watch.
Of course, it was Middlebury that
had begun the ignominious skein back
r 1959, the week after RPI had defeated
( lion. In the 1964 season, RPI had
came away with a scoreless tie against
Nichols to somewhat stifle the victory
drought. Small consolation, to be sure,
but after four years had passed, and
two entire classes had not seen RPI win
a football game, even a scoreless tie was
welcome.
Dick Reindeau, RPI s coach, never
lost faith, and quietly and doggedly he
had honed a group ofgreen undergrad
uates into some semblance of a football
team when the 1965 season began.
Three years earlier, 100 freshmen, i l ot
them former high school captains, had
walked on to play football. One of them
was Roger Sundin, who had not played
football prior to college, but he never let
on.
"What position?" he was asked.
"End," Sundin, from Warwick, R.I.,
replied, and at nearly 190 pounds and
slightly over six feet lie looked the part.

So end it was until the week before
the 1965 Middlebury game, when he
had gotten some work at halfback and
ran 95 yards for a touchdown against
Hamilton. When Middlebury came to
Troy, N.Y., for the RPI game, Sundin was
in the starting lineup and when the
game ended with RPI s 28-14 victory, he
had scored the first touchdown on a 30vard run and had later added another
on a 17-yard pass from quarterback Bob
Nicotera.
"We had become national celebrities
of sorts to that point," Sundin recalls.
"Sports Illustrated had one of its writ
ers with us for three weeks, and he was
all set to do a tongue-in-cheek piece
about a team that hadn't won a game in
more than six seasons.

"But we were quite seriousabout our
football and we knew we were getting
better. Funny but that scoreless tie
against Nichols had at least shown us
we didn't always have to lose. But we
really had to win to believe it."
RPI started out strong and kept
building the score. Soon the original
crowd of 2,500 began to grow as word
spread around the campus that the
football team was actually winning a
game. By the middle of the second half,
more than 5,000 fans were aghast as
their football team, following a 21-14
halftime lead, shut down Middlebury
and looked every bit the champion.
"When I scored that first TD, the jer
sey was torn off my back," Sundin, who
owns an advertising agency in Boston,
recalls. "But I had to go back out and
play defensive end, too. They never for
got what I said the first day I showed up
as a freshman.
"Ironically, I broke my wrist in that
game, but I didn't find out about it until
the next year. But that night while all
the celebrating was going on, I was try
ing to have it treated as a sprain and
missed some of the fun. I do recall our
coach going to the jock fraternity house
and trying to round up eight or nine
guvs for a live television appearance on
the 11 o'clock news. RPI winning had
suddenly become big news."
That was the only game that RPI won
in 1965, but that season's work paid off
when the team was 5-4 in 1966. The rec
ord losing streak was later eclipsed by
Macalester College, which lost 50
straight games.
continued
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Reward yourself
with the best
of both worlds.

^^

-|"olan Cromwell and his contribution to Kansas' foot.! ball team in 1975 represents the essence of college
11 foootball.
uted in the preseason as a sure-fire All-America defensive
ba after superlative freshman and sophomore seasons for
th Jayhawks, Cromwell answered the distress signal sent
ov >y new coach Bud Moore and agreed to switch positions
an quarterback the new Wishbone offense that was to be
in lied for that season.
:-ore had just come to Kansas as head coach, after being
of1 nsive coordin; or for Paul
"B ,r" Bryant at
Al ama, and no
ee- :ge coach in the
try knew more
CO
ab it how that sys
tem
should work,
pa ticularly the
for an outn<
St.:- ding player—
fie" that "outstandin. quarterback"—
to take it go.
hen I assessed
os
personnel, we
h 1 some good
ing backs but
w needed a quarck who could
te
r. > 'heball," Moore
Us. "We didn't
rt
one at the
h
P ition, but the
n . e I saw of Nolan
ft -s our film study,
more I was
tf:
With FALS One-Stop System,
c. ,triced he had
filling this space has never
tl: athletic ability
to (So the job."
been easier.
romwell had it
Just one stop. That's all it takes
in spades because
at your local Ford Authorized
he did not partici
pate in spring
Leasing System Dealer to put you
football practice
behind the wheel of a new Ford
that year due to a
car
or truck. With FALS, your
track team commit
vehicle,
taxes, insurance and
ment (he once was
timed in 49.5 sec
onds in the 400...
meter hurdles, and as a true measure of his athletic skills,
rolled up 6,006 points in a decathlon competition).
His inexperience meant he had to master the various
option techniques, with all of the responsibility or rea ing
the defensive reactions, in the space of a three-wee a
practice.
. ,
"He was totally unselfish," Moore says. "It takes a special
kind of person to put his own glory behind him. He was a
genuine All-America as a defensive back; he knew t ta icre
wouldn't be much glory as a Wishbone quarterback, but he
gave it a total effort."
That effort also paid off in a winning season for Kansa ,
including a juicy 23-3 upset of Oklahoma at Norman, \ e
that broke the Sooners' 37-game unbeaten string, including

Qf

Jhe

28 consecutive victories. Cromwell established an all-time
single game rushing mark by a quarterback when Kansas
defeated Oregon State, 20-0; he gained 294 yards.
"There just wasn't anything that he couldn't do with the
football," Moore says. "In a game against Kentucky, he ran a
play as if it was dummy scrimmage, optioning the tackle,
then the end and then pitching to the back and getting out in
front of him to block the safety so the guy could run 68 yards
for a touchdown."
But for Moore, the special spirit that Cromwell seemed to
build was the
inspiration for
Kansas' startling
victory over Okla
homa. 'We had
been considered
underdogs all sea
son long, and that
just brought all of us
together in a sort of
us-against-the-world
spirit," Moore says.
"We had seven
questionable starters
before that game
because of injury,
and some of them
couldn't practice at
all during the
week."
It didn't matter
because Kansas and
Cromwell went
down to Norman,
where the Sooners
lived by the Wish
bone, and after
spotting Oklahoma
even road service coverage can
a 3-0 lead, slammed
be handled at one convenient
over four touch
location.
downs. Moore still
Have you driven a Ford...
remembers the first,
Iate,y?
.
following
Eddie
Lewis' block of an
OU punt. On third
and five, Cromwell
ran six yards for the
score.
"In the films, we
counted seven bro
ken tackles over those six yards," Moore says. It was one of the
most amazing runs I ever saw, and it was just done by sheer
determination and great athletic ability."
The payoff came at the end of the season as Cromwell became
only the fourth quarterback to gain more than 1,000 yards
rushing and Kansas gained a berth in the Sun Bowl against Pitt.
But there were no personal glories. He never made the AllAmerica team because in his senior season he hurt his leg
ironically against Oklahoma, and was lost for the season.
Cromwell has received his share of recognition, however, back in
the secondary as a safety for the Los Angeles Rams, where he has
several times been named All-Pro and played in the NFL fro
Bowl.
®-

This space for lease.
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OLLIE
"Coors goes to a
lot of trouble to
avoid a little heatr
Why?
Because heat can hurt the
taste of beer... any beer. So
Coors keeps their beer cold
as long as possible.
After it's packed cold at
the brewery, all Coors beer
is shipped in refrigerated
trucks and insulated rail
cars to Coors distributors
around the country.
And the cold doesn't
stop there.
All Coors distributors
keep Coors in special cold
rooms inside their ware
houses. It costs a lot more
and it's kind of a hassle; but
Coors knows it gives you a
beer with a difference you
can taste.
That's why Coors-and
only Coors-goes to all that
trouble. To give you a better
tasting beer. A beer that's a
little less heavy, never bitter,
but with all the spirit of a
great beer.

MATSON
Power and Poise
by Nick Peters,
The Oakland Tribune

9

fit 1951, Matson led USF to an undefeated season while shattering national season and career
rushing marks.

A

1985 Adolph Coors Company. Golden, Colorado80401

t about the same time Jackie
Robinson was breaking baseball s
•color barrier, Oliver Genoa
Matson was doing some pioneering of
his own as a black athlete of extraordi
nary skill and talent.
With apologies to Claude Buddy
Young, the 5-5 Illinois bolt who ran a 9.5
100-yard sprint, Matson was by far the
greatest combination football and
track athlete of his time. The fact that
he was underrated can only be attrib
uted to the color of his skin.
Quite simply, nobody did it better
than Matson, the first great running
back to combine power with sprinter
speed. Not until O.J. Simpson came
along 20 years later was there a back as
big, fast and successful as the 6-2, 205pound Matson.
Curiously, Ollie and O.J. took the

same path to stardom. They were rec
ord-setting San Francisco preps and
used City College of San Francisco as a
steppingstone to collegiate stardom.
But Simpson continued at Southern
Cal, while Matson stayed close to his
roots.
Matson enrolled at the University of
San Francisco, where he played under
Joe Kuharich. Such was Joe's esteem
for Ollie that the coach also had the
great back by his side when he coached
first the NFL's Chicago Cardinals and
then the Philadelphia Eagles.
Ollie is the best all-around football
player I've ever seen, Kuharich de
clared during their USF days. He is so
good, I'm puzzled how he does it.
Nobody can match his speed, yet his
power is as forceful as that of any
plunging fullback. He is not Mr. Out

side or Mr. Inside. Rather, he's Mr.
Allsides.
"To this, add his blocking, pass-pro
tection and terrific defensive work, and
you have something seldom seen on a
football field. What's more, he does all
this with the same grace of a Joe
DiMaggio."
Kuharich, of course, was biased in
his opinion. He'd watched Ollie be
come the nation's career rushing leader
following a record-shattering, 1,566yard season in 1951. (One year later,
Matson earned silver and bronze
medals for the U.S. at the Helsinki
Olympics.)
Matson's nation-leading rushing total
and 21 touchdowns powered USF to its
only unbeaten, untied season (1951).
But the 9-0 Dons weren't invited to a
bowl and Ollie didn't land on an AllAmerica offensive backfield.
Placing Matson's senior accomplish
ments in perspective, consider that his
average of 174 yards per game was a
record that survived Simpson's statisti
cal swath witl^ the Trojans. It wasn t
broken until Cornell's Ed Marinaro,
now of Hill Street Blues" fame, aver
aged 209 yards in 1971.
Matson, who was also lethal on kickoff and punt returns, averaged 226.3
yards in all-purpose running as a
senior. That's the third-highest figure
in history, topped only by Supreme
Court Justice Byron "Whizzer" White
of Colorado (246.3 in 1937) and by
Marcus Allen of USC (232.6 in 1981).
When Matson was excelling on the
greensward, times were tough for a
black athlete. But Ollie handled dis
crimination with poise and dignity, a
tribute to his mother, Gertrude. Much
like Branch Rickey giving inspiration to
Robinson, Ollie's mom gave him confi
dence to pursue his athletic career at a
time when he was hesitant.
"Sports are a wonderful thing and
God has given you the body that will
carry you far," Gertrude told Ollie, then
a high school junior. "But I want you to
promise me one thing. Because of your
color, you may encounter shabby treatcontinued
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Now you can watch the Cowboys
and the Indians.
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Toshiba introduces Digital TV

or our regular Bic for normal skin.

%(Ma)

It used to be a tough world for sensitive skin. But now Bic creates the first shaver to
give sensitive skin the gentle, close shave it demands. And, of course, for normal skin
there's the same great shave as ever. Let every man choose for himself. Or in
the words of John McEnroe, "Gentlemen, pick your Bic."
Feel

the Bic difference.

It gives you options you never had with a television
before. It allows you to watch a football game and a
movie—at the same time.
Simply punch up the flick from your VCR and put it
in the corner of the screen, directly over the game.
Now freeze the action. Reduce the picture. Adjust
the color and volume; check their settings on a graphic
indicator on the screen. Bring up the channel number
and video source. All by thirty-two key wireless remote
By just pressing the right button, you re in control
of every advanced new feature on our digital receiver.
And the picture you receive is clearer and sharper
Simulated picture. Photo by J Tumer/Courtesy of NFLR FST is a registered trademark of Toshiba Corporation.

than what you get with a conventional set. Why? Because
our digital TV is run by a microcomputer which processes
all the elements that go into our remarkable FST® picture
tube and puts them together in precise digital fashion.
Virtually eliminating the visual distortion found in
an ordinary television.
Toshiba's new digital TV also features 8 and 21 pin
RGB ports for home computer applications; 139 cable
channel compatibility; built-in stereo/bilingual capability;
automatic shut-off for up to 180 minutes; and, of course,
Toshiba's exclusive 30-month limited warranty.
It's clearly the most advanced
telev i s i o n e v e r m a d e . S o a d v a n c e d|
you may never turn it off.
Toshiba America, Inc..82 Totowa Road.Wayne. NJ07470
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OLLIE MATSON
continued
ment. No matter what happens, Ollie,
promise me you'll never lose your
temper."
Ollie was aware of discrimination at
an early age. Reared in Texasas ayouth,
he was so poor that a tin can wrapped
with paper and tape had to serve as a
football. The playground was divided
by a fence—black children on one side,
white children on the other.
Gertrude, separated from
her hus
band, wanted a better life for Ollie and
his twin sister, Ocie. She moved to lib
eral San Francisco and he enrolled at
Washington High. Ollie still felt a little
uncomfortable, though, because he
was one of only nine blacks at the large
school.
Fearing discrimination, he was
reluctant to report for track practice
shortly after entering school. Former
Stanford star Jimmy Coffis, who
coached football and track, spotted the
rangy athlete and persuaded him to
participate. "The only thing that
counts in sports is your ability," Coffis
assured the shy youngster.
It was the spring of 1946 and Ollie's
first taste of competition was as a high
jumper. But Coffis knew he'd
unearthed a gem. He asked Ollie to run
with the sprinters, and the sophomore
left them in his wake. Coffis also
realized Matson's football potential
and urged him to join the squad in the
fall.
The season-opener offered a glimpse
of Ollie's greatness. He got off a 56-yard
run before suffering a broken ankle on a
kickoff return.
One year later, as a senior, Matson
scored a record 102 points for a Wash
ington team that won seven in a row.
Suddenly, his athletic career was on
the rise, and it reached another plateau
in the spring of 1948.
Competing against Herb McKenley
at cross-bay Berkeley, the 18-year-old
Matson pushed the graceful Jamaican
to a world record of 46.0 in the 440.
Matson was clocked in 47.1, the fastest
time ever by a prep. What made Matson's
achievement so amazing was the fact
that his only previous quarter mile was
on a relay leg.
Three weeks later, Matson officially
set the national high school record
with a 47.8 at Alhambra, Calif., erasing
the former mark of 48.2. His sudden
burst into national prominence
resulted in an invitation to the Olympic
Trials at Evanston, 111., where he failed
to make the U.S. squad.
But football was his first love. So Ollie
erased that disappointment by concen
trating on the grid sport in junior col
lege. He scored 19 touchdowns for a
76 TOUCHDOWN

national JC record and powered CCSF
to an unbeaten season. He and team
mate Burl Toler, a center/linebacker,
each earned All-America honors and
the attention of drooling college
recruiters.

'He was a ghost in motion.
He'd look em right in the eye
and glide past em with the long
stride. They never felt his speed
until he was gone."

—Joe Kuharich
"You could tell Ollie was something
special the first day of practice at City
College," Toler recalled. "When Ollie
got the ball, I was the only guy able to
tackle him. There really was nobody
like him until O.J. came along.
"As good as he was on offense, he
was just as good on defense. We went
12-0 that year and our team allowed
only 56 points. We became good
friends and more or less decided to go
to the same four-year school. We got a

Matson's track exploits Included a silver and
a bronze medal from the 1952 Olympics.

lot of offers, but we basically wanted to
stay close to home, so we decided on
USF."
With Matson's 1949 scoring record of
seven TDs on runs of 92, 80, 62, 60, 42, 40
and 15 yards, the Dons improved from
2-7 in 1948 to 7-3 his sophomore season
Ollie's 853 yards rushing were tops on
the West Coast and he was acquiring a
reputation as the fastest big man in
football history.
After spring football, he casually
placed fourth in the NCAA 100-yard
dash before concentrating on the fall
sport. USF went 7-4 in 1950 and Stan
ford coach Marchie Schwartz paid
Matson the ultimate compliment.
Though his club was demolishing the
Dons (55-7), Schwartz continued to
order onside kickoffs to keep the pigskin
out of Ollie's hands.
Matson finished
his junior season
with 747 rushing yards, a 5.1-yard aver
age per carry and 81 points, the highest
total on the West Coast. But it wasn't
until 1951 that the Dons and Matson
put everything together. With the pow
erful and elusive fullback gaining more
than 100 yards each outing, USF breezed
by nine foes.
Ollie rambled for 21 touchdowns,
missing by one the national record held
by Nebraska's Bobby Reynolds and
Arizona State's Wilford "Whizzer"
White. His TDs included gallops of 94,
90, 68, 67, 54, 53,46 and45yards, and he
had five
scoring jaunts nullified by
penalties. His most prolific games in
cluded 232 yards against Idaho, 249
against San Diego Navy and 228 against
archrival Santa Clara.
But the Eastern press had to be con
vinced. USF athletic publicist Pete
Rozelle, who would become NFL com
missioner, beat the drums loudly for
Matson as the Dons headed for New
York. The game with Fordham was tied,
19-19, and the weary USF players
sensed that their umblemished string
might be snapped.
"Ollie was tired, as tired as anyone on
the team," recalled pint-sized halfback
Joe Scudero, injured and on the side
line. "I knew our life depended on him.
I pleaded with him not to let us down.
Well, he trotted onto the field, took the
kickoff and ran 90 yards for the touch
down that put us ahead to stay.
"It was a come-through performance
the likes of which I'd never seen. Ollie
did it on sheer courage. He plays better
when the score is deadlocked, or if
we're behind. Everybody loves him be
cause there's nothing he wouldn't do
for us—and we'd go from here to China
to throw a block for him."
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As good as Matson was on offense, his only All-America recognition
came as a defensive selection.
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Matson, indeed, was a clutch per
former, breaking loose when the Dons
needed him most. "It seemed like when
ever we needed a touchdown, Ollie
would get it," said Toler, who would
be the best man at Matson's wedding.
"I attribute that quality to his fierce
competitive spirit. He had the ability to
respond to a challenge."
Ollie finished
with 302 yards of allpurpose running against Fordham,
and got the Easterners' attention
following a three-TD spree. But at
season's end, the All-America backfield
was comprised of Hugh McElhenny of
Washington, Larry Isbell of Baylor,
Hank Lauricella of Tennessee and Dick
Kazmaier of Princeton, the Heisman
Trophy winner.
Matson did make one first-team AllAmerica backfield—he was a defensive
selection by The Associated Press.

Ollie's nation-leading 1,566 yards fell
four shy of the all-time record set in
1948 by Fred Wendt of Texas Mines
(now UTEP). And he edged McElhenny
for the scoring crown, 126-125. Ollie
finished
his career with 3,166 yards
rushing, erasing Tulane's Eddie Price
(3,095) from the top spot.
Matson's consolation prize was being
voted the winner of the Pop Warner
Award as the outstanding senior on the
West Coast. His competition included
McElhenny and USC's Frank Gifford,
also future Hall of Famers. And when
USF dropped football one year later,
Ollie's No. 33 uniform was permanently
retired.
Matson was draftedin the first round
by Kuharich's Cardinals, but there was
some unfinished business. Before he
would enter the NFL, Ollie would get
serious about track one more time. He

trained under Cal's Brutus Hamilton
and the hard work paid off.
Ollie posted a 9.6 victory in the 100 at
the West Coast Relays and then blazed
to a 46.9 triumph in the 440 at the
Modesto Relays, running the nation's
swiftest quarter-mile. In the Olympic
Trials at Los Angeles, he was third be
hind Mai Whitfield and Gene Cole,
thereby earning a trip to Helsinki.
With his mother rooting him on, Ollie
realized his boyhood dream. He ran a
46.7 in the semis and stunned his fa
vored American teammates with a thirdplace finish
(46.8) behind Jamaica s
George Rhoden (45.9, Olympic record)
and McKenley (45.9). He also ran a 46.7
opening leg on the 1600-meter relay
squad, giving the U.S. a lead before the
Jamaicans relegated the Americans to a
silver medal.
But Olympic success is fleeting.
Matson is best remembered for his
ability to fuse power and speed into a
football force. He was especially adept
at turning the corner, heading for the
sideline and whooshing toward the
goal line.
"I like the sidelines," he said. "I can
see everything from there because it's
all on one side. There is no blind spot. If
someone's coming at me, I can decide
whether to try to outrun him or dip
back and avoid him."
Kuharich marveled at the manner in
which Matson outfoxed would-be
tacklers. "When he runs," the coach
once said, "it's not that jerky rabbit
stuff. It's more like a deer, with grace
and glide.
"His limp-leg maneuver is a beaut. He
sticks out the leg for tacklers and then
pulls it away like a cat playing with a
mouse. And he has that extra oomph
when he hits, whether on offense or
defense. Just consider his durability
and stamina. Why, he plays an average
of 56 minutes a game!"
Indeed, there was nobody like Ollie in
his day. "Matson makes the difference
in that USF club," Santa Clara coach
Dick Gallagher noted. "Without him, it's
just another pretty good team. With
him in the lineup, the Dons are
outstanding."
The same was said of Matson during
a storied NFL career. He never was on a
championship team or won a rushing
title, but he attained success and re
spect while surrounded with inferior
talent. Others may not have appreciated
his skill, but Oliver Genoa Matson
always knew how good he was, and
that's all that really matters.
#
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Two weeks in Hawaii for two.
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Maxwell House®
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Just follow the
instructions in the
entry form below.
Maxwell House*
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Football...
they go together.
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name and address and the words "MAXWELL HOUSE® COFFEE (5
To The Last Drop"® on a plain 3" x 5" piece ofpaper.
4. Enter as oftenas you like, but maileach entry separatelyby first class
mail to: MaxwellHouse® 'Tailgater" Sweepstakes. P.O. Box 3458, Stam
ford. Ct. 06905.
5. Entriesmust be postmarked by March31,1986 inorder to be eligible.
All prizes will be awarded. Winners will berandomly selected from all
entries received andnotified by mail.Drawing will be held on or about
June 30,1986 by Robustelli Marketing, Inc., anindependent judging
organization whose decisions are final.

OFFICIAL
ENTRY FORM

winninQ depenc
oneprize per household. All prizes mustbe claimed within30 days of
notification attempt, or prize will be forfeited In which case prize will
be awarded to an alternate winner.

Enter me in the "Tailgater"
Sweepstakes. I have complied
with Rules 1 and 2 or 3 found
in the Official Rules Section.

7. Winners are responsible for all taxes.No substitutionsand no transfers
of prizes are allowed. Winners maybe required toexecute an affidavit
of eligibility and release.
6. Grand Prize—Two weeks in Hawaiifor two. includeshotel, airfare, and
2 tickets to the 1987 Hula Bowl. Approximate retail value-$10,000.
4 FirstPrizes-Two nightsand three days fortwo at the1987 Rose,Orange,
Sugar or Peach Bowl. Youpick theBowl of your choice.Includes hotel,
airfare and 2tickets to thegame. Approximate retailvalue—$2500 each.

Mall To: Maxwell House11 "Tailgater" Sweepstakes
P.O. Box 3458
Stamford, Ct. 06905

96 SecondPrizes-Maxwell House® Tailgater Gift Pack.Includes mugs,
blanket and thermos. Approximate retail value—$75 each.
9. Sweepstakes is open toall residents of the United States 18 years or
older, except employees of GeneralFoods Corporation, its affiliates,sub
sidiaries and RobustelliMarketing Inc. and the familiesof each. Void
where prohibitedby law. Subjectto allfederal, state andlocal regulations.
10. Winners willbe notifiedby mail at theaddress shownon the entry Wank
or to a proper forwarding address if such has been furnished to
sweepstakes officials prior to the date of the drawing. For a list of
major prize winners,send a self-addressedstamped envelope toWin
ners List,Robustelli Marketing,Inc., 7Bridle PathRoad. Stamford,CT

I
I

±

Name
Address _
City.

State

Sweepstakes ends March 31,1986

"What a day to remember..."
"When the bells started ringing.
Nellie started yelling, 7 hit it! I hit it!'
We stared at the screen and that winning
combination stared hack. I couldn t
believe it. I was shaking. Nellie kept
yelling, and adrenalin turned my knees
to jelly and my stomach to mush.
' 'In a second, people were everywhere.
How much did she win?' What a score!
My heart was pumping a mile a minute.
The big one. We'd finally hit the big one.

It's easy to
find IGT.
Look for the

The excitement of winning. The sheer
fun of playing. There's no feeling like it.
Slot entertainment at its best. IGT,
International Game Technology,
pioneers of innovative and exciting
gaming products that have become the
center of attention for players worldwide.

International
Game Technology
World Leader in Video Gaming
Reno: 520 South Rock Boulevard
Phone 702/323-5060. TWX 910-395-7014
Las Vegas: 3155 West Harmon Avenue
Phone 702/798-7878

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, LAS VEGAS

The University of Nevada, Las
Vegas was officially established in
1957 with the construction of Maude
Frazier Hall on a 60-acre plot of desert.
Through hard work and determination,
civic leaders and community members
helped form a center for academic ex
cellence in Southern Nevada for
generations to come. The University
has never lost sight of that original
mission.
Despite its short history, UNLV has
seen dramatic growth in all areas. Fifty
undergraduate programs and 29
graduate programs are now offered to
over 11,000 students on a campus ex
tending 335 acres in the heart of Las
Vegas. All programs are fully ac
credited by the Northwest Association
of Schools and Colleges, and many
programs have received further ac
creditation from independent national
accrediting bodies.

UNLV
CAMPUS FACTS
Total enrollment
11,082
Average class size
30
Average student age . . . 24.2
Male students
49.51%
Female students
Full-time faculty/staff

50.49%
877

Faculty with doctorates .77.5%
Undergraduate majors ... .50
Graduate majors
29
Total 1985 graduates . . . 1,329
Undergraduate per
credit fee
$36
Graduate per credit fee . . $41
Campus founded
1957
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Continual community support over
the years has seen the number of
buildings on campus increase to 28,
and approval was recently granted to
begin construction on a 101,000square-foot facility to house UNLV's
new School of Engineering and Com
puter Science. Both the school and the
building are the direct result of local
philanthrophy.
With many major construction pro
jects now completed, the University's
administration continues to focus its
resources on the essential elements of
all great universities: its academic of
ferings, the faculty, its students.
More than 300 full-time professors
serve the University, bringing degrees
and teaching experience from leading
universities around the world. Faculty
members are involved in important
research for government and public
service agencies, for scholarly books
and journals, and for their own
enlightenment and knowledge. Many
faculty have won major awards and
fellowships, including the coveted
Fulbright, for their work.

UNLV is a beautiful campus with
facilities connected by spacious lawns
and walkways which are shaded by
mature trees and desert foliage. Just
outside the campus are apartments,
restaurants, shopping centers,
libraries, hospitals, and all the other
conveniences of an urban area.
The University is integral to the city's
cultural scene. Dozens of musical,
dramatic, dance, and artistic groups
have been formed under the auspices
of the University and perform regularly
for campus and community audiences.
Each year a number of popular stage
and screen performers and recording
artists from every music category are
featured in concert on the stages of the
University's four events centers. With
the recent opening of the Thomas and
Mack Center and Sam Boyd Silver
Bowl, family shows and sporting
events also are staged for all Las
Vegans to enjoy.

The University has excellent sports
facilities for use by students and the
general public. The Paul C. McDermott
Center has lighted tennis courts, play
ing fields, a 50-meter Olympic swim
ming pool, two gymnasiums, handball/
racquetball courts, dance studios,
gymnastics and weight-training rooms,
baseball and soccer fields, and a fullsize track for jogging enthusiasts.
Other points of interest on campus
include the following.
Museum of Natural HistoryPermanent and traveling exhibits il
lustrate the biology, geology, and
archaeology of the Southwest. The
museum is open daily; there is no ad
mission charge. 739-3381.
Fine Arts Gallery—Exhibits by
faculty and invited artists, with an em
phasis on modern art. Located in Alta
Ham Fine Arts Building, room 130, the
gallery is open weekdays free of
charge.
James R. Dickinson LibraryFeatures a book collection of
volumes; 5,300 periodical subscrip
tions; over 200,000 federal, state, and
local documents; 611,000 microforms;
and 24,000 non-book materials. A
Special Collections department main
tains a world-renowned collection on
gambling and holdings on Nevadiana,
menus, and university archives.
The Flashlight—A 38-foot-tall,
74,000-pound steel sculpture by
internationally-acclaimed artist Claes
Oldenburg stands on the plaza bet
ween Artemus W. Ham Concert Hall
and Judy Bayley Theatre at the
northern end of the campus's
Academic Mall.
Atrium and Aviary—This lush
garden and bird sanctuary is located
in the lobby of Juanita Greer White
Hall. The building is open weekdays.
UNLV operates on a semester
system, and is a member of the
American Association of State Col
leges and Universities, the Council of
Graduate Schools in the United States,
the Western Association of Graduate
Schools, the American Council on
Education, and the Western College
Association.

FUTURE

UNLV

FOOTBALL
SCHEDULES
c „ pt. 6
c pt. 13
c pt. 20
c, ot. 27

c t. 4
C
C
C
N
N
N

t. 11
t. 18
t. 25
v. 1
v. 8
v. 22

1986
at Washington State
PORTLAND STATE
WISCONSIN
FULLERTON STATE
at New Mexico State
at Pacific
SAN JOSE STATE
at Utah State
NORTH TEXAS STATE
FRESNO STATE
at Long Beach State

1987
ot. 12 at S.W. Louisiana
ot. 19 BAYLOR
ot. 26 PACIFIC
3 NEVADA-RENO
10 UTAH STATE
17 at Fullerton
31 at Fresno State
•/. 7 LONG BEACH STATE
>/. 14 NEW MEXICO STATE
•J. 21
at San Jose State
/. 28 NORTHERN ILLINOIS

A WINNING
COMBINATION
* PLUS *
OUR
MEMBERS
The
union members
of
Southern Nevada

OUR
SERVICES
A complete
package of
financial
services

YOUR UNION'S CREDIT UNION

IBEW Plus Credit Union
3nza~Rd~~452^445
4318 E. Bonanza

3400T~JoneTsFTTA^^^^V^^

VIP PRIVATE BOX FOR LEASE
AT THOMAS & MACK CENTER
Home of the Runnin' Rebels

1988
£ ot. 3
Sept. 17
Sept. 24
Oct. 1
Oct. 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29
Nov. 5
Nov. 12
Nov. 19

at Baylor
FULLERTON
OHIO UNIVERSITY
at Nebraska
TULSA
at New Mexico State
FRESNO
at Long Beach State
at Utah State
at Pacific
SAN JOSE STATE

LUXURY FEATURES:
• VIP Parking Pass
• Seats 10 Persons
• Private Restroom

• Wet Bar
• Closed Circuit TV
• Refrigerator

Watch the RUNNIN' REBELS or enjoy your favorite concert!
For Information Call 798-6100 • Ask For Maria

Wounded Thumb
TAVERN
Sept. 2
Sept. 9
Sept. 16
Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct. 14
Oct. 21
Nov. 4

1989
HOUSTON
at San Jose State
at Northern Illinois
NEW MEXICO STATE
at Fullerton
PACIFIC
at Kansas
at Fresno
LONG BEACH STATE

Nov. 11
Nov. 18

at Reno
UTAH STATE

2 FOR 1 DRINKS
AFTER ALL
HOME GAMES
Show Ticket Stub
Video Poker • Ping Pong
Pool • Shuffleboard • Slots

456-9989
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UNLV REBEL SOCCER
.THE SEASON OUTLOOK

CENTRAL TELEPHONE

NEVADA POWER COMPANY

SOIITHUIEST CBS
WISH THE BEST SUCCESS IN
TO ALL

ATHLETIC PROGRAMS

Call
beforeyou

It's the kind of team most coaches
would love to have. The UNLV Rebel
soccer team returns 10 of 11 starters
from a 1984 squad which finished with
a 15-3-3 record and earned a second
consecutive trip to the NCAA Tourna
ment. UNLV returns a total of 15 lettermen from 1984, and with the addi
tion of a high school All-America and
two Las Vegas products who should
set the desert town on its ear, 1985
promises to be as exciting as any other
in recent memory.
Leading UNLV's cast is senior AllAmerica ROBBIE RYERSON, who
spent the past off-season playing on
the U.S. National Team. Ryerson is
UNLV's second leading goal scorer alltime. Only UNLV assistant Coach Dave
Cohen has more career goals (66) than
Ryerson's total of 46. Ryerson led
UNLV in scoring last season for the
third time, recording 20 goals and
seven assists for 47 points. UNLV's
second leading scorer of a year ago,
sophomore GAVIN SPAULDING, is
back and should help take some of the
pressure off of Ryerson on the front
line. Spaulding in 1984 scored 12 goals
and added four assists for a total of 28
points.
Senior and two-time starter ROB
TABER returns, as does junior LIONEL
SAENZ, both of whom scored 12 points
in 1984 (Taber, three goals and six
assists; Saenz, four goals and four
assists). And with junior George
McKenna and junior RICH RYERSON
returning — four goals and one assist
and three goals and two assists,
respectively — UNLV has six returning
lettermen who can light up the
scoreboard.
UNLV can add a pair of freshmen to
the front line who combined in high
school for 70 goals their senior season.
Parade All-America SAL CARBONE
and Las Vegas native EDDIE ANABAL,
join the Rebels and will definitely see

plenty of playing time.
But offense was only one part of the
Rebels' strength in 1984. The defense
was spectacular. Led by senior ano
three-time starter HARRY FIELDS ir
the net, UNLV had a string of eight con
secutive shutouts, a total of 14 in 21
games. Both marks are school records
Fields had a remarkable 0.53 GAA, the
third time he has been under a goal e
game.
The Rebels return three-fourths o
their back line players, with left back
and Senior Bowl participant Rot
Moreland the only loss. Returning are
junior sweeper GARY SORESMAN
who is earning high marks for his hard
nosed defensive play. Right back Jirr
Voydat, a senior in 1985, returns anc
is a fine playmaker as well as a
defender as evidenced by his six
assists in 1984. Junior stopper IVAt
FARRIS made the transition from mid
field to back line in 1984 and did a fine
job for UNLV.
Joining the team is Las Vegas native:
DAN ANDERSON, a goalkeeper whe
Head Coach Barry Barto thinks is hit
keeper of the future. Other Rebel
returning who will make up a stronc
bench include sophomore GREC
DEMBSKEY, sophomore JOHN LIT
WIN and senior MARK OLEJNIK. Ir
addition,
newcomers
JENS
PETERSSON, OSCAR ESCALANTE
ALAN BUTZ and AL BIRD should
make a contribution in 1985.
As for UNLV's schedule, you might
as well throw the names of 25 or 30 of
the best soccer teams in a hat, select
at random 20 and you'd be real close
to the quality of UNLV's 1985 op
ponents. Included on the slate are
UCLA, Washington, San Francisco (all
three within nine days of each other),
Fresno State, San Diego State, SMU,
North Texas State, Cleveland State and
Bowling Green.

UNDERGROUND SERVICE ALERT (USA)
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Tb set new trends you have to set high standards.^
At Centel that's exactly what our people do. That's
why soon Nevada will be the nation's first major metropolitan area
where telephone service will be processed solely by digital switching
systems, linkedby fiber optics cable.
For you that means faster, clearer connections, greater telephone
capabilities, and all for the lowest possible cost.
Centel takes pride in bringing Nevada the finest, most
sophisticated phone service in the nation. But you should know it s the
people behind Centel who see to it you receive that service at an
affbrdablepnce^reat ph(me gervice takes a solid framework. At Centel,
that framework is our people.
Employees pictured from center clockwise, Reg Hoppins, Bobbie Thomas, Cindy Ng, Barbara Baker,
Sandra James.
/

(See Soccer Schedule on Page 59)

cEtrrEL

Dig.

1 800227-2600

CentelPeople:The framework for
Nevada's breakthrough phone
S&lVlCQ.

Making good on the promises of telecommunications

Senior Forward
Robbie Ryerson

Senior Goalkeeper
Harry Fields

©Centel. 1985
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GO REBELS!

SHARP
From SHARPMinds
Comes SHARPProducts
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CALCULATORS
FACSIMILE

A BALANCED PCAA ENTERS ITS 17th YEAR
I! one word could describe the Pacific Coast
At! otic Association in 1984-85, it might be "diver
sify 1" With more conference championships of
fer, i than ever before (12 men's and seven
wc en's), ten different institutions claimed firstpie • honors in 1984-85. Only one school took
he a more than one women's PCAA championsh (UNLV had two), and only three schools
clc ed more than one men's title (Fresno State
WE ops with four, while Cal State Fullerton and
Uf J each had two).
E sides football, five other PCAA championshi were decided in the fall of 1984, and those
title were claimed by five different schools.
I the first combined (men's and women's)
PC ! cross country championship, Fresno State
wo: he men's title behind the efforts of individual
ch£ ip Peter Brett, while UC Urvine individuals
too he top six places to pace the Anteaters to
thei second straight women's title.
A ew conference sport brought a new confere ce champion when associate member Cal
Pol San Luis Obispo won the first PCAA
wo! en's volleyball championship. Besides winnin< its first conference title, Cal Poly also
ach ved a number one national ranking during
the sason, and ended up ninth in the country.
Ir inly the second year of PCAA men's soc
cer, vo squads — Fresno State and conference
cha pion UN Las Vegas — were consistently
ran d in the nation's top twenty and both recei\ 1bids to the Western Regionals (out of only
fou ;ams selected in the West).
It as a UNLV sweep for the second straight
yea n men's and women's basketball, as both
the unnin' Rebels and the Lady Rebels cap
ture ;he PCAA crowns and were chosen to particif te in the NCAA tournament. By coin
cide se, both UNLV squads played San Diego
Sta in the first round of the tourney, with UNLV's
me* ictorious and the Lady Rebs losing a close
one lerry Tarkanian's Runnin' Rebels bowed out
in t! ?ir following contest with Kentucky.
A jther sweep occurred for the first time in
PC/ A swimming and diving, as both the men's
and women's teams of UC Santa Barbara
claimed the conference championships.
With the spring of 1985 came the addition of
two women's championships and the renewal of

/

^ RENO

"4th and Goal"
CALL

-?jc- LAKE TAHOE
LAS VEGAS

4632 South Maryland Parkway Las Vegaj,Nevada 89109
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December 14, 1985 marks the fifth birthday
of the California Bowl, which annually pits the
champion of the Mid-American Conference
against the PCAA winner in Fresno State's
Bulldog Stadium.
When it comes to excitement and college
football at its finest, the California Bowl has
failed to let its fans down. But in its four years,
the Cal Bowl has been more than a thrilling
post-season football contest. One of the most
important functions of the Bowl is to provide
help to the Valley Children's Hospital in
Fresno.
As part of the Cal Bowl festivities, players
from each of the participating teams meet
children from the hospital, and they are all
paired off as "buddies." Prior to the start of
the game, the players and their buddies,
many of whom are terminally ill, reunite at

Lewis A. Cryer

a men's championship.
After eight years of divided baseball leagues,
the Northern California Baseball Association
(NCBA) and the Southern California Baseball
Association (SCBA) merged into one in 1985 and
PCAA baseball was revived. And for the first time
in eleven years, Cal State Fullerton did not win
a conference baseball crown. The Titans, win
ners of two PCAA titles (1975-76) and eight SCBA
titles (1977-84), came close in 1985, losing to
Fresno State in a championship series between
the north and south divisional winners. Fresno
State represented the PCAA in the NCAA
Western Regionals, falling to Arizona State in the
regional finals.
In the PCAA's first year of women's Softball,
two of the conference's five teams ranked in the
nation's top ten and were chosen to participate
in the NCAA Regionals. While Pacific lost to
UCLA in the regionals, PCAA champion Cal Poly
Pomona (an associate member in softball only)
advanced to the College World Series in Omaha,
where the Broncos ended up third in the country.
The PCAA was also represented in the
national rankings in men's tennis, as both CSU
Long Beach and conference champion UC
Irvine were ranked in the top twenty in 1985.
University of the Pacific hosted the first PCAA

CALIFORNIA BOWL V

women's tennis championships and also won the
title — UOP's first PCAA women's championship
in any sport. In men's golf, San Jose State cap
tured its second straight crown and its fourth in
the last five years.
At the men's and women's track and field
championships, combined in 1985 for the first
time at UC Irvine, UNLV became the only school
in the women's conference to win more than one
PCAA championship during 1984-1985. While the
Lady Rebels claimed basketball and track titles,
five other schools each won a championship and
Hawaii was the only institution deprived of firstplace laurels.
When the Fresno State Bulldogs had
claimed their third straight men's track and field
title, it marked the fourth conference champion
ship of the year for the school, the most PCAA
titles ever captured in one year by the Bulldogs.
Out of 12 men's championships, FSU had onethird of the pie in 1984-85.
Though the PCAA sponsored 19 champion
ships in 1984-85, the growth doesn't stop there.
Looming ahead is the addition of two more
women's championships (gymnastics and golf)
this year, as well as the addition of three schools
in the women's conference.
Cal State Fullterton, CSU Long Beach and San
Diego State all bring their women's programs into
the PCAA this year, and with them comes more
national recognition for the conference. All three
schools boast national powers in various sports,
among them volleyball, basketball, softball, ten
nis, and track and field.

J969
midfield for the coin toss.
In the four years of the Bowl, proceeds to
the hospital have amounted to approximate
ly $59,000 and have been responsible for the
hospital's purchases of as Cardiac Film
Viewer (1982), and Anesthesia Machine worth
$20,000 (1983), and four Hewlett Packard
Monitors (1984).
Perhaps as important as the monetary pro
ceeds have been the experiences of the foot
ball players and the children involved in the
Bowl festivities. Though the players and their
"buddies" only know each other for a few
days in Fresno, California, such strong bonds
have been established that many of the men
continue to write to the children as well as
visit them. For those players and children, the
California Bowl is more than a football game
on a December afternoon.
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1985=^
Show of the Year

LEGENDS IN CONCERT
LEGENDS IN CONCERT has become a
legend in the entertainment industry. From the
show's opening May 5, 1983 at the Imperial
Pa ce, Las Vegas, it has increased in fame
be id even the wildest dreams of its creator,
joi Stuart. He remains the show's most exac
ting critic and continues to look for musical and
drc atic improvements.
\ knew he was on the right track when the
sh'. was named "1985 Show of the Year" in
La Vegas. And the Reception received by
LE :NDS' second company which opened in
Ap; of 1985 at Caesars, Atlantic City has been
not tg short of phenomenal. John Stuart came,
he w, and he conquered in the breathtakingly t dutiful new Circus Maximus Theater.
L SENDS IN CONCERT is a multi-million
dol; special effects extravaganza that combinr the talents of legendary superstars of the
195 ?, 60s and 70s with the high technology of
tod. Thanks to this man-made wrinkle in time,
thoi ands of people can experience the excitemei charisma and power of the stars who
oth« wise can live only on two-dimensional
scrr ns and on records. John searched the
wot over for unique talent to re-create these
sup stars. His objective was to obtain the most
exa re-creation in every detail. The most difficu task was not only to find people who had
con arable talent to the original star, but they
had ) look like them as well. Then the magical
re-c ation took place as these special ingrediet
were molded into perfection.
A tough John had an abundance of
eve iSting superstars to choose from, few
see ad to possess the eminence that leads to
eve rsting fame.
'' new that only a select precious few could
still
ptivate the collective imagination of the
auc 7ce. My objective was to portray stars with
a w 3 variety of appeal. For the LEGENDS
trib.
i selected superstars that are as popular
tod< as they were when they died. During their
sho ;ime on earth, their talented stated was so
dee y implanted into the hearts and minds of

so many that although they are deceased the
everlasting memory of those that saw them alive
at the height of their glory has put them into a
legendary status that will never die.
I knew another important element for success
was to keep the content a family show suitable
for all ages. I only portray those aspects of the
stars lives that are still an inspiration to all. Most
of the stars died young while still at the height
of their exciting careers. These stars had fail
ings and tragedies just like any other human.
However, once our legendary perceptions are
established, facts that could diminish the Legend
don't get in the way. The images once forged,
refuse to die."
The tremendous special effects set-up of
LEGENDS creates theatrics that give the au
dience the feeling they are part of the show.
Stuart claims, with no fear of contradiction, that
his laser projector and optics platform is the most
sophisticated one in existence for theatrical use.
Another integral part of the special effects
system is a computer light wall 36-feet wide and
12-feet tall and weighing 2,400 pounds, and
capable of a million intricate designs. A
backstage computer controls this wall of ex
travagant lights.
Multi media is a unique effect Stuart uses to
tie in all the historical segments. On a giant
screen there is media presentation of nostalgic
pictures of the real stars throughout the show;
24 projectors all run by computers flash 1,000
slides plus 16mm film on the screen with special
high intensity lenses. The result is immersion of
the audience in the era of each star just before
a look-alike performer re-creates the artist live
on stage. Each artist is presented with unique
special effects, every detail fine-tuned to
heighten the sensation of deja-vu.
A particularly exciting effect is achieved dur
ing the Elvis segment when a 40-foot long light
truss is lowered to the music of "2001 Space
Odyssey." On the truss are mounted revolving
high intensity spotlights that cast dazzling beams
enveloping the audience.

$2.00 DISCOUNT COUPON
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LAS VEGAS NEVADA

Chicago.
"I sang with a society band, and gradually I worked
into being a chanteuse. This led to appearances on
THE TONIGHT SHOW and acting in commercials and
legitimate plays. In nightclubs, I did my own act, sing
ing and doing impressions of 15 different women. I did
Kate Smith, Ethel Merman, Teresa Brewer, Lena
Home. But Judy Garland always got the biggest
response. And she was my favorite. Ever since I was
a little girl and saw THE WIZARD OF OZ, I've loved
Judy."
For years, people have told Monica she resembles
Judy Garland. She has the same bone structure, the
same heart shaped face, the same full lips. In stage
make-up for LEGENDS IN CONCERT, the
resemblance is so close it's eerie. Like Judy, Monica

LEGENDS."
Monica Maris quite simply loves Judy Garland. Her
need to bring her back to life on stage is something she
approaches with almost missionary zeal.
"To do her well is extremely important to me. I feel

1

closer and closer to her since I've been with
LEGENDS."
Her long-range goal in show business is to do a onewoman show as Garland.
"Someday I'd like to do her last concert tour in
Europe, to research every detail and re-create it in
Copenhagen and London. It was her last tour when she
was singing well, before she became so ill and

Offer subject to cancellation without notice.

HOTEL & CASINO

plause and lights. Give me a downbeat, and I'm on!"
Her first really big break was at age 15 when she
worked the Pump Room at the Ambassador Hotel in

sounded at Carnegie Hall in the early 1960s. I spend
a lot of time studying Judy, reading books about her,
watching tapes, listening to recordings. She loved
elegance. In her TV specials she changed costumes
many times. Of course, I don't have time for that in

Present this ad to Hotel Show Reservations Booth to receive a $2.00 Dis
count (no limit in party) on admission to LEGENDS IN CONCERT.

IMPERIAL © PALACE

Monica Maris is a native of Chicago. She can't
remember ever being too young to sing.
"I didn't really decide to be in show business. It was
decided for me. In many ways my life has been like
Judy Garland's. Like Judy, I started performing when
I was very young. I put on little shows for my father who
was a musician. I entered the Morris B. Sachs Talent
Search in Chicago and won first prize when I was five,
seven and ten. From then on, I was hooked on ap

has a big voice with great range and quality.
"What I want to re-create in LEGENDS IN CONCERT
is the healthy Judy — the way she looked and

Re-Creations of Legendary Superstars
Elvis • Marilyn Monroe • Judy Garland
Hank Williams • Buddy Holly • John Lennon

r

MONICA MARIS (Judy Garland)

dissipated."
But Monica is a seasoned professional, and she
knows that the most important show she'll ever do is
the very next one.
"Judy didn't hold back from an audience. She didn't
save her best performance until Saturday, or until

I

Robot Football graciously Ibanbs M LogonOs in ConcM stall,to .
W
in August, 1985, when the Legend's cast performed on their night off
to benefit the Rebel Football academic support fund.

Carnegie Hall or Copenhagen. She gave everything
every night, wrenching her music and talent out for
everyone to see. That's what I must do. I owe her that."
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REBEL SPIRIT

THE HOMETOWN AIRLINE
SALUTES
OUR HOMETOWN REBELS
The UNLV Cheerleaders add fun and excitement to Rebel events
— here at a basketball game at the Thomas & Mack Center.

"ALMA MATER - UNLV"

UNLV FIGHT SONG

SAN
FRANCISCO
BAY AREA

Ou
Lift
wit
We

UNLV Fight.
g our voices high;
a conquering hand of might
aise our banner to the sky.

On
Ch
Fig
For

JNLV Fight,
ging triumphantly;
, UNLV, Fight
/ictory.

Alma Mater, we praise you
For the spirit you have shown
You've given inspiration through the
years
And with your knowledge we have
grown.
Alma Mater U-N-L-V
May you continue in glory
Days of old, and days to be
We'll treasure your dignity

Oakland

Alma Mater, we'll remember you
When our student days are through
Hard times, good times
They'll be part of UNLV's call.
HAIL TO NEVADA

Hail to Nevada, the place I love the best.
Hail to Nevada, to the glory of the west.
We've got the state with all the personality.
That's why all the other folks are jealous as can be.
Hail to Nevada, her glory reigns supreme.
She is the lady who is always in our dreams.
We'll make you welcome if you'll only be our guest.
Come on by and you'll see why Nevada is the best.
Come on by — You'll see why Nevada is the best.

Enjoy Sunshine Service to the most exciting cities in
the West. SUNWORLD has service in Las Vegas,
Reno, Oakland, San Jose, Ontario, California,
Tucson, Oklahoma City, Omaha, Spokane and
Portland. Sunshine Service means low, unrestricted
fares on DC9s and new comfortable 737-300 jets.
SUNWORLD gives you convenient schedules,
nonstop and direct flights to every city we fly from
Las Vegas. Plus flight crews who know what being
friendly is all about. That's Sunshine Service ... and
that's what SUNWORLD Airways is all about!

UNLV WELCOMES BAND DIRECTOR
Tucson, AZ.
A1973 graduate of the University of Iowa
with a bachelor's degree in music educa
tion, Leslie also holds a master's degree
from Indiana State University, which boasts
one of the best marching band programs
in the nation.
His teaching background includes six
years with Palo Verde High School in
Tucson and several years as a band direc
tor with high schools in the midwest.
Leslie's bands have received numerous
awards for excellence in both state and na
tional competitions. The new UNLV band
director has also been a summer instruc
tor at several national drum major and
marching band camps and clinics.

For Reservations See Your Travel Agent or Call:

736-4111

€\ SUNWORLD
I N T E R N A T I O N A L
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Thomas Leslie

The UNLV music department has
named Thomas Leslie as the University s
new band director. Leslie was former direc
tor of bands at Palo Verde High School in

His responsibilities at UNLV will include
the marching band, a full time teaching
load and directing a UNLV Wind Ensem
ble which performs several public concerts
each year.

YOU'VE GOT
MORE PULL
WITH

DISTRIBUTING OF NEVAOA INC

. REEL SPINNING SLOTS
• VIDEO SLOTS
• VIDEO DRAW POKER
LAS VEGAS
731-4171

RENO
323-6156

ELKO
738-3411
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THE UNLV ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
INVITES YOU TO HOMECOMING '85
GOLF TOURNAMENT. . .COCKTAIL PARTY. . .GOURMET DINNER.. .PRE-GAME TAILGATE PARTY. . .

ia &

S &ua&M

w,

c

FROM THE TRENCHES TO THE SIDELINES — These three young men are former Rebel stars who have joined the ranks of the
chin^^rofession AM am finishing their degrees at UNLV and are serving as student assistant coaches under Head Coach Harvey Hyde.
Pictured from left - quarterback Genet Wallace, Hyde, defensive lineman Richard Grant, and offensive lineman Tyrone Gray.

Gayle Moneyhan & Norm Jenkins
invite yuu
invue
you toiuj
_^

UNLV Vs UNR

November 16, '85
HOMECOMING 1985: REUNION HONORS GRADUATES OF THE CLASSES 1965 AND 1975
Name

Address

No. of tickets
Amount enclosed.

CHECK EVENT DESIRED

Alumni Texas Scramble Golf Tournament Oct. 25. 9:00 a.m.
Showboat Hotel; $40.00; includes golf, beverages, alumni golf
shirt, alumni golf balls.
Alumni Homecoming no host cocktail party and dinner.
Oct. 25. No host cocktails 6:30 p.m. Beam Hall foyer. Dinner
Beam Hall Gourmet Dining Room 7:30 p.m. $12.50 dues-paying
members; $15.00 all others. Seating limited. Order tickets today.
Alumni pre-game Tailgate Party Sat. Oct. 26. 5:00 p.m. - west
parking lot of Sam Boyd Silver Bowl. Free food, beer, soda for
dues-paying Alumni. $4.00 other adults; $1.00 children under
12 years.

Make all checks payable to the UNLV Alumni Association. UNLV, 4505 Maryland Parkway, TMC 74, Las Vegas, Nevada 89154. (702) 739-3621.
Tickets may also be ordered by phone. All donations are tax deductible.

Fri. eve.. Nov. 15-Sun. afternoon. Nov. 17
Complimentary cocktail party at the Eldorado
Casino Friday night, two nights
accommodations at the Eldorado Hotel.
Saturday morning $1.00 drink Fizz party, game
transfers, game tickets and Victory Party
celebration Saturday night, round-trip airfare.

*210

Per
Person
Double
Occupancy

Reservation# by Oct. 15
CALL NOW
SPACE IS
LIMITED

SPECIAL VALENTINE
CRUISE TO

MEXICO

For 1 week departing Feb. 9
Aboard the Tropicale
<04

Includes Round
Trip Air,
Transfers. Meals
and Port taxes.

I S S I Per Person
• Dbl. Occ.

733-9636

OPEN TO
THE PUBLIC

gjc

•SSSriSk

THE
GREAT ALASKA
SHOOTOUT

BAS£ANS

Nov. 28-Dec. 3
In Anchorage, Alaska.

J
W f
M M II

Five (5) nights hotel
accommodations, round-trip
airfare via Western Airlines.
game tickets and transfers

•
Reservations must be
Per Person Dbl. Occ. made by Oct. 28
HOURS: MON.-FRI. 8 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
SAT. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Closed all Sundays & Legal Holidays

It s not too soon to see us about your Holiday travel plans.

[tm]
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THE

ULTSMATE

Believe It or Not!
Journey through the mysterious,
the unexplainable, the ingenious.
f
hil^*

%Jj
I .
^ ...
:

^

Explore the hair-raising artifacts of
primitive cultures and mindboggling technological
breakthroughs.
Marvel at the sometimes beautiful,
sometimes unsightly but always
unique, creations of man and
nature.
Discover fascinating inventions
that defy belief and meet people
who lived astonishing lives.
And all in a setting that heightens
the Ultimate Adventure,
Ripley's Believe It or Not! at the
Four Queens!

Four Queens
HOTEL
CASINO

202 East Fremont Street • Las Vegas, Nevada

NEVADA CENTENNIAL MEDALLION AWARDED
by Suzan DiBella, UNLV Information Office
Janice Etta Woodford, a May 1985
UNLV graduate with a bachelor's
degree in business administration,
recently received the university's
Nevada Centennial Medallion award
for academic excellence.
Woodford, 29, was selected for the
honor because she earned the highest
cumulative grade point average possi
ble — 4.0 — the result of receiving an
A in every class she took at UNLV.
Currently an operations analyst for
Citibank, Woodford attributes her
scholastic achievement, in part, to her
late entrance to college.
"I think you appreciate the chance
to get a college education more if you
have to work at getting there. I felt so
lucy to have the opportunity, that I sort

168

of went overboard," said Woodford,
who enrolled at UNLV six years after
graduating from high school in
Rockford, IL.
Woodford received numerous
scholastic achievement awards at
UNLV, including the Wall Street Jour
nal Student Achievement Award and
the Phi Kappa Phi Scholarship Fund.
She majored in financial administra
tion, with emphasis in corporate
finance.
In presenting the award to Woodford
at a recent Rotary Club luncheon,,
UNLV President Robert C. Maxson
described her as "an outstanding
UNLV citizen, as well as an out
standing scholar," noting her active
participation in student government

and other campus business clubs,
such as Financial Management
Association.
The Centennial Medallion awar I
was established by the university an I
the Rotary Club in 1964 to con memorate Nevada's 100th anniversa; *
of statehood and to recognize the in
portant role of scholarship in the state
history and future.
CENTENNIAL MEDALLION RECIPIENT
Rotary Club President Mike Myer (left) coi
gratulates Nevada Centennial Medallion recipiei t
Janice Woodford on her scholastic achievemei >
as UNLV President Robert C. Maxson looks or
Woodford, a May 1985 UNLV graduate, receive I
the award because she earned the highe t
cumulative grade point average possible — 41
— the result of receiving an A in every clat s
taken.
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